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Blue Economy Future 
 
Blue Economy Future operates a specialised consultancy service. Our approach is to empower human 
potential through active inclusive stakeholder engagement; results driven research that strives to be 
practical with meaningful, engaged outcomes. We focus on practical awareness, identifying climate 
change, blue, green and circular economy opportunities and finance, training and entrepreneurship 
approach through all stages of a project; including monitoring and evaluation whilst being accessible; 
focusing on empathy. Blue Economy Future extends beyond just offering traditional consulting and 
project management services to facilitating entrepreneurship and courses, devising curriculums and 
manuals; policy advice, implementation, increased fund-raising, facilitation and awareness of news, 
events, initiatives and opportunities. It has established a significant global network and series of 
partnerships. Our sustainable, climate change, environment, green and blue economy experience 
extends to the legal, laws, policies, socioeconomic, events and latest technological/knowledge updates 
with work experience in a variety of ocean/blue economy areas. These include ocean governance, illegal 
and unregulated fishing, undersea exploration, marine protected areas; marine renewable energy; ocean 
governance and sovereignty/maritime law, ocean pollution reduction and the circular economy, small 
harbours, marine renewable energy, to cruise and marine tourism to biotechnology entrepreneurship, 
education, business, drones, ship repair, digitisation, actual blue economy strategies, space economy, 
maritime law, ocean governance, logistics, blue economy finance and psychology. Recent project 
examples include Durban’s Blue Oceans Economic Strategic Framework, advising on current global and 
South African ship repair markets and a socioeconomic valuation of the sector, risks and opportunities of 
the Benguela Current Region for the Benguela Current Convention (Namibia, Angola and South Africa). 
Others include monitoring and evaluating the Durban Oceans Champs/Durban-Bremen Marine 
Environment Education Network and advising on the implications of the 4 th Industrial Revolution for 
maritime education and training. 
 
The approach that Blue Economy Future follows is based on 
sustainability, inclusivity, optimizing potential and integration. 
Sustainable development refers to the economic development 
that is both inclusive and environmentally sound, and to be 
undertaken in a manner that does not deplete the natural 
resources that societies depend on in the long term. The need 
to balance the economic, social, and environmental dimensions 
of sustainable development in relation to oceans, land, 
ecosystems is a key component of the transition towards a climateproofed future and climate resilient 
sustainable land, ocean and marine livelihoods, communities and ecosystems and circular economy, 
zero-waste future. It is an approach that aims to ensure long term optimal survival, maximizing the 
technological innovations of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, harnessing individual and collective human 
ingenuity, sustainable finance and creativity for greater local and global prosperity.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction, Background and Synopsis 
 
Changing the world, entire economies, means of production, consumption, the supply chains, myriad 
individual operations, people, infrastructure, not to mention restoring the very ecosystems and all 
processes we depend upon so much; is challenging! Given how much of our world depends on a status 
quo of operations, the systems, people and their behaviour and how over 90% of our trade and many 
aspects of our lives depend on shipping and interdependent supply chains that so many of us 
unblinkingly, unwaveringly take so often for granted. But now, more than ever; it is necessary and 
unavoidable if we are to decisively act against impending climate change uncertainty. A single event can 
have paralysing effects to many parts of this fragile network such as illuminated in the March 2021, 6 day 
blockage of the Suez Canal via the Ever Given container ship. Whilst it dominated news headlines 
momentarily; global climate change is at every moment projecting unknown disruption risk costs… 
 
It has been frequently stated that we must act. Yet, a more invisible movement is emerging in below of 
the surface of the more public renewed attention to the global ocean; the increasing recognition of the 
need to act on climate change and the global transition towards a more socially, equitable, economically 
and ecologically sustainable Blue Economy Age. For centuries, global shipping may have been classified 
as among the most conservative and staid of industries, seldom embracing innovation and change; 
unless incrementally; or thrust upon by a few bold pioneers in maritime history. This continued even 
recently.  Yet in the last few years; it is certain parts of the industry and emerging 
scholarship/experiments, not just government, the International Maritime Organisation and International 
Association of Ports and Harbours, that are decisively voluntarily supporting leadership and change in 
the sector. There is recognition of how much precisely shipping contributes to global emissions and 
climate change.  
 
In an August 2020 study, GHG emissions including carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous 
oxide (N2O), for the total shipping industry (international, domestic and fishing) increased 9.6% from 
977,000,000 tonnes in 2012 to 1,076,000,000 tonnes in 2018. Of this, CO2 emissions consisted of 
962,000,000 tonnes in 2012 to 1,056,000,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions in 2018. Shipping’s share of 
global emissions increased slightly from 2.76% in 2012 to 2.89% of total global emissions in 2018. In 
contrast to trying to convince hundreds of millions of consumers to change cars, trucks and even many 
plane habits; global attention in this sector has mostly focused on shipping as a culprit; given how most 
cargo movements are influenced by comparatively fewer stakeholders, theoretically making it simpler to 
ensure substantial reductions. Shipping emissions are projected to increase at a minimum of 50% of 
2020 levels by 2050, if not curbed 
 
In response, this latest project focuses on practically how stakeholders can and need to accelerate 
meaningful change in this sector. It specifically concentrates on implementing zero carbon, sustainable, 
futureproofed shipping from a mitigation perspective. Previous work in one’s PHD and via continuous 
engagement through the private sector World Ocean Council’s Working Group on Port and Coastal 
Infrastructure Adaptation and Resilience, Working Group, focuses more specifically on adaptation against 
global climate change. It more specifically concentrates on the most updated research, trends and 
developments; including identifying our strides and achievements in decarbonising maritime supply 
chains, shipping and economies via hydrogen, LNG, Ammonia, Methane and other options. This includes 
it’s own conceptual contribution of blue economy entrepreneurs, technological innovations, personal 
insights, experiences and ideas as a professional maritime economist, with PHD. This aims to assist 
stakeholders both experienced and those less familiar to comprehend the main aspects and information 
necessary for prompt decision making, deployment of investment, individual support and action. This can 
help against avoiding unnecessary duplication of efforts; understanding opportunity costs and prioritising 
the most effective interventions, whilst being conscious of how other’s developments may affect one’s 
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own. Whether directly or indirectly, we are all as producers, consumers, operators, governments, 
businesses and organisations, dependent upon the very shipping, supply chains and agents transporting 
what we require. A failure to do so and to mobilise against decarbonisation; will cause that sector to fail 
us, via more and more disruptions. We also cannot simply rely on this sector to act for us -we need to 
inspire and motivate others to join, support innovators and discourage those actively against the need for 
action on climate change and decarbonisation of entire sectors -whether involved in supply chains or 
not…  
 
However, recent emerging trends and developments, continue to emphasise just how much hope and 
progress, maritime industry and shipping are investing in becoming more sustainable, with manifest 
social, ecological and economic benefits. Recently, in May-June 2021 for example the UP World Shipping 
Index exceeded 90 points as a market investor sign of confidence in Liquified Natural Gas (LNG). NYK, 
Asia LNG Transport Dua and MC received a dual fuel LNG carrier or the Diamond Gas Crystal, 
constructed at Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries Shipyard in South Korea. Russia also managed 
successful sea trials for its first LNG refuelling vessel.  Singapore’s Maritime and Port Authority also 
accomplished its first LNG fuel supplied ship to ship, bunkering operation and ammonia as an alternative 
fuel source. This pressure to commit has intensified ever such the International Maritime Organisation 
(IMO) requirement for vessels to have no more then 0.5% on ship fuels’ sulphur content to mitigate 
against related emissions. This has prompted even more innovation such as in Japan, where LNG fuelled 
vessels may also be converted by synthetic methane powered fuel energy sources. D’Amico Group are 
working alongside industry for experiments on biofuels as alternatives to traditional petroleum and gas. 
The IMO Marine Environmental Protection Committee meeting in June 2021 also need to consider 
decarbonisation. 
 
One impediment to decarbonisation of entire shipping and economies; are the resources that will be 
needed to implement and efface such as a transition. These will also become the focus of this research, 
in addition to understanding the aspects and trends influencing this sector. Even shipping companies 
such as Maersk are beginning to concede that industry need to be part of the solution if they are to have 
any hopes of retaining a semblance of business as usual. Representatives there are quoted as proposing 
a carbon tax on ship fuel of at least $450 per ton fuel, to accelerate change -in June 2021. The Marshall 
Islands and the Solomon Islands raised the issue of imposing a minimum $100 levy per tonne of CO2 
equivalent on all ships by 2025. Evidently, pressure is intensifying. Solutions need to move beyond 
requirements for vessels to have Energy Efficient Management Plans, for all stakeholders to be actively 
involved and participating as part of the solutions. This extends to the need to include ports -and their 
insurers/financiers along with others. Ports such as those of Immingham in the UK, are investigating how 
LNG, methane, ammonia, hydrogen and other fuel processes can help mitigate and become 
decarbonised. Even traditional fossil fuel based companies are receiving unprecedented challenge where 
Royal Dutch Shell was ordered by a Dutch court to investigate pragmatically implementing 
decarbonisation. 

 
In Europe, the Netherlands based, Inland Coalition for Hydrogen Shipping just launched a hydrogen fuel 
cell powered barge built by Damen shipyards.  EIT Climate KIC included a consortium of stakeholders in 
Cyprus such as the Cyprus University of Technology (CUT), Cyprus Energy Agency (CEA) and Chrysalis 
LEAP to investigate emissions reduction via a Net-Zero Emissions Resilient Maritime Hubs project. It 
would also tap into private sector/entrepreneur, accelerators and incubators as innovators. Norway, 
Denmark and the USA are hosting similar research cooperative effects under the Maersk-McKinney 
Moller Centre for Zero Carbon Shipping as are the International Advisory Panel on Maritime 
Decarbonisation.  In Micronesia, the Centre for Sustainable Transport are equally working with 
companies such as Swire Shipping to investigate low and zero carbon logistics alternatives. The concept 
of substituting vessels to more sustainably operated and fuelled models is proving to be increasingly 
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commercially viable and technically feasible. Another recent example is the Nordic Green Ammonia-
Powered Ship (NoGAPS) concept study for medium sized carriers by Furstenberg Maritime Advisory and 
the Global Maritime Forum. South Korea and Japan’s Mitsui OSK Shipping Lines, NYK and Yara were 
also similarly investigating the pragmatic feasibility of such a vessel.  Yara created its own research 
section or Clean Ammonia Unit. MOL in contrast, recognise there is increasing commercial demand in 
being able to serve as transport/bunkerage services of ammonia fuel to other vessels. The Japanese 
government have also specifically committed to supporting shipping decarbonisation including ammonia, 
methane and hydrogen specifically by 2050. 
 
Yet, despite these considerable achievements, conscientious investigation has to consider all aspects of 
the pathway to zero carbon emissions shipping, a sustainable blue/oceans economy and the 
decarbonisation of entire economies. These processes and technologies need to be accelerated -but 
they also have to present cleaner, greener alternatives. One 28 October 2020 article by Irina Slav on 
oilprice.com claimed the high water costs that green hydrogen currently requires -$2,432 per ton of 
hydrogen; do not encourage economies of scale, nor uptake among water deprived nations. Clarkson 
Research Services consultancy firm estimated that a 30 year time frame to become zero carbon by 2050 
would cost at least $US 3.4 trillion. $1.2 trillion of this is needed to cater for future projected demand for 
shipping, whilst $2.19 trillion would need to convert existing shipping. Consumers, shipyards and shipping 
supply chains would all need to reinforce each other, consulted and persuaded. Malaysia’s MISC line are 
also investigating LNG and ammonia under the Castor Initiative. This offers an example of a collaborative 
approach to this issue including MISC, The Maritime & Port Authority of Singapore, Lloyd’s Register (LR), 
Samsung Heavy Industries (SHI), MAN Energy Solutions (MAN) and Yara International.  There is also 
the Getting to Zero (Emissions) Consortium.  
 
In trying to promote viable alternatives to hydrocarbon based fuels, ammonia is being propagated as a 
safer, appropriate shipping alternative by Lloyd’s Register’s Maritime Decarbonisation Hub and the 
Mærsk Mc-Kinney Møller Center for Zero Carbon Shipping, AP Moller-Maersk, MAN Energy Solutions, 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, NYK Line, and Total. There remain possible poison risks with ammonia if 
not handled capably. It will therefore prioritise a Quantitative Risk Assessment process. In April 2021 
Singapore’s Maritime and Port Authority were investigating 2 locations for a Global Shipping 
Decarbonisation Centre including embracing innovative technologies that enhance port performance, 
reduce congestion and port authority contributions to vessel emissions via delays and idle capacity. One 
example includes a digitalPORT @ SG Phase 2 system. Singapore also wishes to fund further IMO 
research via a levy on polluting marine fuel consumption. More events such as a Capital Links run 
Decarbonisation in Shipping Forum, the Greener Shipping Summit and the Singapore Maritime Week 
have reinforced growing awareness and the need to invest in the sector. 
 
Another minor development in the decarbonisation of maritime transport is the June 2021 meeting of the 
IMO Marine Environmental Protection; to improve existing energy efficiency plan requirements via EEXI, 
aiming to diminish vessel emissions by 40% over 20 years. It will establish carbon emissions intensity 
reduction targets that need to be accomplished each year, although the actual method will be flexibly left 
to the shipping sector. Some are embracing LNG, ammonia, hydrogen, methane and other fuels. Others 
prefer energy efficiency, digitisation or scrubber based, physical removal technology.  Maritime finance 
is also prepared to favour and support the deployment of capital urgently necessary to arrange such 
events. 24 have ratified the Poseidon Principles by June 2021, 5 from Japan. October 2020’s Sea Cargo 
Charter Initiative including members such as Anglo American, Cargill, Dow, Total, Trafigura, Euronav, 
Norden and Stena Bulk – with the Global Maritime Forum, UMAS and Smart Freight Centre to extend 
decarbonisation to vessel charterers and shipping lines, not just shipowners. Aalborg University, 
Denmark’s MHO-CO Shipping, Sterling PlanB Energy Solutions, Danfoss, Ballard Power Systems 
Europe A/S, and Stuart Friezer Marine are investing 4,500,000 euros on hybrid fuel cells and batteries, 
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to minimise emissions from 2 crew transfer vessels. (2,150,000,000 from the Energy Technology 
Development and Demonstration Program (EUDP).   

. 

1.2: LNG News and Developments 

 

Liquified Natural Gas or LNG has been also recognised as a viable contributor to shipping 
decarbonisation, including in 2 World Bank reports and a Second Lifecycle Greenhouse Gas Emission 
Study published in April 2021 under Sphera for marine engines. The latter indicated the possibility of 
achieving 23% reduction in vessel emissions during the timeframe as needed, extending it to methane 
slip. Knud e Hansen helped initiate the X Gas project to establish bunkerage barges for LNG fuelled 
vessels. It incorporates batteries and an Energy Storage System to yield no vessel emissions. Wartsila 
are working with the Finnish Border Guard to develop a Bio LNG powered patrol boat series. The pilot 
126.5 metre vessel offers an average 13 knot speed and 9000 cubic metres of LNG capacity, with up to 
16 crew needed. Norway’s Ramelia has been operating since 2019 on the St Lawrence waterway and 
Great Lakes in Canada. The company claims the Ramelia, under LGN power, emits 85% less nitrogen 
oxide (NOx) particulates and 99% less sulphur oxide (SOx) particulates and 55% less carbon dioxide. In 
the Wisconsin US based Sturgeon Bay is hosting the formation of the Clean Canaveral bunkerage barge. 
Shipping companies in 2021 have ordered over 130 large cargo vessels at various stages of production. 
 

1.3: Hydrogen/Methane Powered Vessels News and Developments 
 
Maersk are also investigating launching the first carbon neutral container vessel by methane in 2023. 
Japan’s Yanmar and Toyota recently managed sea trials for a hydrogen fuel cell powered vessel. A 
separate hybrid solar and hydrogen powered catamaran has also been completed. As indicated above, 
France recently launched a hydrogen powered river cargo vessel along the Seine (constructed by ABB 
and Ballard). It is owned by Compagnie Fluvial de Transport. Norway’s Deep Purple Project has a 
hydrogen powered ferry in development. Japan’s Kisen shipyard are constructing hydrogen powered tug. 
Norway also hosted the April 2021 Ocean Now event, emphasising hydrogen as a solution.  
 
The University of the South Pacific’s Micronesia Centre for Sustainable Transport in Majuro is specifically 
developing localised solutions to low carbon transport. Since 2012 it has committed to practical research, 
investment and other support to concentrate upon low carbon shipping. It launched several Sustainable 
Sea Transport events, “Talanoa” or dialogues and programmes. In 2017 Germany committed to 
9,500,000 to finance a pilot programme. Additionally, the Republic of the Marshall Islands specifically 
commits to shipping as part of its low carbon future to reduce transport emissions by 16% in 2025 and 
27% in 2030. The region has benefitted from the EU-Pacific IMO Support Project -for Maritime skills, 
research and development and the Cerulean Project, where Swire Shipping and the University of the 
South Pacific investigate the feasibility of low or zero emission feasibility over a significant distance and 
various trade routes. It has developed a business and operational plan. The related Pacific Blue Shipping 
Partnership aims to encourage technical advice and capital investment in the sector. Fiji and RMI are 
asking the region to commit to an initial emissions reduction target for Pacific shipping of 40% by 2030, 
and full decarbonisation by 2050. This will require initial capital funding of US $100,000,000 from the 
Global Climate Fund. The Centre for Sustainable Transport is working with Korean 
researchers/government on the Wingship Project similar to the hovercraft principle of skimming waves. 
Other alternatives include wind, solar and renewable energy powered propulsion systems. 
 
If we fail to however invest in decarbonisation and renewable energy solutions; we may face 
unprecedented crises causing us to embrace even more extreme solutions -to simultaneously cater for 
energy conversion and electricity demand, whilst trying to reduce the associated environmental damage 
and associated impact costs. I.e. we may have to adopt even greater financial, social and other uncertain 

https://www.seatrade-maritime.com/finance-insurance/damen-and-purus-marine-team-finance-green-shipping-projects
https://www.seatrade-maritime.com/finance-insurance/damen-and-purus-marine-team-finance-green-shipping-projects
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costs, as opportunity cost consequences.  For example a 13 year failure by South Africa to prioritise 
nuclear or renewable energy or insist upon diversifying, energy efficiency and decarbonisation; 
accelerated the problems of a collapsing state monopoly on electricity generation. This subsequently 
resulted in the extreme solution of committing up to R218 billion or 1.1 billion pounds on LNG generating 
power ships, capable of adding 1.2 GW to the grid. This process is currently being contemplated by 
Karpowership and Turkey’s Karadeniz Energy Group. However, the project has  received significant 
domestic and international controversy in its 20 year commitment; lack of contribution to local 
economies/source procurement, uncertain ecological impacts and high financial costs, in contrast to 
possible alternatives. 
 
This extends to mitigation against potential greenhouse gas emissions. An International Windship 
Association representative estimated that IMO 2050 emissions reduction targets could be attained by 
installing over 60,000 of the world’s major cargo vessels with wind propu lsion systems. The University 
Maritime Advisory Services (UMAS) and the Energy Transitions Commission (ETC), estimated around 
US $1 trillion would be urgently necessary as investment, or $40 to 60 billion each year, reducing over 
300,000,000 tons of fuel per year. A $300,000,000,000 investment would save over $1 trillion in direct 
fuel costs. In recognition of the need for indirect incentives to affirm shipping decarbonisation, Japan is 
not only penalising high polluters but waiving LNG and Hydrogen Fuelled vessel port fees. Disney Cruise 
Line sought 3 hydrogen powered cruise vessels scheduled to be delivered by 2022. The Maritime and 
Port Authority of Singapore and BHP are investigating sea trials of a marine biofuel process for iron ore 
transport between West Australia and China. In Norway Sintef Ocean are looking to curb the costs of 
ammonia powered fuel cells for shipping. 
 

1.4 Synopsis 
 
In this research project, Chapter 2.1 focuses more on outlining the definitions and characteristics of 
decarbonisation for shipping, maritime industry and supply chains including for hydrogen, LNG, methane 
and ammonia. Section 2.2 highlights the potential supply chains and stakeholders. Section 2.3 focuses 
on the legal and financial aspects related towards implementing zero carbon shipping. 2.4 identifies 
potential case studies, examples of case study failures and disasters. 2.5 provides examples of progress, 
successful trends and developments. Section 3.1 identifies historic events and developments in zero 
carbon shipping. 3.2 focuses on related current and future events. 3.3 focuses on potential advantages 
of LNG, hydrogen, ammonia, methane and decarbonisation. 3.4 highlights potential disadvantages. 3.5 
evaluates associated risks. 3.6 investigates possible solutions and opportunities. Chapter 4 indicates 
conclusions, study limits, recommendations and guidelines for possible future research. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 2: Literature Review/Existing Research Gaps 
 
To implement a Zero Emission Shipping and Maritime Supply Chain Age, this project proposes 
investigating all aspects necessary to understand what it is and which elements need to be considered 
in its implementation. It therefore draws upon existing research of over 150 sources in this Chapter’s 
Literature Review so that we seeking to become a part of that future, are not so reliant upon consultants, 
technical experts, policymakers and funders but might be able to process and synthesis for. Ourselves. 
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As explained in the synopsis in Chapter 1; this will help to overcome existing gaps; learn from 
experiences, successes and failures to devise the optimal supply chain, pilot projects, financial, 
regulatory, operating environment and information necessary to decarbonise maritime supply chains. 
Exploring hydrogen, LNG, ammonia and other options to ensure more sustainable transport is highly 
practical and possible as current scholarship will extensively confirm. 
 

2.1:  Definitions and Characteristics of Decarbonisation for Shipping, Maritime Industry and 
Supply chains including Hydrogen, LNG, Methane and Ammonia. 
 
To understand whether shipping decarbonisation is realistic and can be safely, securely, ecologically, 
technically and economically, outlining definitions and characteristics can assist in determining these 
limitations. Shipping decarbonisation has no formal definition that is internationally accepted but based 
on research; I propose the following: 
“Shipping decarbonisation refers to the active process of taking specific measures to mitigate or reduce 
greenhouse gases, fossil fuel usage and other related substances; where shore or vessel based, provide 
they directly or indirectly influence a vessel’s emissions, carbon or other footprint/pollution impact.”  
Zero emissions shipping specifically infers: “that energy and fuels utilised to support the vessel/its supply 
chain and operations comes from renewable/non-polluting sources that are sustainable both present and 
in the future lifespan of that vessel.” 
 
Various substances have been proposed as fuel or energy sources to empower alternatives to fossil 
fuels, not just shipping but trains, road vehicles, aviation and even port equipment. Each of these present 
opportunities, provided their characteristics are known about; their respective merits and limitations. This 
project will specifically investigate hydrogen, LNG, methane, ammonia and other. Hydrogen is currently 
divided into grey, pink, yellow, turquoise green and blue hydrogen; depending on its method of 
production. Approximately 95% of global hydrogen production is grey, relying on traditional fossil fuels 
such as coal and natural gas, according to the Global Hydrogen Council in 2021, where greenhouse gas 
emissions are produced into the atmosphere, thus directly contributing to climate change/CO2 levels. It 
employs methods such as coal gasification and stream methane reforming. Methane pyrolysis applies 
high temperatures to physically divide hydrogen from carbon. Pink hydrogen relies on nuclear power as 
an energy source catalyst, via electrolysis but is seldom employed. Yellow hydrogen is similarly rare.  
Turquoise hydrogen avoids carbon dioxide emissions, where natural gas and carbon black are produced 
for virtually non-polluting, parallel sources of income. 
 
Blue Hydrogen relies on processes of extracting hydrogen and ensuring Carbon Capture and Storage for 
CO2 from methane via various techniques such as auto thermal or steam methane reforming. However it 
vastly remains conditional upon the effectiveness of the technology type/technique, with varying levels of 
efficiency, resulting in certain volumes of emissions being released (5-15%). Both grey and blue hydrogen 
still present significant risks accumulated from their emitted output and correspondingly less social and 
physical popularity.  Challenges remain with deciding what to do with the stored carbon and the fact that 
so many projects still remain at a pilot level. Conversely, green hydrogen is reputed to be the cleanest; 
with renewable energy based electrolysis releasing emissions free hydrogen products, releasing pure 
oxygen. Green hydrogen can be formed via alkaline water electrolysis, polymer electrolyte membrane 
and solid oxide electrolyser cell, bioreactors and biomass gasification. The main challenges include 
establishing cost economies of scale, long battery energy storage and ensuring uptake. It still requires 
developments of markets, correlating supply chains, incentives and infrastructure to become more 
popular. More committed research and investments need to be developed in public-private partnership 
with pre-set goals. 
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Hydrogen advantages and characteristics include a higher energy density and rapid refuelling time then 
batteries. In comparison to others such as ammonia and methane, it ranks with LNG as being among the 
mostly widely deployed and experienced methods, with commercial and pilot project applications as 
examples illustrating proof of concept. Depending on its production, it greatly extinguishes emitted 
pollution.  It does also have applications such as fuel for airships and linked to feedstocks. However, a 
limitation is that it faces low volumetric density in comparison to other fuels ((International Renewable 
Energy Agency 2020; McKinlay, Turnock and Hudson 2020; Arup 2021). It is flexible in being able to be 
part of fuel cells or as a dual fuel answer. Hydrogen has issues of storing hydrogen as a pressurised gas. 
It may also need specialised training and infrastructure being deployed. The element also has high 
flammability risks. In contrast, ammonia also reduces carbon emissions, but provides correspondingly 
higher thermal energy and NO2 being released, to climate change. It also experiences low gravitational 
energy density and higher vessel weight (0.3-3.7%) from installing these areas. It can lower greenhouse 
gas emissions between 10 to 100% depending on the type of production process utilised. Production 
costs can however be significantly improved to lower market prices and increase demand, as more 
production facilities arrive online. 
 
Ammonia produced by methods such as the Haber-Bosch chemical process, also remains at a more 
experimental/pilot project stage, with few commercialisation examples and no actual vessels, aside from 
being exploited as fertilizer. It allows more storage of fuel and hydrogen when in a liquid form phase, 
including more safely underground, where space can be a premium. This can also be at a lower 
temperature -33.4 degrees Celsius, then hydrogen. It also leads to adverse externality cost effects such 
as acid rain and weakening the ozone layer.  It is not the most efficient at permitting a 25 to 50% reduction 
in carbon emissions.  Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carriers are also being developed including hydrogen 
hydrogenation/dehydrogenation -either connecting or releasing the hydrogen from organic liquid and the 
creating electricity via a fuel cell or combustion engine. It yields virtually no NOx, SOx and zero CO2 
emissions. However, IRENA estimate that ammonia might need as much as US $1 trillion to be practically 
attained by 2050. 
 
Methanol is formed by biomass, catalytic hydrogenation or natural gas apart from various forms of waste 
linking towards the circular economy and recycling.  It can utilise carbon monoxide as part of the 
production process. Methane powered vessels mostly avoid particulate matter emissions and CO2/NO2 
emissions with a degree of SOx emissions but offer significantly higher operating costs compared to LNG, 
hydrogen and scrubbers, with few commercialised successful exemplars. It only offers round a 25% 
reduction average in CO2 emissions compared to other rivals.  Yet it might attain 95% lower particate 
matter  and 995%for SOx and  It is fairly cost-effective at adjusting existing supply chains.  However, only 
around 11 major cargo vessels were trialling it in 2019. LNG or Liquified Natural Gas is well established 
in transport and more in infrastructure; familiarity, skills training and exercise; very reduced 
emissions/pollution of nitrogen, sulphur and virtually no CO2 emissions. It is fairly odourless and over 
80% can be comprised of methane. It relies on temperatures of -162 degrees Celsius, cooling down from 
natural gas. remains highly conditional upon temperature and pressure. LNG engine types include lean 
burn spark emissions, dual fuel -high and low pressure along with gas turbines There is a risk of methane 
slip being emitted during production.  
 
Other decarbonising techniques include improving energy efficiency. One example is via scrubbers 
reduces carbon emissions at the expense of releasing additional other greenhouse gases and energy. 
Lithium batteries are currently subject to competitive supply, dominated by a few sources as a weakness 
however, such as the Democratic Republic of the Congo and China, dominated by geopolitical tensions. 
There are also biofuels based on burning and converting biomass such as sugar cane (ethanol) or other 
forms of vegetation. Compressed and liquid hydrogen is most suitable for ferries, coastal shipping, ports 
and other short range vessels, whereas ammonia and methane are currently more effective for longer 
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duration voyages. LPG combines propane and butane but has up to 17% lower CO2 lifecycle costs with 
far lower particulate matter and SOx, then straight petroleum sources (European Parliament 
2020).Further options to investigate for biofuels include liquified biomethane, bioethanol and 
biomethanol, green synthetic biomethanol, green and blue synthetic methanol but are only at a very 
rudimentary experimental level for shipping. These also can link to alcohol based processes and 
hydrogeneration. However, biofuels can be highly variable due to human population pressures, 
environmental degradation, pollution, climate change and competing usages such as for food, and 
biodiversity/habitat/carbon sequestration.  Apart from the specific gas and production process utilised, 
determining where interventions can yield the greatest results also is valuable. Targeting the top 7 ports 
would result in influencing the decarbonisation of 60% of bunkerage fuel sales and related thousands of 
vessels (International Renewable Energy Agency 2019a). Improved energy efficiency and vessel 
designs, port, fuel and supply operation procedures and incentives can further facilitate these. More 
shipping companies would cooperate given fuel represents among their most uncertain and highest of 
input costs. 
 

2.2 Potential Zero Carbon Supply Chains and Stakeholders.  
 
In developing supply chains for a decarbonised economy, supply chain and stakeholders; many 
supporting components of our existing and future infrastructure and services will need to be reconfigured 
to adjust for the unique characteristics of these solutions. Although each location may be comparatively 
unique; understanding the specific changes required at ports and across trade networks; will emphasise 
just how extensive a process this will be to attain a Zero Carbon Age, and the equivalent need to finance 
and support the process asap. It will be a herculean transition for the millions of associated stakeholders, 
their processes, training, equipment, information, coordination, communications, customs, risk 
management, insurance, finance and security procedures. Whilst LNG and hydrogen may not be 
outstandingly novel, this represents an unprecedented requirement both from causing logistics to shift to 
the extent it needs to, and in the abbreviated timespan. 
 
A LNG bunkering study for DNVGL indicated the need for bunkering facilities, demand and supply 
characteristics; access to pipelines, road/rail; pumping, storage and refinery capacity; safety and security; 
terminals training, fire services; regulations and incident reporting systems -US based; responder training 
and crew (DNV GL 2014a). It is essential to consider life cycle emissions costs. Production, storage, 
distribution, refining, transport and storage along with pressurisation facilities. These methods include 
truck/train to vessel; Shore/pipeline to ship, bunkering and transfer via ship to ship portable tanks or 
mobile fuel storage; The study advises the need for automatic gas identification and isolation systems for 
LNG redundancy, operator linked and drones for maintenance, repairs and inspections/monitoring; 
specific training, Liquefaction Plans for all stages from planning and construction to end of 
lifecycle/decommissioning, integration of circular waste; energy grid connectivity, batteries,  Stakeholder 
-marketing, communication and awareness -challenges of convincing people due a lack of aesthetical 
traits; safety, security, research and development; integration into existing sources and networks. It is 
essential to understand customer demands and related market supply. Operators cannot exist in isolation 
but need to work with authorities and shipping/road/rail too ensure that vessel routes are adequately 
covered with access to the supply of LNG, hydrogen, methane and ammonia, given these constraints. 
Certain exclusion/safety zones where these fuels are present, could be demarcated with restrictions. The 
elements including precipitation, temperature, wind speed and direction can also influence non-fossil fuel 
based products; the extent and distribution of the population; the topography, bunkering flow/transfer 
rate; transfer pressure and numbers/types of flexible loading houses. Aside from the vessels, sufficient 
supporting portable and permanent storage tank facilities, LNG cargo and powered trucks/trains could 
be present. Figure 2.1 depicts an LNG fuel, bunker barge vessel example, whereas bunkering methods 
are illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.1: LNG Bunker Barge    Figure 2.2: Bunkering Processes 
 

 
 
(Marine Firefighting Inc 2016) 
 
Table 2.1: Pros and Cons of Various Bunkering Methods 
 

Method Advantage/Pro Disadvantage/Con 

Vehicle Road/Rail to Ship Low cost of construction and operation 
Applicable to small scale bunkering 

Slow LNG bunkering speed 
Limited LNG bunkering for larger 
ships 

Pipeline/Terminal to Vessel Quick LNG bunkering process 
Appropriate for large scale LNG bunkering 

High initial investment cost for LNG 
bunkering ship construction 

Ship to Ship Large capacity and quick LNG bunkering Limits dependent on specific ports 

Portable Tank to Ship  High tank maintenance and 
operating costs 

 
Yong et al 2030 
 
As early as 2010 the Swedish were refining safe LNG bunkerage procedures with committed vessels. 
(Swedish Marine Technology Forum 2010). Aside from the climate, environment and LNG properties, 
they introduced a safety zone and monitoring system, operational checklists required from trained staff, 
suitable warning signs and instructions clearly designated. Smoking needs to be strictly enforced, given 
the flammability risks of hydrogen. Communication systems also need to be installed but carefully 
insulated away from these fuels. Regular and random maintenance systems need to be devised with 
teams assigned to both scheduled and unexpected incidents to minimise anticipated delays, Protective 
equipment and clothing are advised to be issued where necessary. Firefighting/pollution response 
equipment should be present, although water can help only to contain not extinguish gases, along with 
actual mooring, bunkering, storing and releasing precedures. It argues that after operations cease, 
equipment should be disconnected and cleansed. In designing liquid hydrogen  and other gas based 
bunkerage vessels, tanks, engines, storage/hold facilities need to be appropriately designed by experts, 
with sufficient training and operating policies/suitably adequate safety equipment installed (Bohlerengen 
2019). For example, one hydrogen bunkerage vessel example included a double walled, stainless steel 
cylindrical tank with vacuum insulated domes, considering climate, heat, environment, pressure, shape 
and other factors (Class NK 2018).  
 
Risks can be minimised with suitable training being reinforced at intervals and the formation of common 
policies and standards. Previous templates such as those South Baltic Sea ports and terminals can 
establish their own LNG storage, transportation and bunkering supply regular checklists (MT LNG 2014). 
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This requires suitable operating, training, health, safety and environmental assessment checklists and 
expectations from those involved in the supply chain. The types of transport and characteristics of 
supporting infrastructure, information systems, communication and storage facilities can be specified.  
Safety zones which exclude unauthorised people can be formed. The ISO 28460 technical standard 
specifically provides a template guideline for LNG fuel transfer systems. For the actual operation -one 
can inspect visually, investigate cleansing tanks from moisture and oxygen (inerting and purging), 
investigating for any technical/equipment failures and leakages during pumping of the fuel, the 
bunkerage, storage or transfer operation itself.  Valves and hoses need to be carefully opened and 
closed. Vessels safely moored and disconnected. Fire, emergency evaluation and other incident 
scenarios such as natural disasters, climate and environment also needs to be encompassed in the 
training and choice of using vessels which are riskier than trucks/shore based processes. Clear 
communication between all vessels/trains/trucks used during bunkerage and transportation needs to be 
clear. 
 
It is also imperative to ensure that those within ports and supply chains, along with the vessel crew are 
truly aware and prepared to reduce emissions within Emissions Control Areas.  According to the 
International Maritime Organisation all vessels employed using gas based or low flashpoint fuels, need 
to be trained to an adequate level of proficiency, such as being cautious over flammability and other 
aspects. It is also imperative (Marine Firefighting Inc 2016). The vessels themselves also need to be 
carefully constructed and designed, preferably via the IMO suggested “gas safe” or “emergency 
shutdown” component. It is further advised to consider the financial and regulatory environments are 
sufficiently favourably and receptive to enable the conversion of more transport users into these 
decarbonised solutions. This could extend to offering various shipping, port and other incentives 
(Woodside 2019). More career awareness and information, maritime research, training and educational 
facilities could be converted. Potential floating and shore based drilling and extraction plant processes 
for ensuring a more reliable supply might work. For example the Australian 2012 Coastal Trading Act 
specifically prohibits cargo arising and related commerce from any destination other than an actual port 
-floating offshore bases do not count. Customs authorities also do not recognise it, as for the company 
Woodside. 
 
To ensure cargo can be transferred via alternative fuelled solutions there would have to be vessel 
building, conversion and repair facilities suitably located throughout the world. There would also have to 
be not just port vessels such as bunkerage, supply, pilot and tug boats or ferries but entire alternations 
of divergent types of shipping fleets. Examples include container, dry and liquid bulk, reefer, vessel 
offshore oil and gas support, tankers, scientific research, patrol, naval, emergency search and rescue, 
fishing and perhaps even passenger/cruise vessels with engines and systems that may need converting. 
There are also abatement technologies such as exhaust gas treatment systems and low sulphur fuels .A 
feasibility study for Trinidad and Tobago included the need to definitely measure emissions and ensure 
progressive steps exist as a requirement (International Maritime Organisation 2016). Included in the 
supply chain process is the requirement to ensure access to reserves, design and construct all supporting 
infrastructure and obtain all related permits. This may also include stakeholder consultation, needing 
access to finance and insurance and actually developing markets. The actual requirements that 
stakeholders are so careful to consider urging are summarised in Table 2.1, based on previous 
stakeholder consultation and desktop research. 
 
Table 2.2: Aggregated Stakeholder Requirements for LNG/Hydrogen and other Decarbonised 
Shipping. 
 

Expectations of an Industry Producer Commercial/Community Expectations 

Accessible -to gas/supply IMO and national regulation/legal requirements 

Technology/technical feasibility, Safety Community, policymaker and other stakeholder engagement 
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Commercial sustainability Ecological/Climate Change/social sustainability 

Cost-Retrieval Developing of training/institutional capacity 

Provide and consistently update sufficient information  Availability; Customer service and feedback 

Ease of operation and maintenance Promptness/swiftness of services/infrastructure 
Security and Risk management Allocative/Productive Efficiency 

Cost Competitive Functions are modernized as much as possible 

Productive/Efficient – swift and accurate processing Direct service/transport connections exist 

Reliable/frequent functions of sufficient quality Productive, trained labour responsive to needs 

Satisfying unusual requests – altering schedules/ flexible 
to changing circumstances 

Sufficient Capacity exists   
Efficient – utilises capacity/economies of scale 

Sufficient quantity of functions exists. Commercially profitable 

It satisfies marginal caller requirements Equitable in satisfying the user pays principle and 
access/sovereignty of resources 

It avoids delays/strikes etc Minimises negative externality/congestion costs 

Reliability -components, endurability of structure Benefit and resource sharing 

Access to laboratories, technology updates and research Extent of Liability 

Utilisation of highly skilled and qualified staff Circular economy -reduce, recycle, renew 

Price Investable 

 

Source: This Study:  

 
Consulting stakeholders need to consider reliability, safety, security, capacity, flexibility, operational and 
investment costs; price; technical expertise; availability. For example, 1 high speed ferry in Trinidad and 
Tobago was estimated at needing a minimum of 35 tons of LNG fuel on board -210 each week equating 
to 11,000 each year (International Maritime Organisation 2016). Vessels may have to complete bunkering 
in an hour or less in certain ports, due to demand. Many places will need to provide for import and export 
facilities/transfer arrangements. Additionally, there is the issue of standardised risk assessment being 
conducted, port and vessel emergency preparedness and contingency plans need to be formulated. 
Sufficient public consultation and information would help to defuse community tensions and uncertainty.  
In utilising hydrogen and others for greener European inland shipping, a number of client expectations 
surfaced during the discussions (European Union and Interreg Deutschland Netherlands 2018). The 
specific local climate, environment, topography, ecosystem/biodiversity, availability of water, gas and 
access to grids/pipelines also need to be factored for production sites. Liquid Hydrogen Organic carriers, 
training and standards, reaffirmed basic attention to physical construction but also training and 
employment.  
 
A Busan Port case study applied simulation modelling to LNG bunkering terminals (Park and Park 2019). 
The method advocated precedent studies, port analysis, simulation modelling and then the estimation of 
LNG facilities. It would be useful to assist certain port performance characteristics such as average dwell 
time, average refuelling/cargo transfer time, number of vessels etc. The study estimated that anywhere 
between 5 to 27% of the world’s bunkering fleet could be converted. They looked at density, storage tank 
and carrier capacity and demand, underlying fuel consumption, equipment and supporting 
transport/supply chain capacity. Complexities across 16 common ship types; time of entry, voyage route, 
gross tonnage, average speed, fuel efficiency, bunkering type and willingness to use bunkerage services 
and the number of supply of vessels. Using Arena software -it estimated totals Busan port alone might 
need 380,000 tons in 2025 and 2,005,000 tons in 2030.  
A LNG carrier’s cargo capacity can range from 100,000 to 275,000 m3, whereas small and medium sized 
vessels can range from 10 to 100,000 m3.  This contrasts with seagoing bunker vessels offering up to 
15,000 m3 of cargo capacity. Prior to constructing a facility, these are advised to follow the same legal 
requirements for economic, social and environmental impact assessments as other facilities to minimise 
drilling impacts from reserves (Power Africa 2016). Demand will also be influenced by pricing and 
contracts. LNG bunkerage locations need to encapsulate an entire fuel network. The closer supply chains 
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are to this, the more popular and cost-effective this decision will become. One modelling scenario for the 
North Sea, also gauged this against the willingness or opportunity cost of trying another port location, 
given route deviations are anticipated to be minimal (Schneider and Vis 2017).  Integrating fuel/power 
sources into existing electricity grids can also be challenging. Fuel cell requirements may require a 
backup power supply, hoses with dry couplage breaks, emergency release coupling, an isolating flange 
and gas leakage sensors. Ie. German Navy class submarines utilise molecular hydrogen fuel. The design 
of combustion and other engines for hydrogen/alternative fuels is becoming even more technically 
promising, given they dominate 95% of  all global vessels  but still can improve size, storage,  thermal, 
fuel, temperature, leakage reduction and general efficiency (Seediek, Ammar and Eigohary 2015). An 
example of a global gas supply chain; processing and liquefaction facilities is illustrated in Figures 2.3/2.4 
as representative of the complexities in simply converting processes. Aside from retailers and sellers, 
this would need participation from many including buyers, government, marketing and distribution, 
licenses In operating a supply chain for one of these gas alternatives, the ownership/operating model 
may differ between government/state owned enterprise; the merchant sector; the tolling/concession 
approach and the integrated structure approach, which circumvents government intervention.  
 
Figure 2.3: An Example of a Decarbonised Gas Mining Supply Chain and Industry. 
 

Non-Living Gas/Other Resources ( 

 

 

Exploration and Planning: Prospecting Sampling, surveys for resource assessment, stakeholder engagement and 

consultancy/technology sector; Financing, Capital, Insurance, Approval, Planning 

 

 

Construction, Engineering and Supplies (including Operation) 

 

 

Extraction and Surface Operations: Including Excavation as Above, Vessels, Shore Administration and PR; 

Resource separation; stockpiling and dispatch; waste dispersal; repairs and maintenance/servicing 
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Recycling/Circular Economy, Economic and Social Development 

 

 

Decommissioning and Site Remediation including MPA’s/Ecological Rehabilitation 

 

Impact on Marine Ecosystem Resources and Maritime Supply Chain/Blue Economy (Figures 2.5/2/6). 

 

Source: This Study:  

 

Figure 2.4: A Maritime/LNG Supply Chain  
             Import/Export/Transhipment/Transit  
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Figure 2.5: Marine Ecosystem Resources and Biodiversity  
 

 

Source: Author 

 

2.3: Policies and Legislation Related to Decarbonising Shipping and Supply Chains 
 
In chartering the legal element and financial approaches towards decarbonising shipping and entire 
maritime supply chains; stakeholders can be reminded of the incentives and penalties materially existing 
as persuasion to convert the sector. Equally imperative, remains the need to understand the surging 
investor and regulatory waves against fossil fuel commitments, along with self-interest from marketing 
and reputational risks for those insufficiently acting against climate change. Working to reduce emissions 
and pollution impacts of supply chains also satisfies the legal and moral/ethical aspects to ensure that 
we have a chance of retaining our future, and business operations/ecosystems; their actual survival. As 
with similar research projects undertaken by I as a blue oceans specialist; it is necessary to understand 
global, regional and individual nation sector policies and legislation, to avoid legal/marketing costs; exploit 
incentives, adapt to requirements asap and seize opportunities where these exist. This also extends to 
the first mover advantage -compared to the fossil fuel sector; there is less regulation for ammonia, 
methane, hydrogen and others, (more so for more established LNG). However, this does present a risk 
of regulatory uncertainty. Compliance costs remain lower, freeing up more capital/reserves for 
investment. 
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2.3.1: Global: 
 
Globally, the main regulations have been comparatively few and only binding on signatories, with limited 
enforcement capability, mainly consisting of voluntary, recommended guidelines, technical standards and 
policies. In 2010 the first emissions reduction limits of a maximum 1% sulphur fuel limit for emission 
controlled areas by the International Maritime Organisation. In 2012, this limit was introduced into 
California and globally, a maximum of 3.5% for the global sulphur limit for fuel emissions was passed. In 
2015 the US Caribbean, North America, Baltic and North Sea had Emission Control Areas as legal 
restrictions. By 2020, the global sulphur fuel limit of 0.5% was meant to be implemented, although the 
COVID19 pandemic has delayed this implementation. Table 2.2 summarises these examples. In 
particular the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) have been especially active via its Marine 
Environmental Protection Committee, although for many years this remained and still remains rather 
hapless, with limited actual enforcement and monitoring capability.  Only in 2014 were vessels that were 
not transporting LNG as cargo, permitted under these interim regulations to consider using LNG/other 
gases as fuel for commercial enterprises but has yet to become permanent. However, the introduction of 
the IMO 2020 Sulphur Fuel Cap approach at a maximum of 0.5%, may change this to provide even 
greater inducement towards shipping decarbonisation. Additionally, certain vessel regions create even 
more incentives such as. around the North Atlantic US/Canadian costal region, Hawaiian region, US 
Caribbean Sea, the North and Baltic Seas.    
 
The IMO Conventions also require signatories to take proactive measures to reduce greenhouse/other 
gas emissions and pollution under Annex VI of MARPOL since 1997. This includes undertaking Energy 
Efficiency Design Indexes for vessels. This anticipates  an 80% reduction in NOx emissions from the 
baseline, aside from reductions in SOx (varying depending on the specific Emissions Control Area) 
Shipping also is already expected to observe and record all fuel consumption on vessels greater than 
5000 tons, making it simpler to calculate associated emissions and data. This is similar to the EU 2015 
Monitoring Reporting and Verification Regulation (EU 2015/757). These specifically include not only 
emissions but time at sea and ports, data related to berthing and the voyage. Other international and 
local legislation to consider in decarbonising supply chains include those relating to the responsibilities 
of flag state vessels to regulate their own shipping and of nations to create similar laws for greenhouse 
gas emissions and pollutions under the UNCLOS Agreement (Kutner and Wilensky 2014). This also links 
to the associated levels of liability and responsibility. Flag states are expected to “adopt laws and 
regulations to prevent, reduce and control pollution of the marine environment from or through the 
atmosphere to vessels flying their flag or vessels or aircraft of their registry”.  
 
The International Code of Safety for Ships Using Gases or Other Low Flashpoint Fuels (below 60 degrees 
Celsius), first drafted in 1983 has been made compulsory for signatories and associated vessels, 
exceeding 500 GRT to install since June 2015. This code became valid from 1 January 2017 
(International Transport Forum 2019). This primarily concerns itself with appropriate safeguarding 
measures related to technical installation and design, safety and risk management. Advanced and 
appropriate training with evidence, is expected of all seafarers under the SOLAS Convention on maritime 
safety and the International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for 
Seafarers. They also strongly recommend appropriate emergency drills and exercises with responses 
and tests. Fuel containment systems need to minimise any external or fuel related risk sources of ignition 
or contamination as much as practically possible. They also advise a degree of redundancy against 
system error and failure. Specifying regular maintenance schedules and inspections also reduces any 
associated probabilities of impact costs. Procedures relating to control, automation and safety standards 
need clearly designated individuals with empowered, conscious decision making in emergencies, able to 
follow responsibility. Safety standards under the code are expected for ship arrangements and system 
design; fire safety; electrical systems; control, monitoring and safety systems, compressors and gas 
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engines; manufacture, workmanship and testing; operational and training requirements. Professional 
engineers have to independently assess and confirm any arrangements. All operational crew are 
expected to be suitably qualified and trained. The Code also expects possible risk and explosion studies 
to be conducted but fuel cells were only expected to be included from 2024 onwards. Many applications 
for hydrogen, LNG, ammonia, biofuels and others are noticeably absent from these measures, despite 
an IMO expression of interest to reduce 50% of related maritime and port emissions by 2050 (Damman 
2018). As seen in recent fuel celled hydrogen vessels by companies such as Golden Gate Zero Emission 
in the US and plans for cruise vessels, demand/innovation are outpacing many regulators.  
 
In Europe stakeholders involved with adapting to  gaseous, non-petroleum related solutions not only have 
to comply with the IGF Code and others but a number of EU Directives and local legislation. Individual 
EU Directives include for marine equipment (2014/90/EU), passenger vessels safety rules and technical 
standards (2009/45/EC), port state control (2009/16/EC and 2013/38/EU), Directives 2014/34/EU  and 
2014/18/EU. Fuel cells need similar attention to safety, design and other risk management. Ethics, safety 
standards and other risk management processes may need to be applied such as the European Standard 
for Transport on Inland Navigational Fuels. The region is also specifically investigating actual regulations 
for hydrogen fuel cells but not methane and ammonia. Regionally, the European Union incorporates LNG 
fuel and cargo procedures as part of its risk management process for loads exceeding 50 tons. A separate 
facility safety report is needed for cargo or storage capacity greater than 200 tonnes (European Maritime 
Safety Agency 2013). Other entities include the voluntary regulations of the Society of International Gas 
Tanker and Terminal Operators (SIGTTO), the Oil Companies International Forum, the 
Intergovernmental Organisation for International Carriage by Rail, Intertanko and IAPH. The International 
Organisation for Standardisation has focused on recommended LNG bunkerage guidelines to reduce risk 
exposure. Transport decarbonisation also links to Sustainable Development Goal 13 on Climate Action 
(Duangphastra 2021). 
 
Under the European Green Deal, all EU transport has to be involved in an ambitious 90% emissions 
reduction by 2050 (European Parliament 2020). To attain this the region initiated Directive EU/2016/802 
for a 0.1% SOx limit in Emissions Control Areas and 0.5% in other waters. Under EU Directive 
2012/33/EU, member states have to ensure  maximum of 3.5% fuel by 2014 and 0.5% sulphur fuel 
content by the 1 January 2020 within their EEZ’s and ports, including both cargo and passenger vessels 
(Xu, Testa and Mukherjee 2015). The European Union also drafted the Rhine Vessel Inspection 
Regulations Directive 2006/87/EG and the European Agreement Concerning the International Carriage 
of Dangerous Goods By Inland Waterways. The 2015 MRV Regulation 2015/757/EU provides mandatory 
emissions data being recorded for shipping greater than 50000 tonnes.  Hull coatings, slow steaming, 
scrubbers and usage of technology/renewable energy from electric, fuel cells and such as offshore wind 
propulsion can provide even more emissions and pollution reduction savings. There is also devoted 
research funding under Horizon 2020 and capital investment under Connecting Europe Facility. The 
Cargo Owner’s Zero Emission Initiative reflects an associated professional industry collaboration and 
support basis. Individual nations also have proposed a range of emissions taxes and trading schemes as 
options. Subsequent European Parliamentary discussions from 2020 onwards have advocated even 
more concrete measures, anticipated to escalate with the heatwaves in Spain, Portugal, UK and Greece 
and record floods in Germany. 
 
Table 2.2: Existing Global Decarbonising Policies/Conventions and Others of Significance 
 

International Code for Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying Liquified 
Gases in Bulk 

SOLAS Convention for maritime fuels 
 

Interim Guidelines on Safety for Natural Fuel Gas Installations in Ships (2004) STCW Convention -crew 

International Code of Safety for Ships Using Gases or Low Flashpoint Fuels) EU Seveso II Directive 

Society of International Gas Tanker and Terminal Operators (SIGTTO) Oil Companies International Forum 
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Intergovernmental Organisation for International Carriage by Rail Intertanko, IAPH 

ISO Standard 20519: Ships and Marine Technology (Specification for 
Bunkering of Gas Fuelled Ships) 

IACS LNG 2016 Bunkering Guidelines No 142 (9) 

ISO ISP TS18683) Guidelines for Systems and Standards fir Supply of LNG as 
Fuel to Ships 

Society for Gas as a Marine Fuel, 2015 LNG 
Bunkering Safety Guidelines 

Bureaus Veritas LNG Bunkering Guidelines IAPH Check List for LNG Bunkering 

MARPOL -Ship Energy Efficient Management Plans IMP Resolution MSC.285(86) Chapter 8 

Society for Gas as a Marine Fuel, 2015 Competency and Assessment 
Guidelines 

Ship to Ship Transfer Guide for Petroleum, 
Chemical and Liquified Gases 

ISO/DIS 20519 -LNG Bunkering safety, equipment guidelines and standards. IMO International Safety Management Code 

2015 IAPH Bunkering Scenario Checklists MARPOL Annex IV 
Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage Convention on Biological Diversity 

UNFCCC/Paris Agreement on Climate Change Stockholm Convention on POPS 

Abidjan Convention ISPS Code 

ILO Convention Concerning Protection of Workers Against Occupational 
Hazards in the Working Environment due to Air Pollution, Noise, Vibration 

Rhine Vessel Inspection Regulations Directive 
2006/87/EG 

European Agreement Concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous 
Goods By Inland Waterways 

EU Directive 2012/33/EU, 

EU Directives include for marine equipment (2014/90/EU),  Passenger vessels safety rules and technical 
standards (2009/45/EC), 

Port state control (2009/16/EC and 2013/38/EU), Directives 2014/34/EU  and 2014/18/EU. 

2015 MRV Regulation 2015/757/EU  

 

Source: This Study 
 

2.3.2: National/Local Policies and Plans 
 
Examples of National/local policies and plans, states and others could learn from are identified in Table 
2.3. These provide specific solutions to create associated guidance as to how specific gases such as 
LNG and hydrogen should be produced, operated, safely handled, stored, transported and 
marketed/exported, backed up by research, finance, education and training. 
 
Table 2.3: Existing Local/National Decarbonising Policies/Conventions 
 

South Australia’s Hydrogen Action Plan Draft Tasmania Hydrogen Action Plan 

2002 Norwegian Regulation No 664 Concerning Cargo Ships 
with Natural Gas Fuelled International Combustion Engines. 

2005 Norwegian Regulations No 1218 Concerning the Construction 
and Operation of Gas Fuelled International Passenger Ships 

EU Directive 2014/94 EC -LNG availability in European ports Norwegian Government Hydrogen Strategy 
Design Specifications For Inland River LNG Bunkering 
Terminals; Design Specifications for Ship LNG Filling 
Stations. 

Notice of the Ministry of Transport on Issuing Requirements for the 
Safe Transportation of LNG Transportable Tanks on Whole Ships 

Urban Gas Business Act. Ship Safety Acts- Korea  Marine Transportation Acts, Harbour Transport Business Act 

US Coast Guard Port Regulations/FERC Regulations NMCE NOx Fund -Norway 

UK Maritime Strategy 2050 UK 2020 Clean Maritime Plan 

Samoa Pathway 2014 National Hydrogen and Fuel Cells, Research, Development and 
Innovation Strategy (Hy SA) 

2018 Hydrogen Roadmap for the Netherlands 2018 France Hydrogen Deployment Plan for Energy Transition, 

2019 Japan Strategic Roadmap for Hydrogen 2019 Australia National Hydrogen Strategy 

2019 Draft Austria Hydrogen Strategy 2019 Draft Hydrogen Strategy for Germany 

 2019 South Korea, Renewed Strategic Roadmap for 
Hydrogen and Fuel Cells 

Brazil -indirectly included in the Science, Technology and Innovation 
Plan for Renewables and Biofuels 

2018 Belgium Hydrogen Roadmap France Hydrogen Deployment Plan 

Germany National Innovation Programme for Hydrogen and 
Fuel Cell Technology 

New Zealand Green Hydrogen Strategy and Roadmap 

South Africa -Hydrogen Roadmap/ Green Technology 
Strategy 

2020 -Russia Draft Hydrogen Roadmap 
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Source: This Study, Adapted from various sources such as International Renewable Energy Agency, 
2019 (b), Raksha et al. 2020.  
 
A World Energy Council study on international hydrogen study included interviews with members and 
core companies (Raksha et al 2020).  It also focused on the timelines, associated projects, activities and 
developments briefly for hydrogen and green synthetic liquid efuels across the European region/16 
nations. At least 20 nations had a national hydrogen strategy and another 31 were investigating pilot 
projects by 2020 These countries include the European Union collectively, Germany, Netherlands, 
France, Spain, Italy, UK, Norway, Switzerland, Ukraine, Russia, Japan, Korea, Morocco, China and 
Canada. All aim to reduce emissions whilst certain ones focus on economic growth and development, 
technology and research, institutional capacity building and others on energy security, reduce imports or 
promote exports. High market demand exists across shipping, rail, road, refineries and the chemical 
sector. Europe alone was estimated at a market of over 40 billion euros for green hydrogen. 
 
Figure 2.6: Global Locations of National Hydrogen Strategies, Pilot and Demonstration Projects. 
 

 
 
Source: World Energy Council 2020. 
 
Notably, many of the above represent non-binding roadmaps as generalised future visions rather than 
actually enforced policies and legislation. These nations are investigating everything from prototype 
vessels and zero emission routes to liquid organic carriers, research, renewable energy, export, market, 
trade and supply chain development. Improved networking relationships and joint collaborative 
partnerships are also working. Hydrogen to methane conversion is receiving attention in Italy, Germany 
and Japan. The EU, Germany, Norway, Spain, Morocco, Australia, Japan and South Korea for ammonia 
and Germany, Morocco, Japan and Spain for methanol. Germany allocated 8.1 billion euros to a Climate 
and Energy Fund. France proclaimed a minimum of 100,000,000 euros each year to hydrogen and the 
UK between 307-975,000,000 euros across all hydrogen applications. Total hydrogen production in 
Europe is hoped to reach 6 GW by 2021 and 40 GW by 2030.  This means expanding production capacity 
from 1000,000 to 10,0000,000 tons. Policies and legislation also have to consider regulatory incentives 
and disincentives along with market related price, supply and demand. It also includes the related 
infrastructure, utilised assets and equipment.  Aside from 7 billion euros in funding, France also devised 
a hydrogen traceability origin system, so that financiers and other stakeholder realise it can be green 
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rather then blue, grey, pink, turquoise  or other. This is combined with subsidies to promote purchase. 
Norway aims to curb emissions by 55% by 2030 and 95% by 2050. Switzerland is receiving industry 
attention in converting hydrogen vehicles, in the absence of ports or government level leadership lacking 
a strategy. Russia started to form a suitable hydrogen network and implementation mechanism for gas 
exports and a draft 2020-2024 roadmap from 2020. 
 
In South Africa a number of community groups and environmentalists were deeply concerned about the 
lack of specific laws and guidelines for LNG fuel (Rescue Vleesbaai Action Group 2010). In 2010 they 
specifically challenged PetroSA’s attempt to develop an LNG import facility at Vleesbaai through the 
public consultation phase of the mandatory environmental impact assessment. The proposal was 
abandoned after the Department of Environmental Affairs turned it down. The main argument was 
perceived to be the lack of associated legislative frameworks and associated regulations that would 
enable LNG to be imported by sea and thus, suitably safely managed. They were concerned about the 
lack of specific authorisation to permit or deny the facility among several government entities such as 
local ports, municipalities, energy regulator NERSA and SAMSA. They advised the need for a full risk 
assessment, incident reporting service and law enforcement system. Similar concerns were expressed 
over importing LNG at the port of Ngqura. Current legislation only appeared to focus on importation by 
land pipelines rather than via by sea (with or without regasification facilities). In 2010 LNG import facilities 
would have required over $243,000,000 in alterations to Cape Town port. The US focus more specifically 
in their legislation on the more expensive option of remote siting with setbacks/protection distances and 
thermal radiation protection zones -to protect communities from perceived greater risks (and 
aesthetics…). They also have a flammable vapor dispersion zone for LNG tanks. 

 
2.3.2.1: South Australia and Tasmania 
 
Comparatively few individual plans and policies have been identified for decarbonising shipping at a 
government level. One example of a sub-national or state plan is South Australia’s Hydrogen Action Plan 
(South Australian Government, 2019). This incorporates several action goals such as facilitating and 
endorsing investment in hydrogen infrastructure, create a globally competitive regulatory framework; 
establish sufficient trade from generated demand and supply, improving networking; facilitating labour 
qualifications, training, experience and innovation along with integrating and connecting hydrogen into 
specific tests, supply chains and energy systems. It also set up pilot ammonia and hydrogen projects. It 
has also been developing solar PV and battery storage facilities, vehicles and supply chains being 
established. The plan also seeks to minimise bureaucracy to facilitate exports and commerce. It is also 
investigating supporting research, training, career awareness and skills development. South Australia’s 
government made an initial commitment of over AUD over $17,0000,000 in grants and 25,000,000 in 
loans. 
 
The Draft Tasmania Hydrogen Action Plan seeks to complement other renewable targets aiming to make 
it 100% renewable by 2022 (Tasmania Government 2019). It has therefore investigated the feasibility of 
a Renewable Hydrogen Fund to support the plan’s implementation and attract investment. This includes 
developing its fixed pipelines, storage and transport processes; connecting it into the grid, providing 
accreditation, research and technology transfer; education and skills development for its labour along 
with attempts at community awareness and consultation. This entails providing sufficient information so 
society may fathom and support the transition to hydrogen far more swiftly. It estimated possible cost 
savings that it could be 20-30% cheaper energy then from other Tasmanian sources and in Tasmania 
itself actual costs would be 10-15% cheaper than the mainland/other Australian states and territories. A 
1000 MW facility by 2030 might support up to 1,200 jobs with high capacity pending for exports. To 
specifically develop hydrogen, the strategy endorsed the concept of piloting hydrogen fuel cell based 
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electric vehicles, investigate business investments and infrastructure capabilities along with exploring 
trade markets. 
 

2.3.2.2: Asia 
 
In Singapore local regulation incentives have included $6,000,000 Singapore dollars to help finance 2 
LNG bunkerage vessels and $12,000,000 to port vessels (Woodside 2019). LNG fuelled vessels get 25% 
port due discounts and a further 10% for electing for LNG powered tugs. South Korea’s government 
committed $12,000,000 for subsidising two 180,000 ton bulk carriers. LNG bunkering in Korea, China 
and Japan is similar in seeking to create a market, vessels, bunkerage facilities and supply chains that 
react to global IMO requirements and guaranteed European markets expanding potential supply across 
ports by 2030 (Yong et al 2020). Korea legalised LNG imports in 1983 and as electricity supply in 2025.It 
has also recognised it as a necessary use for vessel fuel under the Urban Gas Business Act. Ship Safety 
and Marine Transportation Acts. However, Korea would have to specifically authorise and legalise LNG 
bunkerage via its Harbour Transport Business Act to permit it. China has passed a series of laws to 
control LNG operations including those related to Hazardous Chemicals Safety, bunkering terminals, 
filling stations and fuel. Japan created the Committee for the Comprehensive Review of Measures to 
Promote LNG Fuelled Ships to speed up the process.  Asia’s nations have therefore focused on ensuring 
ports, business, governments, energy and fuel providers/regulators, researchers and shipping can 
network effectively via LNG fuelled networks 
 

2.3.2.3: Europe and Norway 
 
Norway provides among the earliest examples of both undertaking LNG and other decarbonised fuel 
approaches and the underlying training programmes for shipping officers and crew to proceed safety, 
securely and cost-effectively.  It was successful as from 2000 to 2013, the nation’s shipping fleet 
increased from 1 to 32 ships. A Master’s thesis recognising the actual research gap in this area and lack 
of requirements specified for this area, undertook a training needs assessment with interviews and 
surveys.  Based on its findings, this project advises the need to consider LNG and other fuel aspects, the 
related technology, safety and other risk precautions, repair, maintenance and legal requirements 
(Rodrigues 2013). It advised the need for personal protective equipment, improved data and technology 
skills; additional repairs and maintenance procedures along with courses in operating engines and 
adapting to any differences. Yet methods and courses may need to be adaptable to divergent vessel 
characteristics and reactions. Norway has managed to remarkably proceed with a noticeable absence of 
disasters, unlike other countries with fossil fuel/offshore oil and gas incidents, although the IMO 
International Safety Management Code advises a basic risk assessment is still conducted irrespectively. 
Pre-2014, the IGF Code exempted LNG fuelled vessels from its oversight. 
 
Norway therefore has a deserved reputation as a well-regulated and governed state and example for 
maritime decarbonisation (DNVGL 2014(c)). Vessels with low flashpoint fuels are governed by FOR-
2016-12-27-1883. These regulations outline in detail the objectives of condensing explosion impact costs 
from any possible LNG incident, and mitigating against specific damage types. MSC1Circ.1455 
Regulation requires a hazard risk assessment to be conducted before operations with necessary 
safeguarding measures enacted with alternatives, including independent experts. This must include a 
hazardous area classification drawing, tank and capacity plan, hydrogen piping diagram and structural 
fire protection drawing, control and monitoring systems, inclusion of an operation and maintenance 
manual and related materials/hydrogen containment system 
 
The Norwegian government’s draft Hydrogen Strategy also focuses on creating the basic infrastructure 
for transport and fuel delivery along with national research and development. (Norwegian Ministry of 
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Energy and Petroleum 2020). Ensuring the safety of usage was also felt to matter highly, linking it to 
equivalent regulations for hazardous and potentially dangerous substances. Forming the economic and 
market capacity to sustain low carbon shipping and cargo movements across entire supply chains and 
regions would also have to be integrated into any COVID19 recovery specific plans. Certain exclusion 
zones, where precautions are taken, have become mandatory for any LNG based fuel facility, vessel or 
storage/pipeline distribution facility. Norway is also looking at not only converting all ferries but requiring 
all cruise vessels to be potentially emissions reducing. Part of the legislative process is in requiring the 
designated Maritime/port authorities and supply chain operators to be able to exert sufficient precautions. 
 
Norway has also been further responsive to expanding global pressures to act, despite the high legal 
compliance costs the sector faces (Laribi and Guy 2020). Yet, first move advantages proved to yield 
greater competitiveness in devising innovative solutions, then those from many other nations and 
individual companies/entrepreneurs that have felt less legal/regulatory pressure to actually act. Norway 
also acted on the basis of Emissions Control Areas being supported by the IMO originally and the 
convincing evidence that once progressive legislation and policies such as these are implemented, they 
are less likely to be incorporated. Alternatively, both the European Union and the United Kingdom lack 
legal incentives at present to decarbonise shipping. These are noticeably absent from the Maritime 
Strategy 2050, the 2020 Clean Maritime Plan and related EU legislation. Over 75,000,000 euros was 
committed by the European Union towards LNG solutions including a pilot bunkerage vessel, linked fuel 
processing, storage, distribution and other supporting infrastructure in 2018 (Woodside 2019). 
 
The 2020  UK Clean Energy Plan details measures to encourage greater uptake of these green economy 
solutions via specifications in public procurement, licenses, research and support for infrastructure.  It 
also includes improved access to financial incentives (United Kingdom Department of Transport 2020). 
It calculated $650,000,000 to 890,000,000 each year by 2050 by committing to 11 maritime emission 
reducing policies. It also specifically wished to commit to zero emission shipping, formation of maritime 
research and innovation clusters, promotion of finance/insurance expertise and exports. Areas such as 
Teeside, Liverpool, the Orkneys, Aberdeen, the Scottish Western Isles and Oxfordshire are all 
investigating similar projects/development initiatives for offshore and onshore wind/wave energy, 
hydrogen, LNG, ammonia and biofuels. 
 

2.3.2.4: USA: 
 
In the USA, the 2006 LNG Regulatory Roadmap was provided as a concept planning and guidance 
approach for the Environmental Protection Agency (United States Environmental Protection Agency 
2006). It also included the need for a strategic environmental impact assessment pre-project and 
specifications to demonstrate the stages necessary for approval. It also investigated air/water emissions, 
hazardous air, waste, quality and associated pollution as technical standards. To simplify processes and 
compliance, other US legislation and the stakeholders involved in the authorisation process were 
graphically portrayed. These include the Clean Air and Water Acts and the Marine, Protection, Research 
and Sanctuaries Act. Any emergency responses or incident systems and subsequent cleanups also had 
to be supported. After centuries without guidance, the Coastguard and Port authorities are seeking to 
make separate guidelines and arrangements after a lack of decarbonising initiative by Congress and 
other stakeholders (United States Congressional Research Service 2019). 
 
 

2.3.2.5: Other Policies and Guidelines 

 
Complications to implementing a Zero Carbon Age exist legally, due to a lack of regulatory or self-
regulatory guidance for the transport sector. Very few examples exist of specific plans and policies to 
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deliberately endorse the uptake of LNG, ammonia, methane and other decarbonisation approaches to 
shipping and interdependent supply chains that can be utilised in providing similar equivalent guidelines. 
In one source’s “A Roadmap to Decarbonising European Shipping” (Transport and Environment 2018), 
it outlines a clear motivation can be found to act by first establishing processes to quantify total vessel 
emissions in a region and then outline targets (preferably legally binding) and monitoring/verification 
procedures to ensure systematic attempts towards actual commitment to implementation. Europe 
contributes over 20% of global shipping emissions or greater than 200 MT per year. The source projects 
a minimum 50% increase in existing energy demand by 2050 if active measures are not taken. It proposes 
incentives need to be restructured to commit to improved Ship Energy Efficient Management Plans and 
transferring to alternative fuel sources/investing in mitigation measures, ports and bunkering 
infrastructure.  
 
The source estimates the need for the EU to expand total existing capacity from 11-53% in renewable 
energy to ensure shipping can be emissions neutral. Short sea shipping would provide far more 
immediate returns. Hydrogen, ammonia and electric vehicles, utilising emission control areas, speed 
reduction and wind/solar power are also considered in need of support in relation to current and future 
electricity transmission networks. There would also be a need to improve port bunkerage and monitoring 
facilities. Even radical technologies such as Carbon Capture and Storage could embrace these methods 
(of electro-methane and electro-carbon,) although less efficient. Biofuels could also be investigated.  
 
The UKPI and Brookes Bell LNG Bunkering Guide follows the International Code of Safety For Ships 
Using Gases or Other Low Flashpoint Fuels or IGF Code to consider Type A, B, C and membrane tanks 
depending on a complete, partial or zero secondary barriers or utilising a membrane (UKPI and Brookes 
Bell 2019). The code advises specific risk management and awareness procedures along with needing 
to devise appropriate precautions such as the rollover phenomenon, where LNG vapour is released from 
possible contamination and intersecting.  Others include risks involved in storage and transfer/transport 
options, possible Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour Explosions, asphyxiation, low temperature leakages, 
sloshing and cryogenic damage to steel and if LNG/any other ga were to be too confined without a safety 
release valve. It therefore advises the need for a contingency and emergency response plan, safety 
instructions, exclusion zone and training. It also advises testing and procurement of necessary equipment 
and drill exercises to prepare for possible incidents both onboard vessels and for the port/rail/trucking 
authorities. Creating designated people with duties and clear communication also matters. Lights, route, 
cargo details and vessel/fuel characteristics should be circulated prior to any bunkerage or other maritime 
operation to ensure LNG/hydrogen powered vessels are just as safe as possible. 
 
The Woodside Inquiry in Australia identified the need to ensure regulatory and customs processes are 
reformed, along with taxation processes to enable LNG, hydrogen and other fuels to be legally extracted, 
transported, transferred and utilised (Woodside 2019). Legislation also needs to be far reaching enough 
and flexible to recognise the need to promote careers areas, education and research as that a competitive 
edge remains and labour force at least adequate to consider pursuing these forms of decarbonised 
energy. It could also be connected to mainstreamed cabotage incentives to promote local and coastal 
shipping fleets, but only where such a regular supply of vessels and resources exist to adequately service 
fuel demand. Otherwise, foreign vessels could be actively encouraged to provide this. Provision can be 
made for LNG, ammonia, hydrogen and methane/biofuels etc not just to act as cargo for shipping but as 
a mainstreamed fuel source 
 
Therefore, there remain a number of core guidelines to consider in implementing a responsible, safe and 
pragmatic legislative framework for alternative gas, biofuel or renewable energy propulsion solutions to 
the challenges of maritime decarbonisation. ISO safety guidelines advise a risk assessment is created 
with safety zone/security area that avoids any electronic devices, open flame risk sources such as 
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smoking or any unauthorised/unqualified person to enter. The proposed safety plan/risk management 
approach is advised to consider the magnitude, its possible impact range and types of cost; the 
probabilities and consequences of failure; the types of cargo and fuel characteristics; limits on cargo and 
passengers; hazardous/dangerous cargo; accessibility, transfer flow rates, vent masts and air intake and 
extent of hypothetical spill/other risks. To succeed, improved geotechnical, climate, climate change, 
natural disaster probabilities and information about risk events occurring and environmental information, 
experienced service providers, safety, risk management; policymaker support -local, regional and 
national and less bureaucracy. 
 

2.3.2.6: Elements of the Ultimate Recommended Legal Framework/Polices for Maritime and 
General Supply Chain Decarbonisation 
 
Achieving this Zero Emissions Age for Maritime and Supply Chain Decarbonisation will require the 
drafting, execution and enforcement of a various rules/policies, in addition to the financial penalties and 
incentives, the human capacity to monitor/enforce and an adapted judicial system process. 
Comparatively few nations have legal experience in equivalent policy frameworks, government and 
logistics structures to cater for trading and utilising hydrogen and LNG. Many also have regulatory barriers 
against renewable energy and energy efficiency, have not considered cold ironing, slow steaming or 
emission control research. Even fewer have focused on research, development and 
implementation/legalisation for ammonia, biofuels, methanol, Carbon Capture and Storage, methane and 
synthetic gas based fuels as alternatives. In response, this section proposes a few basic legal elements 
for these stakeholders to overcome, this regulatory gap failure, as part of the enabling conditions to 
generate greater system certainty. 
 

• Act objectives: related to maritime decarbonisation aligned to specific emissions reducing goals 
and efforts to reduce existing emissions. This needs to apply as principal commitments not just 
to shipping but across all supply chain aspects and stakeholders, including LNG, hydrogen, 
offshore wind propulsion, solar, renewable energy, ammonia, biofuels, methanol, Carbon 
Capture and Storage, methane and synthetic gas based fuels as alternatives. Provision must be 
made for the production and development of fuel cells, electrolysers and batteries.  

• Distinctions must be made to favour maritime industry applications of these gases and 
encouragement of cleaner sources of energy production from each of these -i.e. green/blue 
rather than grey hydrogen. 

• These objectives for port, maritime/shipping and general supply chain decarbonisation, under 
ecosystem based and scientific technical management; proactive risk management and the 
Precautionary Principle/principles of Blue Carbon, marine spatial planning; Marine Ecological 
Capital and Rehabilitation. 

• Objectives to determine the development of a long term commercially, ecologically and 
technically viable industry sector under exploration and exploitation; the conditions under which 
it may be permitted or not. 

• The administrative processes and structures relating to the granting of licenses and concessions; 
the possible creation of a Maritime Decarbonisation Enforcement Authority or equivalent or 
otherwise linked to existing maritime/port/supply chain and business regulators. The 
development of an independent Regulator to provide oversight and Ombudsman entity with full 
investigatory and regulatory powers, including enforcement powers to act against those 
committing offences and responding to public interest and demand 

• The need to establish a properly resourced and empowered management authority based on 
capable decision making, clear rights and responsibilities with the capacity to consider 
transboundary cooperation and coordination with other stakeholders to obtain information; 
resources and enforcement support as needed. 
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• Designated powers and responsibilities, capacity to make, amend or repeal regulations. 

• Site selection criteria in forming certain Emissions Control Areas and gas reliquification, 
CCUS/other production, refining, storage, distribution and bunkering facilities to minimise 
adverse externality costs. 

• The need to prioritise marine protected areas and fisheries restoration via ecological 
rehabilitation and regeneration of species; addressing endogenous/exogenous factors 
enhancing vulnerability or risk. 

• Management, operation and maintenance. All stages of the above industry and sector need to 
be considered from exploration to operation to decommissioning, site closure and mandatory 
requirements for undertaking ecological rehabilitation plans for any activities that do materialise. 

• Risk management and links to other legislation or activities including safety, security, 
environment, water, climate change, cargo, fisheries, aquaculture, tourism, renewable energy, 
ports, desalination, shipping, biotechnology etc. 

• Freedom of financing, lease security and concession, ability to set license and fees; fines for 
infringement and incentives. The time period and extent of exclusive access to resources and 
area needs to be specified for fisheries management along with any catch management, reported 
information and monitoring requirements. 

• Any related financial, research, administrative or other processes and requirements including 
specific data and reporting requirements need to be specified. 

• Need to ban destructive production and waste dumping processes; trawling, explosive or 
dynamite fishing; tag fishing/ghost marine equipment to ensure liability outside reserves whilst 
banning it in the reserves. 

• More ecologically sustainable methods and techniques could be specified and recommended as 
mandatory or guidelines. 

• Ecological safeguards and risk management measures could be detailed. 

• Access to any scientific/ecological/other data that does not infringe upon commercial contract, 
intellectual property or other legally confidential information and activities should be publicly 
available. The onus should be on the license title holder to identify any explicit benefits, risks, 
costs and opportunities as practically possible. 

• The need to continuously update and utilised the latest technological, scientific research and risk 
mitigation measures should be emphasised along with the principles of measures to minimise 
adverse sound, light, waste, species and other ecological effects as much as possible should be 
emphasised. 

• Any legislation needs to consider elements of the IMO, MARPOL, UNCLOS, new High Seas 
Treaty, domestic law and other principles as identified in the above sections, whilst ensuring the 
framework is sufficiently flexible enough to change as conditions and circumstances do; whilst 
robust to ensure protection of the marine environment; blue economy and human/other species 
rights and our cultural legacy. 

• Any industrial application or moratorium process needs to involve active identification and 
consultation of related stakeholders and operate on the principle of free, willing and informed 
consent. Stakeholders need to be continuously informed and updated. 

•  It needs to possibly involve full geophysical, socioeconomic, cultural heritage and environmental 
impact assessments regularly conducted at prescribed time period intervals before and during, 
exploration, exploitation. 

• This needs to consider waste management, minimisation and recycling plans related to the 
circular economy. The need to factor in climate change; marine pollution and other full possible 
risks along with emissions reduction and offsetting policies. 

• The requirements for marine scientific research process 
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• Transparency, efficiency, flexibility and accountability in all governance, licensing, enforcement 
and other fishery processes. 

• Identifying and requiring all stakeholders to adhere to the Precautionary Principle, the Polluter 
Pays Principle in the extent of personal and professional liability, Marine Spatial Planning and 
the Common Heritage of Humankind should be enshrined in legislation and policies. Serious and 
Transboundary Risk Harm need to be specified and avoided as much as practically possible 

• The need to specify and require local training and skills development; workplans along with 
adhering to occupational health and safety. 

• Applications need to respect and consider equitable access to resources including traditional and 
indigenous usages, respecting marine protected area boundaries and preserving cultural 
heritage where practically possible. 

• Freedom over selling/procuring assets and properties/pay supply chain on time without the 
rigorous onus of centralised government procurement policies inhibiting development of MPA’s 
or their extension or their effectiveness. 

• Links to fisheries, aquaculture and other blue economy areas or opportunities 

• Ocean sovereignty and governance; creation of marine protected areas and private reserves. 

• Marine spatial planning and functional zoning/integrated coastal zone management 

• Links to blue carbon expansion and preserving 

• Preserving of marine biodiversity and ecosystems; Regulated introduction and exploitation of 
rare and exotic species sustainably. 

• Education, research and training including establishing youth and other volunteer/professional 
rangers and guides; professional status of fishery observers, technical staff and data collection 
processes. 

• The need to consider new entrepreneurs/technological and other solutions 

• Environmental, water/ocean impact assessments for certain activities with a maximum specified 
time period. The need to identify risks including transboundary risks and possible mitigation 
measures 

• Research, information; marketing, commercialisation and all value chain issues.  

• Trade regulation, exports and provision of financial, investment, research and other incentives. 

• Resolving market barriers to entry -competition; infrastructure and standards; 

• Issues over access to supply of these gas based/renewable energy solutions. 

• Need to consider traditional existing rights and customs where ecologically sustainable and 
responsible in use; based on historic/current tradition and precedent. 

• Need to factor in local experience. 

• The need to minimise adverse externality costs as much as possible. 

• Need to consider resilience and vulnerability of resources and any marine protected areas 

• A suitable enforcement, regulatory and independent oversight/appeals authority 

• The extent of public participation and consultation in the process 

• Avoiding of marine threats -issues of Polluter Pays Principle, carbon footprint offsetting, and 
company liability. Risk management. Need to ensure recycling where possible, reduction of 
bycatch and related waste and the principle of ensuring the circular economy wherever possible. 

• Issues over resources as climate change develops; monitoring for changing socioeconomic, 
environment, climate and oceanographic/population and coastal development conditions. 

• The need to conduct socioeconomic, technical and resource need along with environmental and 
climate change projection risk assessments/stakeholder requirements. 

• Need to protect marine cultural and geological heritage; rare/endemic species via no take zones. 

• Need to provide training and institutional capacity, early warning systems to record 
ocean/species/ecosystem and surrounding environmental health, with suitably rapid response 
and intervention where possible. 
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• Links to other policies and supporting legislation. 

• Links to international legislation, targets and goals including SDG’s, Aichi 11, 30% by 2030 

• Specific prescribed legal and other penalties for violations and the question of liability -extending 
to terrestrial, marine and coastal risks based on the violator paying back the full 
ecological/economic value for any damaged resource.  

• Need to establish effective law enforcement, monitoring and evaluation regularly and provision 
for updating regulations/management processes. 

• Companies need to provide evidence of due diligence, legal and compliance monitoring 
strategies along with annual Sustainability Reports. 

• The possible provision of Awards and other incentives as motivation 

• Regular publishing of progress towards pre-determined targets or objectives channelling the 
reduction of specific fisheries related crimes and offences, and transparent accountability for 
decision making 

• The resolution of disputes and appeals process 
 
 

2.3.3: Financing Zero Carbon and Decarbonising Shipping and Maritime Supply Chains 
 
Significant capital will be needed to finance the transition to low or zero emissions shipping and 
infrastructure/ For example, an April 2015 Mundra LNG import project with 5 MTPA capacity cost over 
$730,000,000 using a combination of Indian state and private sector venture funding. There are various 
ways in which shipping decarbonisation can be financed including conventional private investments; 
public-private partnerships; building/operating in exchange for concession agreements and government 
based funding. There are also emerging sources of climate resilient and general infrastructure green/blue 
bonds; research, development and training grants and others. Carbon pricing and related taxes have also 
been investigated but forming an international consensus on the matter has been extremely contentious 
and receiving enough market demand from prospective bidders has revealed little actual commitment. 
LNG powered vessels get specific exemptions from certain port fees at Antwerp, Bremerhaven, 
Gothenburg, Hamburg, Kitakyushu, Nagoya, Panama Canal Authority, Rotterdam, Singapore, Tokyo and 
Yokohama. Los Angeles offers financial incentives for vessels compliant with IMO Tier III engines. 
Norway, Japan and Singapore have specific funds to help support LNG bunkerage and vessel 
conversions. Shanghai hosts an emissions trading scheme. 
 

 2.4 Potential Decarbonised Shipping and Maritime Supply Chains, Case Study Benefits and 
Successes 
 
Although no historical example exists of an entirely decarbonised shipping fleet, maritime supply chain 
and underlying economy, in the past decade, more examples of vessels, shipping and equipment have 
been invested in for hydrogen and LNG, apart from energy efficiency. Ammonia, methane and other 
forms of reduced emissions/greener/more sustainable shipping primarily remain in the experimental 
stages of trials, with far fewer examples of research and commercialised successes, to draw upon for 
evidence.  Case studies with benefits and successes; outlined in the section, though far fewer then might 
supplied for conventional shipping, nevertheless can be sufficient to prompt more to commit to radical 
decarbonisation for our logistics. The concept has proven itself economically; ecologically, technologically 
and socially. All it needs is the will, backed up by the capital… to be efficiently deployed, heeding these 
experiences. 
 
Examples of initiatives in the quest to develop climate change resilient ports and infrastructure through 
mitigation and adaptation are summarised in Table 2.4 below. Most notably, this maritime economist is 
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actively involved in a private sector initiative or World Ocean Council specifically seeking to help 
coordinate and unify related decarbonisation and adaptation related stakeholders. The World Ports 
Sustainability Programme, Sustainable Shipping Initiative and Decarbonising Ports and Harbours 
Innovation Network provide similar efforts to facilitate awareness, best standards and efforts. To convince 
stakeholders though, more effort needs to be made to reach out to the top port operating authorities, 
shipping companies, funders such as the Asian, African, Caribbean and Interamerican Development 
Banks, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development plus World Bank along with the major 
consultancy firms and academia. 
 
Table 2.3: Existing Global Port/Shipping and Maritime Supply Chain Decarbonising and 
Sustainability Stakeholders and Initiatives 
 

World Ocean Council Working Group on Ports and Coastal Infrastructure 
Adaptive Resiliency 

World Ports Sustainability Programme 

Lloyds Register Sustainable Shipping Initiative 
Shipping Decarbonisation Initiative at Aspen Institute Decarbonising Ports and Harbours Innovation Network; 

Med Ports Association Sustainable Committee, Valencia Port 

Port of Oslo Port of Los Angeles, 

Kaohsiung Port, Taipei Port Port of Antwerp 

Autoridad Portuaria de Vigo., Gothenburg Port, 

Port of Auckland  Northwest Seaport Alliance/Port of Tacoma 

Vancouver Fraser Port Authority Port of Marseille, 

Algeciras Port Authority PortXchange 

Solomon Ports, Port of Huelva 
Helsinki Port Hamburg Port 

Long Beach Port, Niedersachsen Port 

Associated British Ports Port of Gladstone 

Port of New York and New Jersey Sabah Ports, 

Stockholm Singapore 

DP World CK Hutchison Holdings Ltd, 

APM Terminals EUROGATE 

AP. Moller–Maersk Mediterranean Shipping Company, 

 
Source: This Study 
 
To develop zero carbon bunker fuels in developing countries the World Bank’s 2021 study estimated the 
necessity of considering pollution, greenhouse gas emissions, air quality, the socioeconomic and 
technical implications of all these fuel types (World Bank 2021a). It conducted a blue ammonia case study 
for Brazil to assess its cost-competitiveness with multi-criteria analysis. Aside from cost and availability 
of supply,  energy efficiency, institutional capacity, safety, security and sound risk management matter. 
This would range from a 19-85,000,000 ton demand for green hydrogen, assuming at least 50% of the 
global market share. This would necessitate 2,000,000 cubic feet per day of gas to produce 52,000 tons 
of ammonia each day and store 78,000 tons of Carbon Capture and Storage. Alternatively, 3000,000 
cubic feet could yield 87,000 tons and need 129,000 tonnes of carbon capture and storage per day or 
7000,000 would yield 232,000 tons and need 3,44,000 tons per day. These translate to $24,000,000 for 
19,000,000 tons of green ammonia produced, $40,000,000,000 for 32,000,000 and $107,000,000,000 
for 85,000,000 tons.  In India, green ammonia demand for shipping could range between 95-248,000,000 
tons needing US$147 to $295,000,000,000.  Mauritius has potential demand of 1-1,700,000 tons by 2050, 
from a US 1,600,000,000 to $2,700,000,000 investment. By 2050, Malaysia’s annual demand for green 
methane could range from 11 to 95,000,000 tons. The IEA also estimate that green hydrogen will 
frequently remain less economical, then blue hydrogen reaching $2-4 per kg production costs as opposed 
to $1.5-3.2. by 2030. 
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2.4.1: Europe including Norway, Sweden, Belgium 
 
To create an enabling policy framework and environment for hydrogen based ports in the North Sea, one 
conference event proposed enabling stakeholders to mutually convene and seek solutions (EPS and 
Nedstack 2019).  It advised concentrating on inland waterways and rivers to simplify the need for new 
additional investment to adjust infrastructure and services and the capacity to convert over 13,000 
vessels most optimally, just on the Rhine alone. More electrolysis generating capacity would be 
necessary for the hydrogen generation process. It identified not just ports but their equipment and many 
functions could easily become powered by hydrogen, LNG or more traditional land and ocean energy. 
Although not specifically marine; more European countries are committing to ensuring the available 
capacity of hydrogen apart from ocean renewable energy is being supported. Pilot projects included a 
25-45 hydrogen fuel cell ferry project off Norway under the Horizon 2020 Flagships and Hyseas project. 
The Orkney Islands are investigating the feasibility of hydrogen fuel and bunkerage services under the 
North Sea INTERREG, Dual Seas Project. To succeed the projects emphasised the core need to secure 
sustainable returns on investment for finance, ensure economies of scale, improve research, establish 
available infrastructure, regular communication and information sharing along with the support necessary 
to move beyond small scale prototypes to full scale commercialisation. Improving policy and 
administrative procedures can also improve the ease and will of the private sector to engage. There are 
also certain awards and incentives that can be utilised for additional PR via the reputational boost of 
complying with measures such as Sweden’s Clean Shipping Index with over 30 companies as 
subscribers committing to greener shipping, which port authorities award with lower fees. 
 
The possibility of even converting fishing fleets has been explored but traditionally they operate on lower 
health, safety, cost, environmental, training and other margins than others (Jafarzadeh et al 2017).  
Norway in particular provides an example of how incentives combined with support for research and 
infrastructure investment proved sufficient to reduce emissions intensive fuel consumption of local 
vessels. Norway had 53 LNG fuelled vessels in March 2016 out of a global total of 77 with 85 ordered. 
These vessels have proven to be CO2, particulate matter and SOx emissions reducing, eco-efficient and 
economical over the past 5 years despite being initially 2-0-25% more expensive than standard fossil fuel 
powered vessels. Despite potential risks, there have been no accidents from any incidents, with an 
impressive safety record being demonstrated. It also has a well-established and predictable pipeline and 
refuelling facility network and customer base from the ferries and fishing fleets. Substantial LNG reserves, 
well established guidelines, safety equipment, training and construction facilities. The country also taxes 
emissions for vessels with a greater than 750 kW horsepower engine, as a further motivation but only 
within 250 nautical miles as coastal waters and grants additional credit per NOx emissions that are 
curbed. It also specifies vessel technical standards such as thermal insulation of tanks, drip trays below 
all potential leakage points, cooling areas, fire dampeners, alert systems and crew training. By 2018 LNG 
vessels had only slightly expanded to 61 vessels, but still reflecting a steadily expanding demand ((DNV 
GL 2014b). 
 
In Norway coastal shipping has received support for hydrogen and electric batteries as means to wean 
off dependency on fossil fuels (Bach et al 2020).  From 2006 to 2020, over 3,02 billion Norwegian kroner 
was invested in decarbonised shipping. Yet it has been conditional upon certain factors. Rather then 
facing voluntary interest and uptake by markets, it has been dominated by state procurement. It has also 
been dependent on establishing research and training programmes, testing facilities and successes. It 
has gained popular acceptance, as more vessels become familiar in people’s consciousness. Supply 
chains, shipyards, bunkerage facilities, cargo and passenger routes have also helped to promote 
demand. However, much of this hydrogen is grey or blue rather than being purely green at present. In 
the country it has proven to significantly cut emission gases, although with slightly higher conversion 
costs. Norway forged an initial Maritime Cluster as specialised industry network in 2008, tested the first 
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global hybrid vessel for OSV Viking Lady in 2013, and the first LNG passenger/cargo ferry from 2018 to 
2021.  
 
In Sweden, another source verified prospective demand for cleaner, green marine fuels for the industry 
(Hansson et al. 2019).  With a multicriteria decision making analysis including fuel price, availability, cost, 
legal compliance, eco-efficiency and other criteria; the study favoured pure LNG and hydrogen then fossil 
methanol, biofuel, methanol, ammonia and others. These criteria also included the investment cost for 
propulsion, operational costs, available technical infrastructure, potential risks of acidification, poor health 
hazard, climate change, safety and probability for meeting existent regulations. Fuel price, reliability and 
climate change ranked the highest factors across all stakeholders, with authorities and fuel producers 
more concerned about legislation on average and ship owners on safety. It is therefore highly 
recommended to undertake similar studies across other nations along with suggestions to encapsulate 
as many stakeholders as possible, to encourage awareness, interest and market demand. 
 
Belgium is also seeking to decarbonise transport and ports but via hydrogen (Hydrogen Import Coalition 
2021). It is working with others in Europe to ensure greater research, funding, tax and regulatory support 
to produce, transfer and import hydrogen as a decarbonising solution. This means considering technology 
installation, transfer and deployment; technical, safety and construction standards with other guidelines 
and designing supporting shipping and terminals. The Hydrogen Import Consortium, which includes 
Belgium, are seeking to prove the concept as commercially viable at 65-90 euros by 2030-2035 and 55-
75 per MWh by 2050. Pilot projects remain in need of scaling up and extending to full market 
commercialisation. Aside from pure hydrogen and liquid organic hydrogen carriers, this includes synthetic 
ammonia, methane and methanol fuel experiments. The challenge remains securing access to LNG 
supplies from Morocco, Chile, Australia, South Africa or Oman. Europe’s Mari-Green project (Maritime 
Innovations in Green Technologies), will investigate LNG and hydrogen for Europe’s inland waterway 
vessel fleet It will include 65 stakeholders from Germany and the Netherlands and supported financially 
by INTERREG.  The last estimates concluded 17,639 river and canal vessels exist to be converted across 
the Continent, with 13,049 based on countries from the Rhine. 
 
Nothing is impossible for logistics decarbonisation. As several studies have indicated, simply committing 
to a transition pathway based on current technology and energy efficiency can yield phenomenal 
emission/pollution reductions (International Transport Forum 2018). It could even be possible to attain 
zero emissions shipping as early as 2035. Without this 82-95% reduction; the alternative polluting 
scenario would yield a minimum 23% increase in global emissions from a 2015 baseline. Renewable 
energy sources including solar, wind and these gas based components; along with using technological 
and operational efficiency, as well as legal, financial and psychological incentives can attain this. 
However, given capital investment costs remain high as are retrofitting expenses, the historically risk 
averse shipping sector would need to be convinced. The International Transport Forum maintain that with 
sufficient infrastructure, combined with these other features, such as port fee discounts and green 
shipping enticements could rapidly spur more demand. Certain industrialists are already making the 
effort, unprompted by governments and legislation such as Kawasaki Industries with the Susio Frontier 
cargo ship in Japan. 
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Figure 2.6: Susio Frontier Liquified Hydrogen Carrier 
 

 
 
Source: Price Waterhouse Coopers, 2020 b. 
 
DNV GL have concluded several studies on LNG’s capacity to serve as shipping’s new fuel of choice as 
well as other areas (DNV GL 2014 a/b). These confirmed the ecological and economic advantages, its 
technical simplicity and the potential to convert many shipping sector elements from ferries to cargo and 
port vessels to cruise ships. The company even has committed researchers and marketers in its growing 
confidence about the future of this fuel. It is also become increasingly available to be a substitute supply 
of fossil fuels, despite high retrofitting and installation costs. It has also focused on how shipping 
decarbonisation especially offers efficiency and other benefits to certain area across Europe, Asia and 
North America. Biofuels may be also worth considering but biomass would be more effective at being 
restored as mitigation or contributing to food security, ecosystem habits or biotechnology and other 
applications. The study estimates how LNG and hydrogen can provide conversion opportunities for the 
cruise industry, extending vessels, revenue and energy efficiency, lowering engine room crew 
requirements. It also avoids deck cleaning from soot. A simple 1500m3 tank would be sufficient to provide 
enough fuel requirements for 70-80% of all cruise itineraries.  
 
Increasing demand is manifesting from the proliferation of vessels needing conversion such as the 2017 
MARANDA project to empower an Arctic polar research vessel via a 165 kW hydrogen fuel cell. A ferry 
and a river boat both received finance under the EU FLAGSHIPS project (FCH 2020). At least 21 vessels 
fuelled by hydrogen were subsequently tested. The Netherlands is presently involved in several hydrogen 
pilot schemes which various businesses hope to use as a basis for commercialisation. For example, a 
16,000,000 euro subsidy has been used to help construct a 20 MW Electrolyser in Delfzijl capable of 
3,000 tons per year but replacing 27,000 tons of CO2 emissions (De Laat 2020).  Zeeland will gain a 1 
GW hydrogen electrolysis plant. The Port of Rotterdam will look at having a $250-300,000,000 euro 
investment reducing 350,000 tons of emissions from 45,000 tons of yearly green hydrogen being 
generated at a 250 MW Electrolysis plant. It will also receive a $20,000,000 investment into Carbon 
Capture and Storage Facility for Blue Hydrogen in partnership with Shell, Exxon Mobil, Air Liquide and 
Air Products. Weesterens Wind Farm will receive a 100 MW facility. Coradia iLint are testing hydrogen 
powered trains and refuelling stations for vehicles. Damen Shipyards are preparing to erect 2 hydrogen 
fuel stations at a cost of 1,400,000 DKTI. 
 

2.4.2: The USA 
 
The USA are experiencing increasing demand and are gradually cultivating LNG bunkerage and storage 
facilities in or near to Jacksonville Florida, Port Fouchon Louisiana, Los Angeles/Long Beach California 
and Tacoma Washington (United States Congressional Research Service 2019). As cruise ships start to 
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participate, they may receive specialised facilities at Port Canaveral in Florida. Gulfport Maine, 
Philadelphia and Brownsville in Texas have LNG powered vessels being constructed in local shipyards. 
The lack of US Federal regulations has worked favourably to encourage certain research and individual 
commercial efforts, if remaining uncoordinated and lacking equivalent infrastructure as priorities. The 
USA also have an H2 Flirt Train pilot project in San Bernadino California. 
 

2.4.3: Africa including South Africa 
 
Although South Africa has only 4 total registered commercial vessels and is in a limited capacity to 
introduce them domestically, aside from its navy, port and fishing vessels; its historically global coal and 
platinum reserves offer similar opportunities to Australia and Canada; in providing export market 
opportunities through establishing coal to hydrogen conversion facilities. (Price Waterhouse Coopers, 
2020 b). The nation already has undertaken pilot projects in such an area, and if the historically ret icent 
government could reduce the regulatory burden, provide financial incentives/grid connections; it could 
stabilise its 13 year old erratic electricity crisis; avoid fossil fuels; promote exports and save militant, 
bellicose labour from unemployment. Hydrogen could also be stored in batteries far more simply and be 
far more reliable via a series of electrolysis and fuel cell plants. Durban’s Dube Trade Port was also 
scheduled to install an initial fuel cell manufactory.  
 
South Africa has retained an erratic approach towards hydrogen, despite a Hy S National Program and 
Roadmap (Bessrabov et al 2012).  It provides a classic case study of how academia, the private sector 
and some well-meaning government entities, were stymied and blockaded by bureaucratic paralysis, 
excessive regulations, racial political dynamics and a lack of clear visionary leadership and coordination, 
as with various other emergent technology and economy sectors. Despite initial early efforts by the 
Department of Science and Technology to form a National Hydrogen and Fuel Cells, Research, 
Development and Innovation Strategy (Hy SA) and Competency Centres in Infrastructure, Systems and 
Catalyst, South Africa failed through various mechanisms to obtain, its easily attainable goal of 25% of  
global current markets for hydrogen technology, unaided by a lack of financial support, skills exodus, 
volatile hostile mine labour and other limitations. The country did potentially benefit from possessing 
around 80% of platinum group metals. It proved the concept worked at the Northwest University 
Potchefstroom campus and CSIR hydrogen storage laboratory. The program similarly investigated the 
need to perfect electrolysers, storage and production, whilst connecting any produced fuel/electrical 
energy into existing systems. 
 
Similar challenges existed towards creating LNG bunkerage facilities at Durban and Cape Town ports, 
as one a previous study (Motsoahole 2014).  This extends to that of ensuring adequate supply and 
demand of the product and service to be sufficiently globally competitive with imports. Public procurement 
delays, corruption, crime, violent strikes and poor maintenance practises/traffic congestion have created 
other challenges to wards forming LNG bunkering infrastructure. There also remain the high capital 
finance costs, as it is not taken seriously by National Port Authority Transnet management. Yet if South 
Africa were to commit; it would offer close proximity to Mozambique and Tanzania fuel supplies, high 
skills expertise, reasonably well-developed transport infrastructure, good access to capital infrastructure 
and other markets; reduced needs to import petroleum, far fewer emissions and other benefits. It also 
has to adjust for the safety issues.  
 
More recently however, there have been more justifiable concerns via the proposed temporary solution 
of installing offshore LNG gas to power Karpower Ships off South Africa’s coastline such as Ngqura. 
(Naidoo 2020). A decarbonised industry such as the one envisioned above needs to be based on 
maximising local economic/industrial opportunities and development; in contrast to the one which may 
provide a temporary source of slightly cleaner and more reliable energy for a decade; but at a cost of 1-
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2 dozen renewable solar/wind energy plants. This proposes an additional 2000 MW to add to local 
capacity over a 20 year lifespan with minimal public consultation and engagement programme. It faces 
significant community/environmental opposition. The initial concerns included ecological risks to 
biodiversity, species survival, fisheries, marine habits and sediment, poorer air quality and emissions, 
noise pollution, water temperature and safety risks. Others include uncertain, unquantified socioeconomic 
impact costs, benefits, changing hydrology, wetlands, cultural heritage, terrestrial ecology, water supply, 
possible property values loss, aesthetic, and traffic congestion. 
 

2.4.4: Asia including Japan 
 
In Japan interest is arising at positioning the area as a hub for LNG and decarbonised shipping, as with 
Singapore and other Asia-Pacific nations (International Transport Workers Forum 2018). Japan 
dominates the LNG import market and Keithin Port serves LNG requirements for Tokyo, Kawasaki and 
Yokohama. It is currently intrigued by the commerce prospects and conversion. Both Japan and 
Singapore cooperated in a 2017 research study on bunkering. Both are also investigating converting 
shipyards, ports and other facilities/due incentives to convert to cleaner, greener maritime transport. 
Simultaneously they are embracing renewable energy from other sources, carbon capture and storage 
and greater energy efficiency. Efforts also exist to perfect hydrogen fuel cell vehicles and vessels, waste 
heat recovery, technology and other practises. Asia’s nations are also investiga ting carbon emissions 
and related shipping taxes and discounts for more sustainable port/shipping methods. 
 

2.4.5: The South Pacific/Oceania 
 
A significant proportion of the work on sustainable, decarbonised shipping has been conducted by the 
University of the South Pacific and the Micronesian Centre for Sustainable Transport. This is motivated 
by omnipresent concerns over global climate change and its localised Oceania impact costs; high 
transport and energy costs/low shipping efficiency and other factors. For example, 70% of Marshall 
Islands energy consumption arises from transport (Micronesian Centre for Sustainable Transport 2019).  
The Centre was formed in the Marshall Islands in 2015, aiming to specifically achieve a 16% transport 
emissions reduction by 2025 and 27% in 2030. The Centre has proven to be highly successful with a 
track record of research, pilot projects, training, networking, technology and education/labour 
development. It has formed partnerships among government and regional organisations, state owned 
enterprises, academia, busses, community, aid agencies, education and training facilities. It has also 
focused on social, environmental, legal, economic and technical evaluation. The main purpose was to 
establish regional self-sufficiency and continuance via strengthened institutional capacity building, rather 
than relying upon external parties. It initially commenced with convened stakeholder consultation and 
calculating associated carbon footprints of existing transport. It also included investigating indigenous 
solutions to revert back to offshore wind and other solutions. Reviewing and amending policy frameworks 
to accelerate this future was also considered essential. 
 
Pilot projects included  experimenting with multi-hull sailing vessels around and between islands. It 
includes developing “Wing in Ground” Wingships, a wind propulsion inter-island freighter; flettner rotors 
and coconut oil or seaweed/algae/other based biofuels. Another project investigates improving existing 
vessel efficiency. The Pacific Blue Shipping Partnership also includes an alliance of existing shipping 
operators that have helped efforts by volunteering emissions data and being prepared to trial certain 
processes (Pacific Blue Shipping Partnership 2020).  Industry needs long term commitments and 
coordination support. The Centre researched scrubbers, air lubrication, wind propulsion, fuel cells, 
batteries, hybrid combinations and electric propulsions for vessels. This excludes their fuel sources 
origins from solar, LNG, biomass, waste, hydrogen, ammonia, methanol, carbon capture and storage 
with others. High investment costs would be needed for any major infrastructural changes and the South 
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Pacific experience significantly constrained budgets. Improved vessel designs such as the propeller could 
yield a minimum of 2-8% fuel efficiency, but with larger area propellers up to 20%, cost-effectively just 
based on existing technologies. Hull designs may yield up to 25% fuel efficiency, but would be 
significantly more challenging to implement, given comparatively few specialised ship repair and 
conversion facilities exist in the region -mainly dominated by Australia and New Zealand. Air lubrication 
may yield 5-15% fuel efficiency saving yet again would rely on the expenses and uncertainty of imports 
from abroad. Improved efficiency for existing diesel engines may generate a more modest 0.1 to 3%. 
More research would be needed for improved energy efficiency and recovery. Ballast water trimming 
produces a 0.5 to 2% fuel energy saving. Improved usage of technology and optimal vessel cargo 
distribution can produce up to another 1.5% in fuel efficiency economies. Regular and continuous 
maintenance may yield another 2 to 8% efficiency saving. Improved port planning and performance may 
reduce another 5% 
 
A 2016 project assessed whether the South Pacific could also include natural gas and LPG as fuels 
based on costs, prices, demand, supply and other criteria (PRIF 2016).  It identified major opportunities 
and prospective market interest to uptake these fuels, advising information and marketing campaigns, 
access to loans/credit financing arrangements; vocational training and a deposit system for cannisters. 
Utilising LNG would rely primarily on import markets such as Australia but still closer and with less 
emissions then from petroleum sources. 
 
Specific solutions to address vessel emissions as abatement options include locally manufactured soft 
sails, Beluga, sky sails and other wind propulsion techniques, improvements in engines, other technology, 
batteries and fuel cells, along with cold ironing and use of shore based power. In 2019 experiments are 
looking to improve a 1964 inter-island ferry using 12-15 tons of marine fuel per day. In 2024 the Neoline 
ferry with hybrid wind and diesel power is expected to be produced. The Centre hopes to support a fuel 
celled ferry by 2030.  The Pacific Blue Shipping Partnership and Centre are also investigating various 
scenarios which would enable them to optimise their marginal abatement costs for maritime emissions 
(Pacific Blue Shipping Partnership 2019 a). In 2016 4 countries (Fiji, Vanuatu, Tonga and Kiribati) 
undertook 496 voyages on 102 vessels, yielding 24,682 tons of CO2 emissions.  Average vessel speed 
ranged from 9 to 14 knots.  Average voyage duration ranged from 0.5 to 11 days, depending on vessel 
location and type.  The Solomon Islands to Kiribati generated the most CO2 per voyage followed by Fiji 
to the Solomon Islands. It also advised investigating fuel efficiency, consumption rate and associated 
emissions. The partnership is also looking at any fiscal, technical, training, information or other barriers 
to implementation.  
 
Analysis from the Centre studied various shipping abatement measures realising that few greenhouse 
gas emissions and air pollution would be mitigated against for propulsion devices, improving engine 
designs, energy waste heat reductions and improving auxiliary energy management systems (Pacific 
Blue Shipping Partnership 2019 b). Somewhat higher emissions and air pollution arose from altering the 
vessel’s profile and configuration. Improving energy efficiency from auxiliary systems, proved to be even 
more effective at reducing pollution. Including onboard carbon capture and storage systems proved to 
offer the greatest chance for reducing actual emissions but present challenges related to the stored 
carbon. However, certain measures such as selective catalytic reduction and exhaust gas recirculation 
technologies were found to possibly have  very low chance of reducing emissions, as with scrubbers 
(may reduce SOx) but at a much higher cost. Propeller polishing can reduce nearly 50,000,000 metric 
tonnes of CO2 each year (4.0%), autopilot (1.7%), water flow optimisation (2.8%),  speed reduction 
(8.5%), weather routing (1.7%), hull cleaning (4.8%), air lubrication (1.6%) and propeller upgrades (1.8%). 
These improvements could save up to 430,000,000 metric tons of CO2 each year. In the UK 84% of 
vessel emissions could be correspondingly reduced and below239 pounds per ton of CO2.  However, the 
Pacific needed a similar analysis of its maritime transport and alternative fuels sector. The Centre  
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received a $10,000,000 budget for the Transitioning to Low Carbon Sea Transport in partnership with 
WAM, GIZ and Hochschule Emden-Leer (Traut 2019). Swire Shipping and the Centre received another 
$2,000,000 for the Project Cerulean decarbonisation option; aid in forming an IMO Roadmap and 
Strategy and $300,000 t0 consider various mitigation scenarios and solutions. 
 
In response to climate change, Fiji’s Low Emissions Development Strategy aims for a 40% emissions 
reduction from all sources by 2030, whereas the Marshall Islands are also investigating this. Just in time 
voyage optimisation could benefit a $232,000 cost saving or 103 tons in carbon dioxide emissions, versus 
$100,000 and 300-500 tons for slow steaming and 200 tons and $50,000 for hull and propeller cleaning. 
In 2018 Pacific Island countries mostly ratified the Laucala Declaration on Pacific Islands Decarbonisation 
of Transportation,” as a sign of political commitment, unique globally. This further supported the 2015 
Suva Declaration on Climate Change, Paris Agreement, AOSIS Samoa Declaration on Climate Change 
and the Samoa Pathway’s commitment to “sustainable transport to the development of SIDS and 
commitments to support SIDS’ efforts to access “environmentally sound, safe, affordable and well-
maintained transportation, that take a life cycle approach and support energy efficiency in the transport 
sector.” This specifically concedes the need for actions based on existential risks. It specifically looked 
to establish greater awareness, support for information, popular mobilisation, a full decarbonisation target 
by 2050 and 40% by 2030 along with promoting it overseas and forming a Sustainable Transport Finance 
Working Group. 
 

2.5 Potential Decarbonised Shipping Case Studies Risks, Issues and Challenges  
 
The journey towards completing a Zero Emissions, Decarbonised Shipping Future will not be a simple 
one. Prevailing research has made available many case studies that, those of us wishing to ensure 
emissions neutral and negative, non-polluting means to continue business supply chains can learn from. 
These experiences provide certain risks, issues and challenges, at times, possible solutions; that once 
we know about these to expect and anticipate them, we can subsequently be proactive. This means 
working to invest, finance and support solutions, plan operations and entire economies against these 
hurdles, whilst subsequently boycotting and abandoning those whose practises are not even making the 
effort; are non-committal or hostile. 
 

2.5.1: Case Studies of Decarbonising Challenges from Asia including Pakistan 
 
For over a decade the risks of LNG terminals and supply chain operations have been well known as 
familiar terrain, necessitating the legal requirements for economic, environmental and social impact 
assessments (ESIA). A growing demand in this area, will present increasing compliance costs but also 
associated need for related government entities to review applications for installation, modification and 
decommissioning. It will also generate a subsequent possible demand for consultants. These 
assessments provide a template upon, which certain generalised risks and issues can be expected, as 
with similar energy and fuel based projects. For example, one ESIA study for a Pakistan Gas Port 
including an LNG terminal, jetty and extraction facility at Port Qasim benefitted from an initial supply 
capacity up to 3,28,000,000 tons per year (Hussain 2011). It was favoured due to offering immense 
potential to reduce expensive LNG imports. This terminal would accommodate vessels with a maximum 
310 metres length and 50 metre beam, capable of hosting an LNG supply vessel of 138,000 to 165,000 
m3.  
 
The project also requires bathymetry, meteorology, dredging, climate change and oceanographic 
assessment being highly expensive with initial capital costs. It also may involve the expense of a berth 
location assessment to consider port performance and productivity and how these and the underlying 
settlements might be adversely disturbed by this potential development. Any facility design would be 
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subject to the availability of gases, suitable training expertise and experience, possible pollution, sound, 
light, biodiversity and other ecological impacts. There is also the need to factor in any created waste, 
compliance with MARPOL and ballast water loss. In reviewing the ESIA assessment, they also remained 
concerned about LNG specific risks such as those from possible explosions; the freezing of emitted LNG 
into cryogenic liquid along with the instability of gases in not easily mixing or rollover effect. 
 

2.5.2: Case Studies of Decarbonising Challenges from Africa including Ghana, South Africa 
 
The Access LNG Floating Storage and Regasification Project is being undertaken in Ghana, partially 
financed by the African Development Bank from 2019 (African Development Bank 2019). Its ESIA 
assessment report indicated myriad problems and related participant concerns that would need to be 
addressed if the project is to be popularly accepted and achieve its goals. 1,700,000 metric tonnes of 
LNG each year will be stored with regasification facilities, to support related power stations for a 12 year 
project near Tema port. It would have to comply with local, regional and international policies, laws and 
conventions/regulations. Any LNG/hydrogen or other gas project would similarly need to curb avoidable 
pollution including hazardous and non-hazardous waste; protect air quality and biodiversity sufficiently, 
reduce contributions sustainably against climate change and safeguard fair labour working practises and 
human rights. For this project, there remain significant dredging costs from an 800 metre breakwater and 
submerged 8 kilometre pipeline. Dust, sediment quality and noise levels envisioned with the project were 
excessive in relation to World Health Organisation recommended standards, yet water quality proved to 
be adequate. At least 9 fish species, 3 lizards, 2 fish, the bush baby and cane rats plus several bird 
species were also at risks of being disturbed. There were also 2 sacred trees within the vicinity of Gao 
Lagoon. Other risks include to local settlements and vegetation loss along with risks of alien/invasive 
species and marine biofouling from introducing LNG carriers. Various mitigation measures are proposed 
including a total of 1,433,700 GHC with 128,000 to capacity building and training; 715,700 to 
environmental implementation and 240,000 to monitoring and mitigation, 200,000 to a community 
livelihood plan, 50,000 to an emergency response plan and 100,000 to stakeholder 
engagement/development. The project preparation also considers public health, sanitation, venereal 
diseases and traffic management. 
 
In South Africa, the Western Cape Department of Economic Development and Tourism 2016 concluded 
that LNG importation such as for the Eskom Ankerlig plant in Atlantis, Cape Town; a may impose a series 
of risks to local society, environment and the economy, depending on ownership and design (Western 
Cape Department of Economic Development and Tourism 2016). It conceded various plausible 
commercial, financial, regulatory and other risks existed in the absence of a clear national overlying vision 
and legal framework. The idea was to improve local energy security and supply and be in a position to 
advantageously utilise close proximity to ports and gas fields. At the time it indicted possible pricing risks 
remained influenced by the Henry Hub in New York and the Japan Crude Cocktail exchanges for market 
natural gas. Challenges remained legally and whether or not governments would fund/privatise and in 
overcoming local protests/opposition to the development of this sector. It also remains highly conditional 
upon securing reasonable levels of political support and interest. The source expressed possible volume 
risk concerns, which could jeopardise supply lines if measures were not taken. Political and investment 
instability also were found to deter investors. Supply chain disruptions could cause significant impact 
costs, if appropriate measures are not denied. Devising these supply chains can require clear 
coordination, information sharing, transparency and cooperation in relationships. If LNG can only be 
imported at a few harbours/inland terminals then siting risks exist with options for even further disruptions 
and location specific issues. Currency risks exist to foreign investors. Finally, South Africa also had issues 
in the national energy operator possessing a monopoly making it difficult for renewable energy power 
producers and clients to directly obtain supplies of electricity from each other. 
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2.5.3: Case Studies of Decarbonising Challenges from the South Pacific 
 
The South Pacific have been actively committed to developing low carbon maritime transport and supply 
chains since 2015 (Nuttal 2015).  Over 95% of fuel is imported. Being highly conscious of their vulnerable 
exposure to sea level rise, heatwaves, cyclones and extreme climate events, they keep seeking ways to 
mitigate and adapt to climate change. However, despite increasing political support; the gaining of 
dedicated aid donor funding, popular interest and the formation of the Micronesian Sustainable Transport 
Centre; they still experience certain financial, skills, high transport costs, geographic isolation and high 
dependency on fuel/other cost challenges in converting this sector towards being more sustainable. Yet 
transport currently adds significant volumes to localised emissions and 75% of fossil fuels, creating high 
dependency and additional incentives towards reducing emissions. Most philanthropy is devoted to land 
based energy projects and infrastructure, rather than addressing this majority contributing sector to 
climate change. However, the source identifies core financing, policy uncertainty; insufficient information 
and awareness; poor coordination and a high need for greater research and development, with 
cooperation for the commercial shipping sector. There is a core need to investigate the feasibility of other 
fuels.  
 
Fortunately, unlike in other geographical regions, there remains a high degree of local popular and 
political support. This is emphasised in the 2014 Samoa Pathway calling for all small island states to 
“gain access to environmentally sound, safe, affordable and well-maintained transport.” This includes 
prioritising energy efficiency and safety, but Fiji and the Marshall Islands remain the only Pacific countries 
that commit to the transport sector for fewer emissions. South Pacific sustainable transport was 
historically powered by renewable energy until the past 150 years. Current research is reverting back to 
traditional wind propulsion and other more energy efficient techniques, which have proven to have up to 
30% in fuel/transport costs when compared to alternatives (Newell, Nuttal and Holland 2020). Via the 
University of the South Pacific and the Micronesia Centre for Sustainable Transport pilot projects are 
being introduced across the area to prove the concept is far more eco and energy eff icient as well as 
economical. One includes the SV Kwai operated by Island Ventures, which attained 60% fuel energy 
savings in costs as a hybrid wind propulsion vessel. Another pilot enterprise in Tonga, the Project Vaka 
Fanaua aimed for 80% in reduced fuel costs. The Marshall Islands has orchestrated its own Rebbelib 
policy, unifying partners from universities such as Portsmouth and Southampton, SPC, IUCN, SPREP, 
USP, business supply chains, aid agencies, governments and others to support the concept of a local 
specialised research centre and pilot projects. 
 

2.5.4: Europe including Rotterdam Port 
 
Introducing hydrogen to Rotterdam port has mainly experienced the associated challenges of leadership, 
coordination and planning, along with the necessity of reducing imports, whilst conjuring enough 
consumer demand that can be continuously retained. (Notermann et al 2021). Hydrogen can link to 
digitisation and technology for greater optimal efficiency, stimulating more trade, prosperity and 
development.  It can also operate irrespective of the climate; unlike solar, wind and hydro alternatives. 
Rotterdam port’s cluster also ensures that all stages necessary to create a hydrogen supply chain with 
other harbours and networks can occur. There remains a need for more feasibility studies. More efforts 
also have to take place to ensure that if hydrogen is to prove the answer, it must not derive from grey 
sources but from renewable, non-polluting energy sources, as for any other proposed decarbonising gas 
solutions. However, Rotterdam and the Netherlands themselves remain net importers of hydrogen and 
dependent on the shipping routes operated by those external; despite a large scale commercial market. 
There is also a need to more from minor ad pilot projects, to transverse and subsidise/support the initial 
transition towards a fossil free economy and logistics sector. 
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Across all regions, despite the obvious positive gains to be secured from reversing global supply chain’s 
contributions to the perils of climate change; this depends on a number of factors and risks; especially 
related to accessing finance; ensuring rapid economies of scale; convincing stakeholders of the need for 
financial/policy changes, support and to utilise these products (Balcombe et al 2019). Technology needs 
to show itself as investment ready to policymakers and regulators; investors, insurers, charterers, 
operators, shipyards, governments and consultants. A combination of solutions will be necessary from 
hybrid and gas based fuels, solar and wind energy propulsion, improved Ship Energy Efficiency 
Management Plans and equivalent ones for land, along with slow steaming and other options Slow 
steaming can reduce emissions by 10-25% on average but with higher risks of port congestion and longer 
voyages. It is especially critical to concentrate efforts on the main culprits or vessel types within the 
shipping sector itself such as container ships, bulk carriers, tankers and cruise vessels. Challenges also 
exist in calculating projected lifecycle emissions costs.  
 

2.6: Conclusion 
 
To conclude Chapter 2, the quest to attain the IMO greenhouse gas emissions target of a 50% reduction 
by 2050; various minor projects exist in an uncoordinated way, despite the clear need to act jointly, lest 
individual efforts be undermined by others. From a legislation perspective, the IMO has no guidelines on 
hydrogen or other fuel types for decarbonisation. Many ports and supply chins remain ignorant in having 
invested in existing equipment and emissions intensive services, with a clear need to learn from the 
mistakes and lessons of others. For example, one source advised installing hydrogen fuel blocks at 
shipping ports (Block 2019). It estimated 27.5 pounds of CO2 was formed for every gallon of diesel fuel 
or 144 tons per year, the port equipment used, excluding lower fuel, noise, maintenance and ecological 
costs. These hydrogen blocks could easily produce the 400 KWh needed.  The Flagships EU project as 
in Figure 2.7 will aim to reduce 16,000 tons of CO2 each year by installing a 1 MW hydrogen fuel cell 
onboard Norwegian and French vessels, yielding zero emissions (Flagships EU 2020). Other pilot 
projects include the Orcelle as a zero emission car carrier under development from 2005-2025 
(Brinkmann 2019). This aims to be powered by a fusion of hydrogen, wave, wind and solar energy. There 
is also the BV Tomorrow as a liquid hydrogen bunker vessel (Figure 2.8) and the hydrogen/fuel cell based 
Sea Shuttle project. 
 
Figure 2.7: Pilot Hydrogen Fuel Vessel, Rhone France 
 

 
 
Source: Flagships EU 2020. 
 
Figure 2.8: BV Tomorrow Liquid Hydrogen Bunker Vessel 
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Brinkmann 2019. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.9: Another LNG Bunkerage Vessel, Figure 2.10 Hydrogen Fuel Ship 
 

 
 
DNVGL 2014 
 
Northern Europe has also seen increasing interest from the shipping sector in greener solutions involving 
LNG (Sharpies 2019). This has been partially motivated by financial subsidies and legal aspects, as 
inducements. Moving forward, extending existing LNG networks is comparatively cost effective in linking 
to contemporary projects and infrastructure to encourage greater collaboration in this area. This remains 
conditional upon a number of factors as Chapter 3 will confirm. Vessels can be upgraded or have entirely 
new ones ordered. Therefore in providing  this background context, this chapter hopes to provide greater 
common understanding of this emergent area; certain characteristics and conditions that can assist 
operators, supply chains, policymakers and individuals to radically adjust existing and future processes.  
The European Union and South Pacific in particular are backing the 2017 resolution of 0% emissions by 
2030 desired by Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Kiribati and Tuvalu. Yet as Chapter 3 will testify there 
remains a clear need to act to ensure business as usual, given a forecast shipping increase by 50-250% 
by 2050, despite an IMO reduction target of 50% fewer greenhouse gas emissions; rapidly increasing in 
associated pollution and impact costs from climate change, causing these islands to perilous fates and 
utter extinction, if we fail to take this seriously. 
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3.0: Introduction 
 
The only way to attain a Zero Carbon Shipping and Emissions Age remains to move beyond learning 
from those who have speculated on why it is needed as motivation and be pragmatic and willing enough 
to accelerate how it can be implemented. Section 3 therefore concentrates this project’s conceptual and 
original contribution, following a synthesis of existing research. In following sections it can subsequently 
examine the history, current status and future developments; to identify existing gaps and determine just 
precisely what is necessary in Sections 1 and 2. This includes the status of market development and core 
stakeholders.  This process will need to be carefully managed in the transition, which means being 
conscious of any projected benefits, costs/disadvantages, prospective risks and opportunities or 
solutions. Only then, will stakeholders be sufficiently motivated and equipped enough to transition away 
from fossil fuel economies. 
 

3.1 Historic Events and Developments 
 
The history of LNG, ammonia and other non-fossil fuel/gas based energy sourcing remains only a 
comparative recent 20th century phenomenon. These were primarily exploited for other usages such as 
in agriculture by many nations. For decades, LNG was primarily carried as fuel rather than providing a 
separate source of revenue. The Methane Pioneer was the world’s reported first tanker, its route between 
Lake Charles Louisiana and Canvey Island in the United Kingdom. Japan and Scandinavia were early 
enthusiasts of the technology, whilst Qatar and parts of North Africa started export supplying from the 
1980’s. Over 250 trillion cubic feet of reserves exist. In the year 2000, an initial IMO survey estimated 
1.8% of global emission came from the shipping sector with a cumulative 43,325 vessels. From 2016, 
the NOx IMO regulations and Sulphur Cap regulations were imposed, decreasing permitted sulphur from 
1.5% to 0.1% along with a harsher Emissions Control Area. Although this review seeks not to provide a 
full history of all developments, there is sufficient evidence in the reduced risks of these alternative fuel 
solutions such as LNG -avoided many accidents with over 135,000 voyages with virtually no recorded, 
major incidents. For around 40 years, the case study of Woodside in Australia with its North West Shelf 
Project has apparently operated capably. 
 
Fuel cell applications started appearing around the late 2000’s as a newer technology to improve vessel 
fuel consumption efficiency and ways to contain any possible ignition or explosion risks for hydrogen and 
LNG (Vogler and Wursig 2011). From 2008 to 2010, a 125 ton Iceland whale watching boat capable of 
carrying 150 passengers, experimented with a 10 kW hydrogen fuel cell and was capable under the 
SMART H2 project. The Fuel Cell Boat Amsterdam followed in 2011 with capacity of 100 passengers but 
60-70 kW capability. From 2006 to 2010, a 250 KW methanol fuel cell managed to generate sufficient 
energy under the MethAPU project or Validation of a Renewable Methanol Based Auxiliary Power System 
for Commercial Vessels. From 2003 to 2014, the feasibility and successful testing of a Fuel Cells For Low 
Emissions Ships or FellowSHIP was conducted for an LNG fuel celled vessel, receiving an 18,750,000 
euro budget. 
 
Legally, the process internationally to decarbonise shipping has been especially fraught with slowness. 
The 1997 Kyoto Protocol Article 2.2 attempted to reduce emissions relying on the IMO. IMO investigated 
it in 2003 -Marine Protection Environment Committee. They formed the compulsory Energy Efficiency 
Design Index in July 2011 -although left it to the discretion of people to implement. 2015 Paris Agreement 
conceded the role of transportation in contributing to emissions but reduced pressure April 2018 aim to 
reduce shipping emissions by 40% by 2050 and energy efficiency by 50% when compared to a 2008 
baseline level (Psaraftis and Kontovas 2021). In 2018, 121,000,000 tons of global emissions was from 
domestic shipping or in between countries and 755,000,000 from international shipping. No mandatory 
speed limits or the establishment of a market for emissions offsets trading has been established. As 
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section 3.2 will confirm more and more energy and investment is being committed to the pipelines, 
infrastructure, vessels and bunkerage services to try and achieve this transfiguration. Industry forecasts 
estimated LNG reserve capacity would increase by 9.7 trillion cubic feet in Asia, 15.6 trillion in the Middle 
East and 5 trillion in Latin America (Motsoahole 2014). 
 
In the South Pacific the Micronesian Centre for Sustainable Transport  wished to test efficiency measures 
on the 1964 constructed Lomaiviti V ferry from 2019 and a hybrid wind and diesel powered ferry -the 
Neoline from 2024 (Newell 2020) . It estimates the 2010 retrofit of the SV Kwai copra boat provided a 10-
30% fuel savings increase but a 25 to 50% improvement in 2017, based on innovations and research 
discoveries. The US have also rapidly started since 2015 to investigate LNG terminals and shipping 
services, although this was not matched by corresponding legislation, research and financial incentives 
to the same degree (Parfomak et al. 2019). This was mostly prompted by the Federal government 
decision to proclaim an Emissions Control Area and significant reductions over time in the fluctuating 
Henry Hub gas spot price. The United States Congressional Research Service estimated a significant 
increase in global LNG supply from around 100,000,000 metric tons per year to 300,000,000 in 2017 to 
a forecast 520,000,000 by 2030. 
 
The Australian company Woodside indicated market opportunities for at least 15 bunkering vessels and 
400 employees could support Pilbara iron ore and mineral operations in the country alone. South Korea 
committed AUD $12,000,000  for 2 bulk carriers at 180,000 DWT each in 2018 -the H Line Shipping Co. 
Singapore granted $6,000,000 towards 2 LNG bunker barges and $12,000,000 towards pilot/tug vessels. 
It also has a 25% port discount for LNG vessels. Europe committed a further 75,0000,000 euros towards 
an Eastern Mediterranean Blue Hub for LNG, an EG bunker vessel, Engas’s LNGHIVE2 base, LNG 
options for Venice, Ystad and Swinojuscie (Sharafian, Blomerus and Merida 2019). 
 
From the 1980’s Germany, the US, USSR and UK experimented with hydrogen fuel cell powered 
submarines, although few actual vessels operate.  In 2007 Zero Emissions Ship (ZEM-Ship) became a 
pilot project in Hamburg Germany introducing a hydrogen fuel cell onto a vessel. Some companies have 
almost a decade of shipbuilding and conversion technology experience such as those in Scandinavia and 
STX Canada Marine, which focused on ferries and platform supply vessels (McGreer 2012). In 2008 the 
company formed the first reputed LNG carrier powered by a hybrid diesel-LNG fuel following 4 pure LNG 
powered ferries in 2007. In 2013 it delivered a hybrid fuelled Baltic Sea, passenger cruise ferry. The 
Viking Lady -a Norwegian vessel experimented with an LNG fuel cell in 2009. Sweden created a pilot 
methanol fuelled ferry at a 22,000,000 EUR retrofitting cost from Gothenburg to Kiel (EU Highways of the 
Sea Programme).  More recently a combination of several factors has prompted greater awareness and 
interest among the shipping and port industry sector. The technology is achieving greater economies of 
scale, becoming more feasible with greater range and storage capacity. International policies and 
domestic regulations are providing both penalties and incentives to cooperate; whilst reputational risks 
from market pressures and increasing availability of more sustainable finance are providing greater 
stimulus. There are also first mover advantages prior to mandatory restrictions being imposed externally. 
It also reduces uncertainty over fluctuating fuel prices. 
 

3.2: The Status Quo, Current Developments and Emerging Trends 
 

3.2.1: An Overview of the Present Market, Facilities, Stakeholders and Regions 
 
Although commercial markets have not been fully formed for decarbonised shipping and supply chains, 
being virtually non-existent for ammonia and methane, the interest in LNG and hydrogen is evident 
through understanding its existing market structure, the locations and volumes of existing imports and 
exports being traded. Current and future trends and developments, understanding where facilities are 
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located or being planned, along with the stakeholders involved can help facilitate comprehension as to 
how immature the process is, how we need to speed it up and how it influences us. Certain gaps in 
coverage of facilities, bunkerage services, shipyards, routes and other parts of the supply chin also  
manifest certain glaring opportunities to be exploited. Table 3.2.1 identifies various global and European 
LNG import facilities with bunkerage,  transfer, road, rail, pipeline, storage, distribution and regasification 
facilities. For example, Europe and Turkey had 28 large and 8 small LNG import terminals as of 2018 
(King and Spalding 2018). A market analysis estimated this as being capable of supporting 40% of 
Europe’s LNG market requirements. Existing imports arrive into Belgium, France, Greece, Italy, Lithuania, 
Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Turkey and the United Kingdom. Russia and Norway export LNG. Yet 
decarbonised shipping and ports will constrict the presence of these resources even more with more 
imports or local production needed to avert disaster. Spain’s Canary Islands are building another 2, 
Albania 1, Croatia 1, Cyprus 1, Estonia 2, Germany 1, Ireland 2, Latvia 1, Romania 1, Russia 1 and the 
Ukraine 1. 
 
Table 3.2.1: Global LNG Facilities Under Operation and Planning 
 

Bangladesh FSRU, 2018, 3.75 MTPA, (Summit Group) Bangladesh Trafigura, 2018, 1.5 MTPA, (Trafigura/PGPC) 

Bangladesh Exmar Floating Barge, 2018, 1.5 MTPA 
(Guvnor and Exmar)  

Bangladesh Reliance LNG Terminal, 2019, 3.75 MTPA, (Reliance 
Power) 

Bangladesh Payra LNG, 2019, 7.5 MTPA  Bangladesh Matabari, 2021 Planned, 3.5 MTPA,  

Bangladesh Kutubdla LNG, 2025 Planned, 7.5 MTPA 
(Petronet, Petrobangla) 

Bangladesh Moheshkhali LNG, 2025 Planned, 7.5 MTPA, 
Petrobangla) 

Bangladesh Pertamina LNG, 2021, Planned, 
(Pertamina/BPDB/Petrobangla) 

Indonesia Bali FSU/FRU, 2016, 0.4 MTPA (Pertamina/PLN) 

Indonesia Nusantara Regas Satu, 2012, 3 MTPA (PT 
Nusantara Regas) 

Indonesia, Batam LNG Terminal, 2022-2023, (JFE/Medco Energy). 

Indonesia PGN FSRU Lampung, 2014, 1.8 MTPA, (PGN 
LNG) 

Indonesia, Nebras Power Project, 2019, (Nebras Power) 

Indonesia Arun LNG, 2015, 3 MTPA (Pertamina) Indonesia, Tokyo Gas PT, 2020, 3.8 MTPA, (Pertamina) 

Indonesia Baintaeng, South Sulawesi LNG, 1.1 MTPA, 
(Atlantic Gulf and Pacific) 

Indonesia, Gresik LNG Terminal, (JIIPE) Planned 

Indonesia Cilamaya FSRU, 2021, 3 MTPA, (Pertamina). Indonesia, Probolinggo, Planned LNG) 

Malaysia, Melaka, 2013, 3.8 MTPA, (Petronas) Malaysia Pengerang, 2017, 3.5 MTPA, (Pengerang 

Myanmar, Made Island Oil Port, Planned Myanmar Kanbauk, 2021, 2-3 MTPA, (Total, Siemens) 

Myanmar, Ahlone, 2021, (Toyo-Thai) Myanmar, PTT FSRU2, 2027, Speculative, 3-10 MTPA (PTT LNG 

Myanmar, Shwe Thaung Yan, 2021, (Zhefu, Supreme 
Group, Gunvor) 

Pakistan Gwadar Nawabshah LNG, 2020, 3.6 MTPA (Interstate Gas 
Systems Ltd). 

Pakistan, Engro Excelerate Exquisite FSRU,  2015, 5.2 
MTPA, (Elengy Terminal Pakistan Ltd) 

Gas Port BW Integrity FSRU, 2017, 5.7 MTPA, (Pakistan Gas Port 
Company) 

GEIL Consortium Hoegh FSRU, 2018, 5.4 MTPA (GEIL 
Consortium) 

Second Engro Terminal, 2019, 4.5 MTPA, (Engro, Shell, Fatima 
Fertilizer/Guvnor) 

Energas Terminal, 2019, 4.5 MTPA, (Energas/Yunus 
Group) 

Philippines Batangas LNG, 2020, 5 MTPA, (TBD) 
 

Philippines Pagbilao LNG. 2018, 3 MTPA (Energy World 
Corporation) 

Singapore Jurong, 2013, 6 MTPA, (SLNG) 

Singapore Jurong Expansion, 2018, 6 MTPA (SLNG) Sri Lanka Kerawalapitiya, 2020 Planned, 2.6-2.7 MTPA (Petronet, 
Mitsubishi and Sojitz Corp). 

Thailand Map Ta Phut, 2011, 5 MTPA (PTT LNG) Thailand Map Ta Phut Expansion 6.5 MTPA (PTT LNG) 

Thailand Nong Fab, 2023, 7.5 MTPA (PTT LNG) Thailand EGAT FSRU, 2024, 5 MTPA 

Belgium, Zeebrugge (1987), 560,000 m3   storage capacity 
(Fluxys LNG) 

Belgium, Zeebrugge (1987), 560,000 m3 (Fluxys LNG) 

France, Dunkerque2016, 190,000m3 (Fluxys and 
Dunkerque LNG) 

France, Dunkerque2016, 190,000m3  (Fluxys and Dunkerque LNG) 

France Fos Cavaou2010, 550,000 m3  (Fosmax LNG) France Fos Cavaou2010, 550,000 m3 storage (Fosmax LNG) 

Italy, Pangaglia, 1971, 240,000 m3 (GNL Italia S.p.A)  Italy Rovigo Adriatic, 2009, 250,000 m3 (Terminals GNL Adriatos Srl.  
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OLT Toscanna, 2013, 135,000 m3 (ECOS). Lithuania, Klaipeda 2014, 170,000 m3, (Hoegh LNG and Klaipedos 
Nafta) 

Malta, Delmara, 2017, 125,000 m3, (ElectroGas Malta). Netherlands, Gate, 2011, 720,000m3 (Vopak and Gasunie).  
Poland, Swinojuscie 2016, 480,000 m3, (Polskie LNG) Portugal, Sinea 2003, 390,000 m3, (Ren Atlantico). 

Huelva, 1998, 619,500 m3, Enagas SA Sain Cartagena, 1989, 619,500 m3, Enagas SA 

Spain, Barcelona, 1969, 840,000 m3, (Enagas SA). Bilbo, 2003, 450,000 m3, (BBG) 

Spain Mugardos, 2006, 600,000 m3 (SAGGAS) El Musel, 2007, 500 ,000 by 2023, (Reganosa) 

Spain Segunto NA, 600,000, Enagas SA Turkey, Mamara Ereglisi, Allagra 

AES Andres LNG Plant, Dominican Republic, 2003, with 
1.9 MTPA (AES Corp) 

Energia del Pacifico LNG project, El Salvador 2021, 0.5 MTPA (EDP) 
 

New Fortress LNG Jamaica, 2016, 0.26 MTPA, (New 
Fortress Energy), 

New Fortress LNG Expansion I -2019,  

New Fortress LNG 0.2 MTPA, Expansion II, 2020 -0.2 
MTPA, 

Costa Norte LNG, Panama, 2019, 1.5 MTPA (Gas Natural Atlantico), 

Martano LNG to Power Project, Puerto Rico, 2020 
(Martano Inc). 

Eco-Electrica, Puerto Rico, 2000, 2.9 MTPA (Excelerate Energy) 
 

Bahrain LNG, 2019, 3-6 MTPA (Bahrain LNG) Egypt’s FSRU BW Singapore, 2015, 5.8 MTPA (EGAS) 

Egypt FSRU Hoegh Gallant, 2015, 4.3 MTPA, (EGAS) Israel Hadera Deepwater, 2013, 1.9 MTPA, INGL 

Israel LNG Excelerate Expedient, 1.9 MTPA, (ILNG) Jordan LNG Golar Eskimo, 2015,  5.6 MTPA, (NEPCO) 
Kuwait Mina al Ahmadi Golar Igloo, 2014, 5.6 MTPA (KPC) Kuwait Permanent LNG Import Facility 2021, 11.7 MTPA (KPC) 

Lebanon Beddawi FSRU, On Hold, 3 MTPA Morocco Jorf Lasfar, 2023, 5.3 MTPA 

UAE Excelerate, 2016, 3.8 MTPA (GASCO) 
 

UAE Excelerate Explorer, 2015, 7.7 MTPA, (DUSUP) 
 

Hamriyah Port, 2019, 7.5 MTPA (SNOC/Uniper). Argentina Bahia Blanca Gas Port, 2008, 4.7 MTPA (Excelerate 
Energy) 

Argentina GNL Escobar Excelerate Expedient, 2011, 4.7 
MTPA. 
 

Argentina Puerto Rosales, 2018 Planned, 5.6-8.4 MTPA (Enarsa) 
 

Brazil Pecem Global Sprint, 2009, 1.9 MTPA, (Petrobras) Brazil Bahia LNG, 2014, 3.8 MTPA (Petrobras) 

Brazil Porto de Sergipe I, Golar Nanook, 2020, 3.8 MTPA 
(CELSE) 

Brazil Acu I FSRU, 2020, 3.8 MTPA (Prumo Logistica, BP/Siemens). 

Acu 3, 2023 Planned Chile GNL Quinteiro, 2009, 2.5 MTPA (GNL Quinteiro) 

Chile GNL Meijillones, 2014, 0.8 MTPA GNL Quinteiro, 2015, 1.25 MTPA 

Chile GNL Penco-Liquen, 2021, 3 MTPA (Biobiogenera)  Chile Talcahuano, 2019 Planned, 1.1 MTPA (GNL Talcahuano) 
Columbia SPEC FSRU Hoegh Grace, 2016, 3.8 MTPA 
(SPEC), Columbia Pacific Coast, 2021, 4 MTPA (Empresa 
do Energia do Bogota).  

Uruguay GNL del Plata, 3.7 MTPA, (Gas Sayago). 

Arzew, Algeria 1.1 MPTA, 1964 Marsa El Brega, Libya 1971 

Skikda Algeria 7.6 MTPA, 1972 Bethioua Algeria, 16.5 MTPA, 1972 

NLNG Nigeria, 22.2 MTPA, 1999 ELNG, Egypt 7.2 MTPA, 2005 

2007 Malabo, Equatorial Guinea plant 4.4 MTPA Sakhalin Russa 9.6 MTPA 2009 

Pluto Australia 4.8 MTPA 2012 Angola Soyo Plant  5.2 MTPA, 2013 
Arzew GL3Z Algeria 4.7 MTPA, 2013 Angola LNG, 5.2 MTPA, 2013 

Queensland Curtis, Australia, 8.5 MTPA, 2014 PNG LNG, Papua New Guinea 6.9 MTPA 2014 

Egypt Idku LNG plant 3.6 MTPA production each   2014 Damietta Algeria, LNG plant 5 MTPA 2015 and 2 export plants -9 
MTPA 

Brass Island Facility, Nigeria, 2015, 9.9 MTPA Australia Pacific LNG, Australia, 9.0 MTPA, 2015 

Gladstone LNG, Australia, 7.2 MTPA, 2015 Gorgon, Australia, 15.6 TPA, 2015 

Sabine, United States, 18.0 MTPA, 2015 NLNG, Progress LNG, OK LNG Nigeria 22 MTPA, 2015 

Whatstone, Australia, 8.9 MTPA, 2016 Ichthys, Australia, 8.4 MTPA, 2016 

Prelude, Australia, 3.6 MTPA, 2017 CM LNG, Cameroun, 3.8 MTPA, 2018 
MOZ LNG, Mozambique, 5.3 MTPA, 2018 TANZ LNG Tanzania, 10 MTPA, 2020  

UK, Isle of Grain, South Hook, Dragon.  

 
Source: This Study 2021 
 
In December 2014 DNV GL conducted a market survey which confirmed modest uptake from 5 vessels 
in 2000 to over 130 by 2014, especially dominated by short sea coastal cargo shipping, passenger and 
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car ferries, with Norway dominating 80% of the market, Asia and the Pacific 4%, Europe 4 and South 
America 2% (DNV GL). It conceded the need to anticipate projected demand and supply, capacity, 
institutional training, safety, collision and other risk assessments, apart from marketing and awareness.  
The location of facilities, markets and specialised services needed, as with other characteristics related 
to forming decarbonised markets for LNG and others, still remain comparatively underdeveloped and 
immature, when contrasted with their fossil fuel rivals. 
 
In 2015 LNG fuelled vessels consisted of 196 vessels of which 150 were LNG tankers, 15 passenger, 15 
container a and the rest were chemical tankers with slow demand. 133 were being ordered. In Europe, 
Norway, Netherlands, Italy, Denmark and Malta were investigating smaller vessels and ports being 
converted with related storage and distribution facilities (Calderon, Illing and Veiga 2016).  European 
LNG import terminals include Zeebruge Belgium,4 in France, 3 in Italy, FSRU in Lithuania, Gate LNG in 
the Netherlands, Sines Portugal and 6 in Spain along with Milford Haven and the Isle of Grain in the UK. 
LNG demand is anticipated to expand from 113 trillion to 185 trillion cubic feet between 2010 and 2040. 
The main exporters as of 2019/2020 included Qatar with 107.1 billion m3, Australia (104.7), the United 
States (47.5), Russia (39.4), Malaysia with 35.1, Trinidad and Tobago with 17, Algeria 16.6, Indonesia 
16.5, United Arab Emirates with 7.7 and Norway with 6.6 billion m3  according to industry production 
reports. Colossal new export reserves have also been recently discovered in Tanzania and Mozambique.  
Although presenting considerable ecological risks, the Gulf of Mexico hosts another 6.8 billion m3 in 
estimated reserves. However, these are currently experiencing significant investment \/reputational 
marketing risks not just from the COVID19 pandemic but from the Islamic State ISIS, insurgency 
movement of terrorists. Japan dominated the LNG import market with 21.7% of 2019/2020 market 
demand or 105.5 billion cubic metres, indicating significant demand equivalent to Australia’s entire 
production as the world’s second largest. Figure 3.1 and 3.2 illustrates Japan’s Negishi Terminal first 
started in 1969.  This indicates how much pent up, significant demand exists, excluding the requirements 
that active decarbonisation and conversion away from fossil fuels may enact. Several of the major LNG 
import terminals with among the highest production capacity are summarised in Table 3.2.2. Negishi 
founded in 1969 is Asia’s oldest continuously operating plant. 
 
Table 3.2.2: Top LNG Import Terminals 2021 
 

South Hook LNG, Milford Haven Wales, 2009, 775,000 m3 capacity, (Exxon 
Mobil/Qatar Petroleum/Total). 

Sabine/Golden Pass Texas, 2010, 800,000 m3 
capacity, (Cheniere Energy). 

Isle of Grain LNG, Hoo Peninsula, Kent, UK, 2005, 1000,000 m3 (National Grid) 
 

Negishi LNG Japan, 1969, 1,180,000 m3, (Tokyo 
Gas) 

Futtsu LNG, Japan, 1985 1,100,000 m3, (Tokyo Electric Power Company) Senboku II LNG, Japan, 1585,000 m3, (Osaka 
Gas). 

Pyeongtaek LNG South Korea, 1,560,000 m3, 1986 (Korea Gas Corporation). 
 

Tongyeong LNG, South Korea, 2002, 1,680,000 
m3, (Korea Gas Corporation) 

Incheon LNG, South Korea, 1976, 2,680,000 m3 (Korea Gas Corporation) Sodegaura LNG Japan,  1,300,000 m3, 1973 

Dahej LNG,  India, 17,500,000 m3,  2004 Ogishima Terminal, 850,000 m3 1998 

East Ogishima, 540,000 m3 1984  

 
Source This Study: Adapted from Oil and Gas 2012. 
 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2: Negishi and Sodegaura LNG Import Terminals Japan 
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Source: Oil and Gas 2012 
 
Southeast Asia had 8 LNG import terminals in 2017. These included Thailand’s Map Ta Phut -10 MPTA, 
Singapore’s 2013 Jurong terminal with 11 MTPA, 2 in Malaysia (total 7.1 MTPA) and others, excluding 
the Trans ASEAN gas pipeline. Kenya, Mauritania and Senegal have postponed or cancelled any LNG 
related previous projects. In South America LNG imports are anticipated to have more modest gains from 
13,000,000 MTPA to 14,000,000 by 2025 and 20,000,000 by 2030. The Caribbean and Central America 
offers 8 LNG import terminals with 1 in the Dominican Republic, 1 in El Salvador, 3 in Jamaica, 2 in 
Panama and 1 in Puerto Rico.  The Aguirre Offshore Gas Port was cancelled in 2017. 
 
An actual market analysis for bunkering operations not only needs to consider the competitiveness, 
infrastructure facilities, services, client experience and location attractions to entice demand but also the 
relationships related to the stakeholders as well (Meazzi 2014).  Founding these markets requires 
attention to investments, the awareness of policies and initiatives and whether new construction, 
conversion or demolition processes related to shipyards matters. The ease of setting up a business or 
being an entrepreneur or vessel also needs to be examined. Risk management, accuracy and reliability 
are also more critical concerns for supplies as is more consistent research backed up by empirical 
evidence including stakeholder consultation and marketing initiatives.  The less people are involved, and 
fail to understand the associated economic, environmental and health benefits, the more they will persist 
in their animosity towards it. This process may include but not be limited to a forecast market demand 
and supply model, a logistics and supply chain model; a legal review of various policies and laws, a risk 
analysis; a literature review and recommendation roadmap based on stakeholder consultation and best 
practise and a cost analysis. 
 
In 2014 it was envisioned that at least 1000 LNG fuelled vessels would be commercially sailing by 2020 
substantially more than the 140 that actually existed and from the 20-35 present in 2014 (Adamchak and 
Adede 2014, Meazzi 2014).  LNG demand in Europe would increase to 1,400,000-2,200,000 tons of fuel 
versus 900,000-1,400,000 in the USA, 300,000 to 700,000 in the Middle East/India, 400,000 to 700,000 
in Southeast Asia and 100,000 to 200,000 in Australia and New Zealand.  It envisioned a further 50 LNG 
ports would be created just in Europe alone.  The USA would benefit from Elba Island Georgia, Lake 
Charles Louisiana, Gulf Gateway Energy Bridge Gulf of Mexico, Freeport Texas, Sabine Louisiana, 
Hackleberry Louisiana, Pascagoula Mississippi and others. Whilst existing predictions may have been 
fairly inaccurate in over-forecasting available LNG and other gas demand by 2020, the COVID19 
pandemic and pressing climate change offer major urgent opportunities to interest more to actually act in 
cultivating these markets. Lower fuel prices and more stability may be potent drawers. It also therefore 
matters to know why this growth has insufficiently matured yet. Yet over 235,000,000 tons of fossil marine 
bunkerage fuel was demanded in 2010 alone,  Insufficiency of supply is but one major inhibiting 
constraint, aside from high capital costs However, certain Asian and European nations are also looking 
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to tighten up their regulatory measures, with even possible indications of further taxes and Emission 
Control Areas. Trade patterns are also shifting with more countries expressing interest in importing LNG 
to reduce their dependency on OPEC producers. For example, Pakistan first imported gas in 2016 and 
Bangladesh in 2018 (Moore 2019).  
 
A 2017 EU study on LNG fuelled vessels estimated a future market demand of 1000,000 to 5000,000 
tonnes of LNG fuel by 2030 across 2,500 to 4,000 vessels across Europe. (European Commission 2017). 
Yet, uncertain regulations, technical standards, availability of cost effective and secure, reliable supplies 
were identified as among the most significant impediments to more demand being actually realised. Price, 
costs, access to finance and interest rates, speed, vessel age and maintenance schedule, climate, 
environment/ocean, fuel efficiency, its origins and distance of the vessel; are also factors that could 
influence the decision. Other variables include access to any financial incentives or penalties, degree of 
port congestion, performance, vessel dwell, customs and cargo clearance time. It may include the relative 
costs of chartering versus newbuild, purchase, retrofitting, maintenance, insurance and related costs. 
Additional specialised equipment and training related to safety and other risks, may create further 
expenses that returns have to be generated upon. LNG bunkering may increase from 120-500 vessels 
with 250,000 to 1000,000 tonnes under business as usual, 370-2,600 vessels and 400,000 to 2,800,000 
tonnes under higher demand growth and 3,700,000 to 6,300,000 tonnes and 3,200 to 5,500 vessels.by 
2030 (European Commission 2017). 
 
Recent market developments for LNG, hydrogen, ammonia and LNG as fuel and energy substitutes for 
transport include Europe’s Green Deal, carbon market emissions trading scheme, the proven concept of 
pilot projects  in hydrogen fuel cells and investment in more terminals and infrastructure from the private 
sector, availability of finance. Legislative pressures and the 2015 Paris Agreement on Climate Change  
have created an expectation of 25% emissions reduction by 2030 and net zero by 2050, which can only 
be realistically achieved through rapid coordination, progress and commitment being implemented.  
Current market estimates for hydrogen are about $135.5 billion, excluding the future prospects that 
applications for maritime supply chains, ports, trains, airships and vehicles may create for it  (Arup 2021). 
Ammonia and methanol byproducts present further pressures. Future International Energy Agency 
market demand estimates anticipate soaring demand to reach a minimum of US $199 billion by 2023 
(Baker McKenzie 2020).  For example,10 billion euros is committed to an EU Emissions Trading Scheme 
Innovation Fund in 2021. Carbon capture and storage facilities are also being undertaken to resolve the 
accumulated atmospheric concentrations but these still range below 15-20. The UK committed 
26,000,000 pounds to 9 Carbon Capture and Storge plants in 2019. Fuel cells also present some 
alternatives. In California wishes to introduce 1000 hydrogen refuelling stations between 2018 and 
2030.2019 the 10th Clean Energy Ministerial Meeting, IEA/G20 Energy Ministerial Meeting and Hydrogen 
Energy Ministerial Meetings re-emphasised a political commitment towards renewable energy options 
politically internationally. 
 
One recent World Bank report on green hydrogen indicated the multiple markets that exist for nations 
experiencing fuel and electricity insecurity across industrial and transport usage with associated demand, 
(World Bank and ESMAP 2021). The Korean Gas Corporation pledged to invest over $4 billion in 
hydrogen refuelling stations and infrastructure from 2019 to 2030 and Malaysia to add another 6 by 2020. 
In Europe, the H2Ports initiative is similarly seeking to introduce commercial hydrogen fuel cell technology 
including for not only vessels but trains, vehicles and even port equipment such as reach stackers and 
tractors along with inserting refuelling stations and bunkerage services (H2Ports 2020). Valencia Port are 
devising lower emissions, reduced maintenance and quieter prototypes. 
 
Out of many countries starting to provide LNG services, few LNG ports can provide convincing 
competitors towards each other, presenting advantages for the comparative few either capable of or 
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possibly expressing an interest within these facilities.  For example, in the USA, LNG bunkering facilities 
include PSE Pivotal, BC Ferries/Fortis, Seaspan/Fortis, Jacksonville Florida Port Fourchon Los Angeles 
and Tacoma Tote in Washington state since 2016. Congress and policymakers also starting to awaken 
committing more support for research and market interest.(United States Congressional Research 
Service 2019). The Tacoma project aimed to be completed from 2019 to 2021 at a construction cost of 
US $310,000,000.  However, Japan, Singapore, Ningbo-Zhoushan port and several others are working 
to expand global port bunkerage services to convert even more routes. 
 
Yet far more progress remains necessary to formulate requisite market demand and supply, despite 
blossoming interest. The Global Hydrogen Council similarly are expressing confidence in how it can 
provide many electricity light, heating and fuel applications to reduce energy inefficiency and multiple 
financial savings (Hydrogen Council 2020). It calculated up to 45% reduction in current costs and 
successful operation as early as 2030, if more projects were supported to become commercialised.  
These costs could reach as low as $1-3 per kg.  A mere US $20 billion could support 70 GW of hydrogen 
generated electricity. Over US$ 70,000,000,000 would have to be sourced from investors, especially in 
providing the necessary infrastructure, ensure carbon capture and storage of existing emissions and 
favour more energy efficient measures, excluding restoring natural blue/green carbon sinks. $30,000,000 
would need to provide hydrogen refuelling stations/pipelines and related infrastructure. More nations 
would need to form the markets, supporting policies and legislation; commitment to resources, human 
capital/training, finance; links to current fuel/electricity value chains and related standards. More 
entrepreneurs and pioneering technologies also need support to transition the crucial gap between 
research/pilot stage, incubation and the level for actual commercialisation. Improved energy efficiency 
and storage solutions would also assist. Ammonia and methane are also proving to be more suitable and 
affordable fuels over greater distances for shipping with the 2020 EU Methane Strategy published. 
 

3.2.2: Future/Emerging Shipping and Supply Chain Decarbonisation Trends 
 
Despite the onset of the COVID19 pandemic and its global disruptions of shipping; more entities have 
still expressed interest and a willingness to commit to decarbonisation as in a 2021 Sea LNG Coalition 
Report (Sea LNG Coalition 2021). 124 ports offer this capacity globally although heavily concentrated in 
Europe/North America/Asia. Australia only has 3. Africa has none but one is planned for Richard’s Bay 
South Africa.  Only 1 South American port offers this capacity, with another one planned elsewhere. Up 
to 33% of the European Sea Port Organisation’s members are introducing or presently have  either LNG 
bunkerage services by trucks, trains or ship to ship.  NYK Line, CMA -CGM, Maersk and others are all 
committing to ordering container/bulk carriers from September 2020. The Siem Confucius car carrier (ro-
ro) became the first to cross the Atlantic in June 2020. From October to December 2020, Canada’s Great 
Lakes, Malaysia, Korea, Japan and Italy all achieved incident free, ship to ship LNG bunkering services. 
13% of the UNCTAD listed order list for vessel construction, are comprised of LNG fuelled vessels. Out 
of new ordered LNG powered vessels at least 47 are car/passenger ferries, 36 are oil/chemical tankers, 
25 PDV vessels, 24 are container, 18 are gas carriers, 15 tugs, 14 are cruise vessels, 5 are bulk, 5 
dredgers and 3 are bunkers. 
 
Out of 70,000,000 tons of global hydrogen produced annually, around 55% is used for ammonia, 10% 
methanol, 25% refinery and only 10% from other. Only 4% might be classified as green or blue hydrogen 
from electrolysis. The International Energy Agency estimated an increase in global gas demand from 
3950 to 4,450 billion m3. The global LNG gas supply was estimated at 5,149 billion tons from 2018 to 
2020. Encouragingly, at least US$ 300 billion of private sector capital has been announced  in principal 
if not all committed for hydrogen alone across 228 projects by 2030, excluding the additional 70 billion 
needed (Hydrogen Council and McKinsey and Company 2021). 90 projects are related to major industrial 
processes, 53 to transport, 45 are mixed economy research and development; 23 to infrastructure and 
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17 are greater than 1 GW energy production. However, this investment interest needs to be restructured 
towards supporting blue rather than grey hydrogen. Production costs may even reach an average $1.4 
to 2.3; to be viable with contemporary fuel and energy sources. The Global Hydrogen Council is mobilising 
more members in a coordinated private sector approach with at least 100 members.  
 
Although less investigated in this study being more the focus of a previous project of mine on offshore, 
marine and ocean renewable energy, alternatively,  a clean alternative is to revert to wind propulsion as 
completely greenhouse gas emissions neutral and eco-friendly. The International Windship Association 
act’s as the major industry support and lobbying alliance for this specific form of maritime decarbonisation 
but the  is really looking to accelerate the conversion of more of the world’s global shipping fleet. In 2020 
it Global Wind Energy Council declared 93 GW of offshore wind energy alone was installed as an 
unprecedented focus. Wind Propulsion (WP) & Wind Assist Shipping Projects (WASP) include various 
types such as investigating motor powered, wind assisted motor, pure and hybrid wind vessels. Nihon 
Shipyard have ordered a pilot LNG-fuelled bulk carrier, envisioned to be operating by 2024. This claims 
that wind propulsion and other energy efficient technical designs will reduce CO2,  emissions by 25 to 
30%, SOx by almost 100%, and NOx by around 85% with the use of LNG instead of conventional heavy 
fuel oil (HFO). 
 
A European LNG market study devised 4 possible scenarios to investigate the necessary cash flow and 
investments/infrastructure necessary (Baresic et al 2018). It affirmed there were multiple methods to 
attain the minimum of 50% reduction targets the IMO mandate. This confirmed that LNG in itself was 
insufficient to reduce emissions without also considering others such as marine biofuels, hydrogen, slow 
steaming, energy efficiency, ammonia, wind propulsion and others. It indicted the availability of several 
national development plans, specific research under Horizon 2020 and supporting funding from the 
European Cohesion Fund, the European Regional Development Fund and others. It estimates a need 
between $3 to 22,2 billion per scenario. Liquefaction costs are cheaper from US$ 160 to 1,200 than from 
longer range imports. The source estimates a retrofit to LNG for an existing vessel could cost an average 
of US $24,000,000 versus $125,000,000 for a methane powered vessel, $135,000,000 for a hydrogen 
fuel cell and scrubber and $146,000,000 for the same newbuilding costs for an LNG powered vessel. 
Aside from the market, many features need to be altered including noise and vibration levels, storage 
and fuel systems, engineers, crew training and awareness. 
 
In September 2019, CMA CGM, the third largest, global container shipping company and France owned, 
Jacques Saade was launched (CGM CMA 2019). This 23,000 TEU sized LNG powered vessel was the 
world’s greatest sized container vessel as of the date, constructed in China’s Jiangnan-Changxing. Eight 
more have also been ordered with AR information capacity, reconfigured hulls and other streamlined 
efficiency. The 399.90 metre long vessel is visually demonstrated in Figure 3.3. Its LNG supply chain with 
have to adjust to the fuel, regular bunkerage services, reconfigured operations, DF propulsion and 
membrane tank based technology (Claudepierre and Ezzarhouni 2019). The vessel can even manage a 
perfectly impressive 22 knots average cruising speed if needed with dual fuel diesel capability as a 
backup. It is motivated by company aims to achieve certain fuel economies of scale, greater regulatory  
(such as MRPOL Annex VI/EEDI) and market pressure. Yet undertaking a major retrofitting can be 
expensive, if not so prohibitive as a newbuilding operation. 
 
Figure 3.3: Jacques Saade Earth’s Largest LNG Powered Container Vessel 2019 
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Source: CGM CMA 2019 
 
In 2020 Oman introduced preparations for its first hydrogen hub up to 300 MW initially and 3.5 GW in 
total by Sohor Port and Freezone (Geilenkirchen 2020).  From 2021 to 2023 the Project Hope is a 
Scandinavian consortium of Power Cells Sweden, the University of Iceland, Stena Rederi, Sintef Ocean 
AS and the Swedish Environmental Research Institute (Hansson 2021). Nordic Shipping will therefore 
strive to make aware more commercialisable hydrogen fuel cells for shipping fleets via voyages entirely 
powered by cells. Although not yet commercially selling it as bunkerage services in ports, nor 
reconfiguring vessels and shipyards; Total’s Mozambique LNG project and Nigeria LNG was anticipated 
to come online by 2024 (Africa Oil and Power 2021). However, that was pre-Covid 19 and the insurgent 
ISIS movement are entrenching themselves. The African continent plan at least 70 LNG projects from 
2019 to 2024. For example, Angola plan to introduce 5.2 MTPA in 2020, Algeria 4.5 MTPA , Equatorial 
Guinea the Alen Gas project -950 MMCF/D and South Africa 645 TPD in 2021. By 20222-2023 Cameroun 
and Senegal would expand production capacity to 10 MTPA and Mozambique by 2022. By 2023 Ethiopia 
will add 398 MMCF/D, Mozambique 43 MTPA by 2024 and Rovuma LNG would yield 15-16 MTPA by 
2024. Ghana has also been involved in investigating a mainstream LNG floating plant and complex. 
Gabon, Angola, Algeria and Nigeria are investigating simplifying the regulatory process as net producers. 
Projects generally remain simpler to implement in Europe/Japan/North America/Middle East and 
Australia, given far less time devoted to environmental surveys and public consultation in many parts of 
Asia and various constraints that remain ever present in Africa, Latin America and the South Pacific 
 
Market demand forecasts are optimistic to those entering the sector. Since 2012, Pluto’s LNG plant 
exported via a 430 km pipeline and NWS  Project’s Karratha Gas Plant exports up to 16.9 MTPA in 
Australia. Australia alone demands 15-20 bunkerage vessels to service the industry and related facilities, 
being currently absent along most of the continent. More projects are arriving online and many more are 
planned. LNG markets are gradually starting to develop with 9,000,000 tons demanded by 7 nations as 
customers in 2010, surging to 41,000,000 tons in 2017 with 17 nations demanding the gas (Cornot-
Gandolphe 2018).  In Southeast Asia, total LNG demand is anticipated to surge from 10 MTPA in 2015 
to 54,000,000 in 2025 and 78,000,000 MTPA by 2030. In the Middle East total LNG imports are 
anticipated to increase from 10 MTPA in 2015 to  15-21 in 2025 to 30 MTPA by 2030. More nations are 
anticipated to join this demand, in seeking short term resolutions of problems, with a clear need for more 
demanded export and increase in supply. There is the counter-seasonality effect of more in the summer 
months of the Northern hemisphere. LNG exports increased radically from 298,000,000 MTPA in 2014 
to 365,000,000 by 2017. Emerging markets that have previously expressed interest in being LNG 
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importers include Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Cote d Ivorie, El Salvador, Ghana, Haiti, Morocco, 
Namibia, Panama, Philippines, South Africa, Sri Lanka and Uruguay.  
 
A 2017 PhD thesis indicated hydrogen could provide an alternative to the 50% growth in shipping 
emissions if maritime decarbonisation were to proceed glacially under business as usual scenarios (Rauci 
2017). It aimed to calculate equivalent stages in competitiveness for the fuel if aided by appropriate 
penalties for fossil fuel based rivals. It formed a TIAM-UNCL and Glo-TraM simulation model to 
investigate various energy types as a basis for assessing financial, ecological and other costs with several 
variables as inputs. It also considered a parameter robustness and distribution analysis. To provide a 
simulation of how any subsequent fluctuations in the carbon price may increase demand uptake for 
hydrogen fuel. 
 
Floating LNG terminals offer a number of mobility benefits and at an average of $250,000,000-
$400,000,000 remains notably more cost-effective than $1-1.5 billion for a shore based terminal facility. 
Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry allocated $10 billion to Asia’s LNG markets. Certain 
parts of the Caribbean are also investigating the feasibility of prototype projects. Aside from a 
$33,000,000 loan allocated to a floating LNG plant in Tema Ghana, LNG has been generally less popular 
in Africa. There is not so much market confidence in being willing to commit to longer contracts as clients 
remain uncertain as to how viable it remains as a business. This complicates procuring investment capital 
and support. Alternatively, the Asian market for LNG will receive a surge from China, Japan, Malaysia 
and others (International Energy Agency and Korea Energy Economics Institute 2019). China’s LNG 
shipping demand was only around 20% of its total need, based on land imports and local production. 
Qatar, Australia and the United States were anticipated to possess at least a 50% market share. Yet LNG 
costs could range from $210 to $450 per ton, which needs to become far more sustainable. STX Canada 
Marine estimated that a dual LNG and diesel fuel engine could achieve average annual fuel costs from 
over $4,500,000 down to $776,000 for a double ended ferry with 8 crew, 432 passengers and 92 metre 
length. 
 
Malaysia’s Petronas was scheduled to introduce another 2 bcm in 2020 and BP’s Indonesian plant 5.2 
bcm. Australia’s Icthys LNG was launched in 2018 with 12.1 bcm per year production capacity and 
Prelude FLNG with 4.9 ((International Gas Union 2021). Russia’s Yamal plant offers 7.5 bcm (Novatek 
and Total operators). In the United States (US) Elba Island aims to produce 2.9 bcm from 2019, Eagle 
LNG 0.8 bcm, Freeport 6.3 bcm, Cameron LNG 18.4, Corpus Christi 12.2 and Sabine Pass 6.1. The US 
Gulf Coast total LNG liquefaction capability rapidly accelerated from around 7 bcm in 2016 to 90 bcm in 
2020. Canada wishes to introduce higher carbon taxes. North America was anticipated by the 
International Energy Agency in reducing imports from 11 to 6 bcm, Japan and Korea from 156 to 148 and 
Europe from 91 to 79 between 2010 and 2023. Africa might increase from 0 to 2 bcm, the Middle East 5 
to 14, other parts of Asia from 34 in 2010 to 140. (International Gas Union 2021). Upcoming future events 
include the World Gas Conference from 23-27 May 2022 in Daegu South Korea; LNG 2023, and 
Canada’s 2024 International Gas Research Congress. Japan, China and South Korea wish to reduce net 
emissions to 0 by 2050 as a major goal. Peru is currently engaged in an offshore LNG gas bidding process 
 
To expand this success it is encouraging to see greater signs of industrial and regulatory participation 
with academia and policymakers although far more remains to be undertaken (Class NK 2018). By 2018 
63% of LNG fuelled vessels were owned by Europe, 18% North America, 15% Asia and Oceania and 
only 4% other or unknown. Europe were responsible for 47% of construction, Asia and Oceania 46% and 
North America 7%, indicating huge market gaps for Africa and Latin America/Caribbean. In 2022, around 
67 cruise/passenger vessels were expected to be converted,38 by tankers, 30 by offshore service vessels 
and 19 tugs according to a Class NK report. Yet by 2050 the IMO projected global emissions for shipping 
could exceed 1000-1500 megatons of CO2 each year or 4-8% of the global total if shipping 
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decarbonisation is not radically undertaken (Concawe 2021). This compares with 940 MT of CO2 in 2008 
and in great excess of the 470 MT target set by the IMO. Global shipping fleets exceed over 51,600 
vessels that need to be suitably converted, replaced or scrapped and recycled. Nearly 14,000 are general 
cargo, 12,000 are bulk carriers, 11,000 are oil tankers and 5,600 are container ships. 
 

3.3: Potential Advantages of LNG, Hydrogen, Ammonia, Methane and Decarbonisation.  
 
In theory trying to convince our supply chains, shipping, businesses, communities, individuals, academia 
and policymakers to convert to a net zero emissions future, decarbonised world and environment should 
not be so arduous. The social, public health, economic, environmental, logical and other advantages for 
doing so should appear self-evident.  Previous research dating back to at least 1999 and further, have 
provided convincing investment evidence and others to categorically assert the economic proof of 
concept, technical feasibility and pollution curbing/climate change mitigation nature of supporting LNG, 
hydrogen, ammonia, methane, energy efficiency, slow steaming, offshore wind propulsion, Direct Air 
Capture/Carbon Capture and Storage/other techniques. 
 
A 1999 survey on hydrogen technologies and methods identified the broad range of existing options at 
that time period including via steam methane reforming, noncatalytic partial oxidation, coal gasification 
biomass gasification and pyrolysis or electrolysis (Padro and Putsche1999). Fuel cell types included 
those related to proton exchange membranes, phosphoric acid, solid oxide, alkaline, molten carbonate, 
gas turbines and the stationary internal combustion engine. It offers a possibly commercially viable 
substitute for the conversion of the fossil fuel industry through coal gasification, although in 1999 this was 
not commercially viable in many nations at $9.8-11.6 on average price per GJ produced. This would have 
to be accompanied by full groundwater and environmental impact assessments. This could remove 
several of the major marketing and other arguments that the powerful vested lobbyists might marshal in 
favour of the sector -the spectre of unemployment, fixed costs and even more ecological costs of inserting 
new hydrogen production capacity on greenfield sites. Hydrocarbon partial oxidation has lower efficiency 
but has proven its capacity as early as 1991 with the Texaco and Shell Gasification processes. Biomass 
gasification also proved to be expensive initially from an average $20.6 to 46.3 per GJ capital costs. This 
relies on biomass, as does an equivalent technique with pyrolysis. Yet pilot projects managed to attain 
$10-$15 capital costs per GJ in 1999. The most costly approach was to extract hydrogen via ambient or 
high temperature electrolysis at a rate of $32 to 61 per GJ. 
 
The decision to favour LNG fuel beyond the comparatively narrow application to coastal waters may seem 
expensive but it has been empirically proven its cost-effectiveness through research (Wang, Wright and 
Zhang 2021).  One cash flow and life cycle cost analysis indicated how suitable investment returns were 
not a gamble.  Existing technology could yield a 100% reduction in SOx and particulate matter, a 25-30% 
drop in CO2, avoiding methane leakage, a 40% reduction in NOx via diesel cycle engine and 75-90% for 
an Otto cycle engine, when compared to an internal combustion engine using regular marine fuel. Legally, 
these present sufficient benefits to tackle IMO EEDI, Emission Control Area and related legislations in 
Europe and the USA. The main costs to overcome include those relating to vessel conversion, repair, 
bunkerage infrastructure and suitable training/equipment/preparation costs, although once implemented 
fuel, operating and legal compliance costs will be significantly lower. Vessel owners and operators also 
have to adapt to potentially having slightly lower cargo space. The 2021 study indicated that one vessel 
would cost $88,505,000 with total LNG installation costs of $25,615,150 or $421.3 per kW or $2992.4 per 
TEU. A second would cost $108,997,700, $29,804,580, $444.20 and $2207.7 respectively. A third vessel 
would be $131,984,100; $36,813,700, $460.2 and $1787.1 simultaneously. These would yield significant 
net present values of $273,851,194.90 for the first, $655,569,0178.4 for the second and $1,182,679,463 
for the third. 
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Although global shipping only contributes 2.7% of emissions and domestic shipping a further 0.6% 
according to the International Maritime Organisation, it is being eyed by many as a source to radically 
implement these planet saving, eco-friendlier measures (Sea LNG Coalition 2019). One SE LNG case 
study includes a 14,000 TEU container vessel travelling between Asia and the US West Coast, which 
confirmed LNG offered the best investment. It indicated that conventional fuels offer only 40.5 GJ per ton 
of fuel burned versus 50 GJ for LNG, aside from avoiding emissions. Shipbuilding and conversion 
technology whilst initially more expensive, is proving to becoming even cheaper when lifecycle costs are 
factored in. On a 20.5 average knot voyage; it argued scrubbers remained a far more expensive and 
inefficient alternative. One installed scrubber would cost $8,600,000 but need to reduce NOx emissions 
from the scrubber. In contrast to petroleum, there is far greater market price stability for hydrogen and 
LNG. Issues of fuel. Only around 2,500 out of around 60,000 vessels have bothered to include scrubbers 
 
As alluded to in section 2.1, LNG has public health, pollution reducing and climate change mitigation 
benefits -90%+ fewer nitrogen and around nil SOx and particulate matter. Greenhouse gas emissions 
may be reduced by at least 20-25% if this substitution were to occur. One life cycle assessment noted 
that on average a 10% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions occurred over an entire vessel’s existence 
using a dual LNG/HFO engine, versus just relying on a conventional fossil fuel powered source(Sharafian, 
Blomerus and Merida 2019). Many current designs need to be substantially altered to avoid poor energy 
inefficiency and problems such as methane slip. Uptake could benefit over 400 current vessels. Hundreds 
of thousands of voyages occur annually across thousands of vessels. Each voyage generates major 
emissions. For example a single US-Japan voyage could reduce emissions from 26.7 gCO2/MJ to 21.3. 
A USA to South Korea voyage would drop from 27 to 21.45 and USA to Germany from 24.45 gCO2/MJ 
to 19.35. 
 
Aside from the current over 150 vessels with LNG capability and over 140 ordered, significant new 
emerging economic activity could exist across the entire supply chains from producer to bunkerage 
services, transport, pipelines, regasification, storage, distribution and ship repair/building yards to 
training, insurance and financial services. For example both the cargo of providing LNG and in 
converting/being fuelled by LNG offers significant opportunities for commercial investment such as 
Australia’s LNG fuel operations and bulk carriers. It provides legal/reputational/marketing advantages to 
ensure compliance with global Emission Control Areas, the IMO 2020 Agenda for decarbonisation and 
revised technical standards, along with the Global Paris Agreement on Climate Change. Many more 
individual ports and nations are also imposing restrictions, with China adding an Emission Control Area 
in January 2019. 
 
There are also opportunities for local cabotage, demand for training seafarers and operators in the safe 
and effective construction, decommissioning, maintenance, transportation and usage of these fuels. This 
provides greater sources for education, vocational skills development -including continuous professional 
development, related careers and education. The Southern Hemisphere remains conspicuously absent 
as a major gap for further areas; aside from the University of Tasmania’s Launceston training. 
 
Figure 3.4: Australia Maritime College (Only Southern Hemisphere LNG Specialist Training 
Course in 2021) 
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Source: This Study 
 
Then there are the advantages associated with each of the gases, contrasting with fossil fuels, as 
observed in section 2.1. Hydrogen is not only non-polluting but odourless and non-toxic, despite a 
flammability risk. It can be safer than petroleum fuels as leakages can disperse more simply. Norway has 
handled it effectively with over a decade, avoiding incidents to provide a case study. DNV GL estimated 
that conversion to hydrogen attracted an additional NOK $4,500,000,000 worth of investment capital 
inflows by 2019, aiding the construction or conversion of over 80 vessels; aside from the export, foreign 
revenue, employment, procurement of goods and services (DNV GL 2019). This yielded significant 
competitive advantages, aside from improved quality of life, health and environment in contrast with those 
European nations that had failed to follow this example. This was strengthened by government and 
academia commitment to specific research; additional market and legal incentives for zero emission 
vessels and the commitment towards exports.  Norway also offers the NOx Fund to aid capital 
investments for the transition. The 2019 DNV GL study also affirmed the plausibility of Dover, Dunkerque 
and Calais port gaining from LNG bunkering, being cost-effective in sourcing no additional infrastructure. 
These could fuel 3-11 ferries per day or 144,000 to 528,000 m3 each year. Marseilles France also offers 
LNG truck to ship bunkerage services for between 7-13 vessels per day or 2,500,000 to 5,500,000 m3 
per year. The alternative fuel of ammonia also presents reduced carbon emissions, although with the 
additional cost of increased NOx emissions; limited infrastructure, increased corrosion and toxicity risks. 
  
In 2014 Canada’s West Cost also proved a viable option for LNG and maritime supply chains (Transport 
Canada Report 2014). Aside from the reduced contributions to climate change, lower associated 
pollution, SOx, NOx and particulate matter it identified possible chances to develop investment ready 
projects, supply chains and support pipelines/overcoming other barriers to implementation. This 
remained conditional upon developing human resources, infrastructure, access to finance and local port, 
state, national and international regulations, policy guidelines and with technical standards. The 
technology also clearly exists to make the concept effective. Specifically, the study identified Otto cycle 
engine reductions from LNG could reduce over 90% of SOx, 85% particulate matter and 90% of NOx. It 
also indicated it would take <5 years to gain a rate of return on investment or $500,000 to $5000,000 in 
fuel reduction and legal compliance costs, plus allowing for greater speeds and reduced times in the 
North American Emissions Control Area. This reduces port dwell time and congestion. Canada also lacks 
regulations over usage, indicating a first mover advantage to initial market entrants. Access to market 
supply also appears effective if limited to 2 LNG plants in British Columbia. More commitment to 
investment in shore side facilities would be needed. 
 
In Nigeria, government and others devoted at least $2,200,000,000 towards the LNG Plus project on the 
basis that its long standing petroleum/gas sector could provide competitive in price, domestic 
consumption, exports and sufficient buyers, with a virtually captured market. LNG fuelled vessels in 
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Norway continue to provide evidence of economic and environmental cost saving benefits over the past 
decade (Baumgart  and Olsen 2010). It can be cost competitive with high oil prices but offers far less 
uncertainty and fluctuations in supply being less regulated by OPEC and governments for taxes. 
Norway’s domestic or short sea shipping market has received commercial demand. Through stakeholder 
consultation, via interviews and surveys, they identified the need for profit, legal compliance, ease of use, 
price and reliability as paramount. It offers initially higher capital costs but lower related fuel and 
maintenance/operating/insurance and emissions/related port due costs (where incentives apply). In 2010 
the Norwegian government charged a CO2 emissions tax of $0.58 NOK per litre, a base tax of NOK$ 
0.886 per litre and sulphur tax of NOK$ 0.075 per litre. 
 
 For a single voyage of a vessel, emissions were computed relating to both hydrogen and ammonia up 
to 9,270 MWh (McKinley, Turnock and Hudson 2020). Ammonia slightly reduced speed with a 0.3-3.7% 
increase in vessel mass. Hydrogen was more efficient. Hydrogen storge can be challenging. Scrubbers 
may be considered cost-effective, simple, broadly available and reduce sulphur emissions but increase 
NOx/C02 overall emissions. Scrubber types include open and closed loop, dry and hybrid solutions. Open 
loop scrubbers relies on a filtration based system with the medium of sulphuric acid and merged with 
seawater, although more energy inefficient then closed loop systems. Closed loop scrubbers substitute 
caustic soda or other alkaline solutions as catalysts, instead of sulphuric acid. Dry scrubbers blockade 
the sulphur in a separated storage facility aboard the vessel through limestone scourers and calcium 
hydroxide. Hybrid scrubbers can be used in ports and in the main ocean/sea away from inhabited areas, 
merging closed and open loop technology. Whilst scrubbers can reduce sulphur emissions and some 
pollutions, scrubbers do expand costs and limit available cargo hold space, whilst not at all answering 
the other core problem of CO2 emissions. However, true analysis would require lifecycle cost analysis 
including capital/refitting, retrofitting, insurance, capital, maintenance, repair and legal compliance costs. 
 
Another focusing on the options for container shipping reduced sulphur emissions for LNG, marine diesel 
oil and scrubbers confirms the significance of the technology (Mohseni et al 2019).  LNG is becoming 
more present in supply, cheaper and with a far lower energy density then diesel, although only for the 
limited ports, vessels, trucks and trains capable of supplying it. On the Jackson USA to Brussels and 
Berlin voyage route, scrubbers reduced overall supply chain costs an average of 1%, irrespective of 
whether it was a 9,115, a 13,982 or a 18,800 TEU vessel. Vessel owner costs increased 10% by using 
LNG fuel and were immediately reduced by an average of 4% for using scrubbers. Thanks to Emissions 
Control Areas, marine environments and public health have already benefitted substantially  from 3.5% 
globally pre-2012 to a global 0.5% maximum SOx will occur. This pressure linked to the global IMO 
regulations appear to have triumphantly prompted many to seek quick fix solutions but also invest in 
longer term capacity for these gases and technologies. Whilst many of the technologies may appear 
immature, for all of them, as with hydrogen, the limitations of low temperature and risks are being 
improved with greater state support; refinements to electrolyser and battery technology. Hydrogen and 
LNG also have possible applications for aircraft, port equipment, road trucks and trains, not just being 
limited to shipping as being highly versatile.  
 
A Catalonia Polytechnic University Master’s Thesis noted how LNG can again prove itself in stimulating 
economic activity through the conversion and rebuilding of infrastructure and supply chains along with 
improved environmental quality (Buades 2017). Findings noted its popularity was growing based on 
lower, stable LNG fuel prices, eco-friendlier credentials, reduced time and legal compliance costs in 
restricted Emission Control Areas and its improving performance/economic status. Alternatives such as 
improved engine, hull, propulsion, wind, solar and other technologies are equally worth exploring, to attain 
the same goals along with noticeably reduced pollution and mitigation against climate change. Attempts 
at improved energy efficiency are also been undertaken such as the GLOMEEP and IMO-EU projects. 
The Viking Grace demonstrated LNG fuel can be capably, safely, ecologically and fiscally viably support 
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passenger and car ferries. The Viking Energy similarly ensures this for platform supply vessels, Borgoy 
for harbour tugs, Coral Energy and Coral Star for gas carriers. However, many of these fuels remain in 
stages of development to improve safety, cost-competitiveness and storage risk innovation. They also 
need to be experimented upon for other vessel types in more varied climates, environments and 
locations. 
 
LNG has proven to receive community acceptance and usage, if combined with a sufficient awareness 
and marketing initiative as in Norway and Japan, similar to the introduction of any other new technology. 
The GLO-MEEP project successfully focused on education, awareness, advisory design and support to 
introduce these Energy Efficiency Management Plans to vessels and legal maritime/port authorities 
across Argentina, China, Georgi, India, Jamaica, Malaysia, Morocco, Panama, Philippines and South 
Africa, whereas the IMO-EU project focused on similarly installing Maritime Technology Cooperation 
Centres in several nations. There are also the legal advantages from a compliance perspective of 
following the MARPOL VI, Paris Agreement on Climate Change and other requirements, formulation of 
Energy Efficiency Development Indexes and other measures. It also improves international relations and 
diplomacy. However, whilst they have improved technological innovation, they have seldom proven 
effective at securing colossal volumes of fewer emitted emissions. Other solutions to reduce emissions 
include augmenting energy efficiency and optimising various services, processes and systems. It also 
includes ensuring the most efficient speed and fuel utilisation including engine de-rating. Using 
port/marine shoe-based fuel -even more capable if from a renewable energy source and hybrid 
approaches which use batteries, to supplement energy as needed. Other propulsion technologies -
solar/wind via sails and kites. 
 
Green hydrogen has been calculated to have phenomenal macroeconomic contributions towards local 
and global economies even with a very modest uptake. (Price Waterhouse Coopers 2020 a). A 2020 
Price-Waterhouse Coopers market study composed it as 400,000 jobs, $300 billion and 10,400,000,000 
fewer polluting oil barrels by 2050. It estimated the average Localised Cost of Energy would fall from a 
current $30-45 in 2021 to $14-18 from clean, virtually zero emissions, green hydrogen by 2030, highly 
affordable with competitors. It could drop to $0.7 to 0.9 by 2050 just due to market factors alone.  
However, not all hydrogen and very limited ammonia production is anticipated to directly aid the 
decarbonisation conversion towards far greener shipping. It further calculates the need for at least $2 
trillion in investment by 2050. Yet Australia could earn over $9,000,000,000 and Canada, 
$15,000,000,000 in exports. High demand potential for markets will clearly favour suppliers. the state of 
Tasmania in Australia is anticipated to benefit via a new Blue Economy Cooperative Research Centre 
which also factors in improving maritime decarbonisation solutions along with the Micronesian Centre for 
Sustainable Transport in the Marshall Islands and a new centre in Singapore port. Tasmania also 
deliberately focused on the scope to attract investment, support ports/access to water and 
electrolysis/industrial capabilities and forge a new brand of commerce. It offers a safer, less polluting 
counterpart to traditional fossil fuel methods, as with LNG, with no oil spill risks as happened with 
Mauritius and the MV Wakashio.  
 
Norwegian ferries continue to exemplify the profitability and reputation of hydrogen as a 2015 Master’s 
thesis determined (Goodwin and Storaker 2015). The Norwegian government have even specified their 
procurement policies to maximise emissions released from maritime transport as legal requirements. This 
has also prompted development in batteries to promote greater storage. At the time, the source indicated 
that LNG proved to be even more cost effective and with greater availability then hydrogen. Ports, 
shipyards and infrastructure have all managed conversion, proving an entire nation can be victorious in 
executing swift decisions to favour a cleaner, green supply chain sector. However, this is aided by 
political, social and market/legal support. Fuel, PEMFC and LNG plus abatement costs and fuel efficiency 
are improving to be more plausible.  
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Norway looked to apply this ready market to 180 ferries and in excess of 100 ferry routes. Osterroy ferry 
and CMR Prototech proved a hydrogen fuel cell concept worked as did the 2017 Scandines Future-Ship 
ferry with a 8.3 MW fuel cell and 2 day range at up to 17 knots speed. In 2015 DNV GL estimated it could 
cost up to 900,000,000 NOK for 52 electric ferries for shorter voyages below 35 minutes. Solar panel 
battery packs are also an option but with limited storage duration. Norway has also been investigating 
fuel cell vehicles -10 years and 600 kilometre range, buses and trains. Pilot submarine projects have also 
been investigated in Germany. The thesis computed hydrogen fuel production costs via alkaline 
electrolysers can decrease from 1,000 to 1,200 EUR/kW in 2015 to 370-900 in 2020 and 370 to 800 
EUR/kw by 2030. Hydrogen production costs by proton exchange membranes would be slightly higher 
at an average of 19000-2,300 EUR/KW in 2015, down to 700-1,300 in 2020 and 250-1,270 EUR/KW in 
2030. However, fossil fuel needs to be equally penalised. Across Europe average hydrogen production 
costs could decline from an average of 48 NOK in 2015 to 34 NOK per kg by 2030. 
 
Hydrogen fuel cells for energy have also been favourably appreciated as chances to reduce the climate 
change emissions contributions across European ports, maritime supply chains, transport and cities (FCH 
2021). It has already been viewed as a potential driver for investment and to stimulate research 
innovation. By 2021, at least 89 cities/areas have expressed interest and support across Europe to this 
initiative for hydrogen fuel cell options, launched by FCH in 2017 with over 1,800,000,000 euros worth of 
research. The technology is proving to be realistic and far more attractive to comply with EU legislations 
and expectations for a sounder quality of life, then alternatives. It can yield comparatively immediate 
direct benefits on investments, ecologically and from an emissions perspective. It provides a means to 
deal with human apathy and indifference. Without it, there can be virtually impossible to achieve the 
overall European Union collective goal of an 80-95% reduction in total emissions by 2050 relative to 2020. 
This is aided by more militant public support concerned with climate change, public health and 
environmental quality and businesses/shipping/capital sources assuredly concerned enough to explore 
these solutions. Hydrogen fuel cells will be anticipated to contribute over 500,000,000 EUR each year 
across Europe and 4000 new jobs per year at a pilot stage. This remains conditional upon overcoming 
current major barriers. FCH identified the main ones for Europe included access to finance, more proof 
needed to convince businesses of its commercial liability; a convoluted bureaucratic process, need to 
refine technology and improv political/societal support as marketing pressure. Europe is improving 
financing options and 53 members of the FCH alliance are looking at initial pilot projects from 1000,000 
to 400,000,000 euros. Ships and ferries are forecast to increase from 3 in 2018 to 501 by 2030 in Europe, 
port tractors from 2 to 32 and from 0 to a mere 5 reach stackers, which remains significantly lower than 
necessary.  
 
Apart from the physical infrastructure and vessels; other advantages or benefits towards committing to a 
decarbonised maritime supply chain and economy future, are the spillover benefits anticipated from 
greater research and investment, skills development, technology transfer and other less tangible 
outcomes. This can be easily financed in redirecting artificially low financial incentives for any type of 
fossil fuel to these greener gas replacements. In 2012 an LNG feeder vessel cost 57,000,000 euros 
(20,000 m3),  a tank truck 200,000 euros, a 3,5000-5,000 metre terminal, 11-13,000,000 euros, 
15,000,000 euros for an LNG jetty and 40-80,000,000 euros for a 20,000 to 50,000 m3 tank. Total 
investment costs for a low pressure, dual fuel engine was an average 740 EUR per KW versus 755-1,200 
for a high pressure dual fuel engine in 2012. Ship to ship bunkering for LNG averaged 23-73,000,000 
euros, 0.2-100,000,000 euros by tank and 33-237,000,000 from pipeline to ship. 
 
A Europe Aid Project concentrates on green hydrogen as a “power fuel” for South Africa to export, given 
a high European market demand across Belgium, France, the Netherlands and Germany. There is also 
Japan (Roos and Wright 2021). The project aims to improve the commercialisation of electrolysis, coal 
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conversion, improving efficiency and CAPEX costs. Transport, storage and labour costs remain lower as 
competitive advantages. The sector does not specifically focus on shipping, arguing more in favour of 
other hydrogen production benefits such as converting polluted coal mines to transform mining, 
petrochemicals, oil refineries, steel, cement and other supply chain components to be truly cleaner and 
greener. The principal advantage would be to reduce dependency on a phenomenally erratic state 
electricity supply, reduce looting risks and public health, pollution and emissions consequences. South 
Africa could be globally competitive at $3 per kg by 2040, down to $1.8-2 similar to Chile, with sufficient 
economies of scale for hydrogen with appropriate investment as one of Africa and Earth’s great exporters.  
Japan has committed itself to a specific market import demand for the element by 2030 and could be a 
guaranteed customer from 300,000 in 2030 to 5-10,000,000 tonnes each year by 2050. It could also aid 
the European Union Green Deal of carbon neutrality by 2050 as well as specific countries and ports such 
as Rotterdam and Antwerp, seeking their own supplies. The main concern remains the subsequent risks 
to market and investor confidence, after the insurrection efforts of a hostile insurrection efforts and 
corruption/crime linked opportunists related to the former President Jacob Zuma as currently unfolding in 
KwaZulu-Natal/Gauteng South Africa. South Africa also needs to improve its bunkerage facilities, 
legislative environment, improve human training and experience capacity and general market 
attitude/public perceptions and awareness.  Yet the country could certainly be among the world’s 
cheapest hydrogen export sources, due to its expertise and colossal coal reserves. 
 
As stated previously, but confirmed through another thesis, hydrogen fuel cells have been proven to work 
with cost advantages for shipping to which they have been applied (Saito 2018). The thesis focused on 
4 containership vessel scenarios with 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 kW respectively. Its favoured method 
deployed a Monte Caro simulation and sensitivity analysis for net present cost. It also strongly advocated 
the need to develop cooperative relationships and trust with the private sector along with suitable financial 
incentives. Hydrogen fuel cell costs were calculated in 2017 to be 4.275 euros per 100 kilometres, offering 
benefits over fuel and biogas costs. The source expressed a clear confidence by the European Union 
and individual governments with over 155 separate fuel cell/hydrogen related projects receiving a total 
1,400,000,000 budget from 2014 to 2020. More market demand was predicted on the basis of offering 
greater price stability then HFO alternatives.  
 
The feasibility of establishing zero emissions transport corridors between the significant major global 
commercial arteries of the United States and China, given the immense distances and fuel volumes 
required has become another fascinating area of focus (Mao et al. 2020). This would require a committed 
major container ship or other vessel and eventually a fleet. It concluded that 99% of all voyages between  
the Pearl River Delta and San Pedro Bay were feasible if hydrogen was a substitute to fossil fuels, 
sacrificing an additional stop or 5% of storage space. In the scenario, only 3 vessels would need 2 port 
stops. These refuelling stops could be in China, Japan,  South Korea, Canada or the Pacific Northwest 
ports of the USA. Energy demand and location were calculated via the mandatory Automatic Identification 
System and port location data. Out of 304 voyages, many would need to either be modified to have 
access to the fuel in ports or have additional storage space for fuel cells onboard. On average this might 
mean losing around 120 containers or 2% of the total. Or alternatively, stretching the vessel may be 
necessary to compensate. 
 

3.4: Potential Disadvantages of LNG, Hydrogen, Ammonia, Methane and Decarbonisation. 
 
Whilst decarbonisation of maritime transport, ports, shipping and economies should be  embraced with 
all maximum haste, there are a number of notable issues and disadvantages in embracing gases/other 
decarbonisation solutions. Many of these can be reduced with enough effort and committed resources or 
political support such as the initially higher capital infrastructure and investment costs; need for more 
research and pilot scale projects; the need to improve regulatory and financial incentive conditions, whilst 
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curtailing traditional petroleum/gas/diesel alternatives. Others require improved awareness, effective 
information, training, skills development and capacity building. 
 
There are the technical safety and other risks/issues noted with the characteristics of these gases. LNG 
needs professional training, given few experienced crew, improved explosion/fire risks; has to be stored 
at extremely low temperatures at -163-155 degrees Celsius and a 600 times greater then normal gas 
energy density. It needs effective shielding, to reduce energy and fire risks. Only through conducting the 
expenses of lifecycle analysis can the answers of which of these gas options are the safest, which are 
the riskiest and why (Myrhe 2020). Many companies however remain highly reluctant to allow researchers 
access, given commercial sensitivity and the nature of operations. This also includes the current July 
2021 COVID19 pandemic risks too. Businesses are also often commercially sensitive in concern. One 
lifecycle analysis for an LNG vessel indicated the risks of possible ocean acidification from possible 
leakages, risks of toxicity -human and eco. This assessment would have to consider fuel cells, batteries, 
engines or turbines,  offshore wind/solar propulsion, Carbon Capture and Storge, biofuels and natural 
gas as well as these main alternatives. Stakeholders remain inexperienced and bunkerage services 
remain primarily limited geographically to the Northern Hemisphere, with few options in the South. Current 
economies and production processes still would need to be radically upscaled and financed. 
 
An analysis of several European ports and bunkering options indicated it was still viewed as highly 
constrained with a slower than expected uptake, as prices still needed to become more market 
acceptable and competitive. (Myrhe 2020). Examples included Antwerp,  Cartagena Civitavecchia, 
Constanza, HaminaKotka, Kristiansund, Marseilles-Fos, Stockholm and Southampton. In lacking 
significant market evidence and profitable case studies, reassurance over clear policies, technical, safety 
standards and technology, many businesses interviewed and surveyed have remained cautious to invest, 
a trend amplified by the costs of a COVID19 recovery. Additionally, with comparative few specialised 
shipyards and educational institutions undertaking these area, insurance premiums, maintenance, labour 
and training costs may be higher. 
 
Also knowing which scenario and combinations to invest in, also needs significantly more research 
(International Transport Forum 2018). Yet this should not preclude inaction, based on the well established 
Precautionary Principle, as climate change is yielding immediate concerns and acting could resolve 85-
92% of existing pollution and emissions by 2035. Failing to act could expand emissions a further 23% 
(1,090,000,000 tonnes). However, alternative usages for hydrogen, LNG, ammonia, advance biofuels 
and others can impose natural limitations to this direction and momentum. Yet shipping remains 
conspicuously absent from the Paris Agreement and many localised/national plans; lack of financial 
incentives and legal disincentives or fossil fuel subsidies remain. The challenge remains in securing the 
degree of cooperation to achieve full shipping and supply chain decarbonisation, which relies immensely 
on the private sector and individuals.  Shipping sector seek a 50% reduction of emissions by 2050 relative 
to 2008, yet in 2017 -some of the nations most vulnerable to climate change such as Kiribati, Marshall 
Islands, Solomon Islands and Tuvalu sought 0 emissions as the only way to be consistent with a 
maximum temperature increase of 1.5 degrees. There may be sacrifices that stakeholders are unwilling 
to experience including shortages of access to fuels in the interim period and higher initial costs of import 
substitution. Certainly, as more replace; there will be those who lose out via the opportunity costs, 
reducing in fossil fuel trade and exports/revenue; changes in market share. However, in the case of 
hydrogen, this could be minimised via the metamorphosis of coal to hydrogen. 
 
LNG may create its own environmental risks from emitting methane slip -even more at risk at contributing 
to radically accelerated climate change then CO2. Compliant fuels which reduce sulphur have been 
experimented upon and often appeared to be less effective when storage, distributed or utilised. 
Renewable energy powered vessels may prove to be an even more effective option but, LNG and 
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hydrogen are receiving greater attention from policymakers and researchers, with those such as wind 
and solar, often far less emphasised. There are concerns that the present transformation of merchant 
fleets and port/coastal vessels remains fairly low. More research and development would need to be 
investigated in hydrogen/LNG and others to radically introduce these techniques to various locations -in 
the Southern Hemisphere. There will be unexpected conversion, regulatory and administration/training 
costs in adapting, even if minor. High costs exist given how much capital has been committed to existing 
supply chains and infrastructure, although operators, have in principle been aware for at least 9 years 
since around 2012. Vessel lifespan costs require a significant commitment of capital to yield profitable 
rates of return on investment. These technologies also reduce the cargo capacity available. Carbon 
pricing markets have proven to be voluntary and attempted for several years but have failed to attain 
significant investor appetite or curb emissions and uncertainty remains as to whether this can be linked 
to hydrogen/LNG/ammonia/methanol alternatives. Cooperation over carbon markets and accepting 
responsibility for emissions reduction remains weak. 
 
Ammonia fuelled shipping remains in its nascent infancy but a 2020 study noted an eco-friendly rating of 
92.5% rating for a hypothetical propulsion system of a 25000 TEU container feeder vessel (Kim et al 
2020).  The study confirmed the results for various fuel cell and gas fuelled types. Although ammonia 
may have lower fuel requirements and be 10-30 times more economical, it does present high 
corrosion/toxicity risks, far fewer stakeholders have expressed an interest in the fuel. It would affect 
vessel performance and efficiency with an additional 140-160% weight of the average vessel., 350-500%  
cost. Ammonia is less regulated and lacks well established technical, safety and legal standards in many 
nations -although those may increase its attractiveness to those unphased by a lack of regulatory 
certainty. Specific codes/regulations/policies would need policymaker, IMO and shipping sector support. 
 
Hydrogen remains highly challenging to store and transport from a cryogenic and low temperature 
perspective for many supply chains (Van Hoecke et al 2021). More longitudinal time series studies would 
provide convincing evidence. Current technology limits its applications in spark ignition engines as 
opposed to compression engines (unless dual fuel). Proton exchange membrane cell requires purer, 
untainted hydrogen as a limitation. Many regions lack experience with any of these gases, entirely 
dependent on others. Methanol has possible public health/respiratory risks for crew in confined areas 
over a longer duration. Hydrogen may present flammability/safety risks and poor public perceptions from 
a marketing perspective 
 
Using LNG for maritime transport does offer a number of environmental advantages from a pollution, 
health and climate change mitigation perspective. (Le Fevre 2018). However, progress can be 
undermined if the resulting technology and approaches insufficiently address the concerns of methane 
slip and the 20-30% greater reputed contribution towards climate change. For one LNG ferry, this 
amounted to between 7-36 g per kilogram of fuel consumed. LNG does benefit from the NBP/TT market 
in Northwest Europe and Henry Hub, East Coast USA but these are far less established. Alternatively, 
costs are not cheap for scrubbers either at $4-6,000,000 per installed average device. COVID19’s 
recovery also limits potential ship demand for new orders. This will amplify existing high fuel costs, low 
profit margins and greater compliance costs with the IMO target. LNG supply chains also need to develop 
their market and legal inducements in many areas, when compared to fossil fuel alternatives, who benefit 
as competitors from well established markets, supply sources and lobbying power/marketing. LNG tanks 
may need to be 50-80% larger than petroleum tanks, which may create storage issues in many pre-
existing ports. Over 100,000 vessels may need to be converted or replaced. 
 
Yet demand is still projected to grow from 8 to 30 MTPA by 2025 and 20 to 65 MTPA by 2040. This would 
still require a minimum 4,000 vessels each year by 2030, rather than a total of around 150-200 vessels 
at present and another 150-200 on order. Limited terminals, liquefaction, carbon capture and storage, 
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Direct Air Capture, refuelling stations for trucks and storage facilities exist or are being built/designed. 
Other implications of LNG fuelling for container and other vessels, aside from methane slip include the 
need to minimise associated ecological and other adverse externality costs related to converting or 
establishing new infrastructure (Man Turbo and Diesel 2012). Waste heat energy recovery achieved at 
most 15-20% efficiency at present for vessels. It takes longer to become profitable then for scrubbers 
and for LNG. 
 
Certain challenges exist in embracing maritime decarbonisation including the risks of first mover 
advantage and modifying vessels or supply chain processes, when there are such significant capital and 
lifecycle costs may arise and there are formidable risks associated with changing legislation/regulatory 
risks, emissions rates and possible innovations triggering technical obsolescence. It remains concerning 
how glacially slow the rate the IMO and its Marine Environmental Protection Committee and governments 
have been to prioritise maritime decarbonisation, given the conspicuous absence of these emissions from 
the 2015 Paris Agreement on Climate Change (Antolini 2020).  Hydrogen has to avoid being produced 
for grey sources and maritime transport/supply chains compete with industrial applications. More support 
needs to progress alternative gas based shipping to other global locations in technology transfer for 
shorter routes and more investments made in greater sized vessels and more numerous routes. Greater 
access to capital and finance needs to be sorted. 
 
Unlike certain domestic legislation, the challenges with the UN, IMO and other resolutions and decisions 
is that they have enforcement crises, relying heavily on the implementation by individual member states 
but with limited recourse, if states violate them (Columbia Centre on Global Energy Policy 2017). The 
weaknesses of international law become transparent for dealing with transboundary risks, dilemmas and 
problems -and the extent which it fails to apply to individuals, businesses, supply chains and others. To 
make legislation effective, would benefit from strengthened oversight and enforcement capacity. 
Checking that prescribed technical standards and other requirements, may also prove convoluted and 
overwhelming for many maritime administrations, given many vessels are constructed outside their 
domain, the nature of flag state ownership status and physically affirming transgressions -especially on 
voyages. Thousands of vessels also reduce the probability of being individually caught. The documented 
contributions of scrubbers to climate change, from $US 1-10,000,000 on average proved only a short 
term stopgap measure. Only 15-20 actual Carbon Capture and Storage Units have moved beyond the 
basic pilot stage, indicating major problems of handling the existing emissions. 
 
Comparatively few global funding sources exist for maritime and supply chain decarbonisation, despite 
calls among policymakers, academics and certain shipping companies. The academics and 
entrepreneurs who furnish such innovative solutions and the advisors/consultants who could aid in 
implementation face major disadvantages in wading through procurement, capital funding and the 
requirement for years of experience/an existing track record often unrealistically demanded by these 
people. Traditional funding sources and the shipping sector, may have had some public pledges of 
support but the disadvantages remain in lacking clear communication and coordination, plus lacking both 
public and industry lobbying support. Until hydrogen, ammonia, wind propulsion, CCUS, fuel cells, LNG 
and others can be prioritised, with initial public and private sector support, the dreams and the enabling 
policy conditions will face steep competition from its fossil fuel dominated adversary. Those companies 
themselves also have to be willing to participate in the metamorphosis. One envisioned problem remains, 
the extent to which other uses exist for these gases and how these are going to  need serious efforts to 
secure monumental volumes demanded and needed for the Zero Emissions Age. Funding can also be 
channelled towards infrastructure and risk management, against any potential problems. Analysis needs 
to assay the ecological and economic costs of converting -both for imports and for domestic production, 
against conventional fuels. The actual pros and cons of the technology process, given other methods, 
also is advised to ensure the right choice.  
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Yet, these gases could collectively support 100% of vessel decarbonisation and many components of 
maritime supply chains by 2030. The task remains not to replace one utter dependency on an imported 
fossil fuel with another equally disastrous and risky solution. Fuel sources need rapid expansion to avoid 
stagnation of growth with help really being needed to move beyond expanding pilot stages and linking it 
to broader logistics networks. First, solar and offshore wind, LNG and hydrogen are projected to remain 
the cheapest followed by ammonia and methane. The most expense are anticipated to be synthetic 
biofuels. High production costs can reduce market prices to the true, non-shadow cost of petroleum and 
diesel, especially when distorted market subsidies are removed. Certain technologies such as liquid 
organic hydrogen carriers and production processes still face weaknesses in problems such as methane 
slip and poor energy efficiency to work upon. 
 
 A 2013 evaluation of LNG’s fuel cycle costs contended the need for a sensitivity analysis to be favoured 
(Lowell , Wang and Lutsey 2013). The main concern remains to assess the climate change contributions 
or carbon and environmental footprint impact costs of any decision. Many LNG processes continue to 
escape being completely emissions free, yet are still a radical improvement when replacing more polluting 
and emissions releasing, current sources. The analysis varied between diminishing 1-17% of emissions, 
remaining in need of significant technological improvements cross 8 scenarios covering various supply 
chain stages and transport types -vessel/truck et. Boil off gas had to be cautiously controlled to reduce 
these risks of methane slip, whether improving the technology, flaring it, CCUS, release or reliquification, 
usage and conversion to other uses and fuels. It calculated that in 2013, an LNG engine remained on 5% 
less energy efficient per voyage then diesel. 
 
The temporary expedient of using floating LNG vessels to provide fuel as per the Floating Karpowerships, 
hired from Turkey in 2020/2021 as per Figure 3.5; has mired itself in significant political, social, economic 
and environmental controversy most notably in the country of South Africa, where committed significant 
investment to an overseas company rather than committing resources to establishing an alternative local 
LNG, coal to hydrogen conversion or renewable energy alternative (South Africa Department of Energy 
Transnet and EOH Holdings 2015). It therefore curbs the chance at economic development and autarchy. 
Without stakeholder awareness and meaningful participation, it can yield social and 
environmentalist/political dissent from those unaware of the risks/costs and benefits. The Environmental 
Impact Assessment for Ngqura port indicated the risks of a permanently moored Floating Storage and 
Regasification Unit, gas pipeline and connecting facilities and related storage/distribution system. A full 
EIA assessment would be needed. Similar concerns were noted for introducing LNG bunkering facilities. 
It was subsequently objected to on the basis of ecological uncertainty. Risks specifically cited included 
related pollution and waste, impacts on ecosystems and biodiversity, emissions, sound, light, dust, impact 
on coastal water discharge and usage. 
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Figure 3.5: Floating LNG Powered Karpowerships South Africa. 
 

 
 
South Africa Department of Energy Transnet and EOH Holdings 2015 
 

3.5: Potential Risks of LNG, Hydrogen, Ammonia, Methane and Decarbonisation. 
 
A thorough analysis of all factors that could inaugurate a true Net Zero Emission and Non-Polluting Era 
for maritime supply chains, along with a decarbonised economy needs to concede that many risks remain 
associated with the process. The uncertainty related to the regulatory/policy framework, technological 
innovation and economies of scale and market/commercial demand; degree of popular and supply chain 
reactions and if sufficient progress remains in time. Whether existing coal sectors can radically attain the 
conversion into hydrogen and existing grey hydrogen can become originating from blue are others. 
 
With any new experimental fuels, safety risks can not only present physical but commercial risks. For 
example, the flammability of the Hindenburg airship in 1937, despite being  an isolated example; blitzed 
any chance of mass travel and survival for the next 80+ years. However, from the first recorded LNG 
voyage in 1959, LNG only experienced 8 incidents, with associated leakages and no casualties/little 
associated environmental damage, in contrast to many oil incidents among tankers and production from 
the Exxon Valdez to Deepwater Horizon around Texas to the  MV Wakashio off Mauritius. For example, 
on one occasion, 130 kg of LNG dissipated in leakage from excess pressure during bunkering on 9 May 
2014 in Risavika (Aronietes et al 2016). LNG safety risks may arise from either external risks/shocks 
causing leakages or problems; internal equipment leakages; loss of pressure/excess pressure or terminal 
disconnections of pipelines/hoses or processes. Hydrogen includes flammability and storage. Depending 
on the location, climate, environment and natural disaster events such as storms, superstorms, cyclones, 
gales, earthquakes and landslides/subsistence failure can create risk threats. The usual maritime safety 
risks apply to LNG/hydrogen/methane/ammonia and wind/solar propulsion as for fossil fuels, including 
collision, explosion, sabotage/terrorism, war, crime, vessel technical failure and difficulties experienced 
during operation/mooring, transfer, production and distribution during bunkering or operations/at berth. 
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Rapid phase transition risks materialise when LNG may explode or ignite figures from rapidly contrasting 
temperature differentials occur. LNG cryogenic temperatures may create burns. When LNG is 
extracted/released, giant vapour clouds may cause suffocation/asphyxiation. Equipment can fail. Tanks 
and vessels can rollover, experience fire, rupture or pressure/compression. Corrosion and embrittlement, 
tank metal fatigue and other factors may be risks that can mainly be averted as with others through sound 
awareness, training, maintenance, repairs and diligence.  Liquefied hydrogen may experience problems 
related to extreme low temperatures, sloshing about storage processes and potential for spontaneous 
ignition, as opposed to the pressure tensions of compressed hydrogen. 
 
To calculate LNG port demand in Antwerp, it indicated high hesitancy and uncertainty among shipping 
companies in taking up bunkerage services unless compelled (Aronietes et al 2016). Supply and demand 
remain too unstable and uncertain to ensure regular markets with the same extent of confidence for well-
established fossil fuel sectors. This required a detailed customer/stakeholder engagement and market 
research process. There is therefore an urgent need to improve the associated reputational risks of 
introducing alternative fuelling/energy scenarios as the sector is inherently conservative and it needs to 
improve the effort. To develop these markets would remain conditional upon certain regulatory/policy 
incentives and disincentives and other factors such as technological innovation, human resource capacity 
and training; consumer and market trends, energy/fuel prices and those of production/supply chains. One 
study estimated that whilst 100% of small car carriers and cargo vessels and 70% of large might adopt  
LNG fuel  (Aronietes et al 2016), only 20% of large and very large tanker/container vessels and 20% of 
large bulk carriers might embrace it. However, the source does envision significant LNG demand across 
many shipping sectors with 12,446 tonnes for small and large car carriers, 2,826 and 40,116 for small 
and large simultaneously, with 4719 tonnes minimum projected for small bulk carriers and 12 for inland 
shipping by 2025. LNG bunkerage suppliers expressed some scepticism, given the significant capital 
infrastructure investment and training flows that would need to materialise for it to be commercially viable. 
 
Other risks remain including the constraints developing countries and small island states traditionally 
experience in embracing any new technological progress -financial, administrative, human resources, 
experience, policy, accessing supply and market entries, costs and energy security/dependency. 
Alternative solar/wind/other propulsion technologies may offer more competitive solutions as with slow 
steaming, emissions control areas, waste energy transfer and energy efficiency. The 2021 World Bank 
report indicated low cost wind could be produced as low as US$23 per MWh contrasting with $17.5 for 
solar and $3.8 coal gasification with Carbon Capture and Storage Technology. (World Bank and ESMAP 
2021). For this fuel to be popularly undertaken more specialist engineers, artisans for repairs and 
maintenance,  battery, fuel cell and general technology, production, safety, training and other experts 
would need to be retrained. Access to capital, insurance and deliverable market ready, investment 
solutions beyond the initial pilot stages would also need to be produced. Supporting infrastructure, 
political, business and public to be considered. Little benefit exists in delaying implementation -the aim 
has to be to convince people that it is a calculated risk. 
 
There also remains the competitive risk -the more reluctant developing and other emerging countries 
may be to participate, the more vulnerable they expose themselves to the potentially predatory interest 
of others. For example the US Department of Energy in 2020 identified significant market prospects in 
creating established demands for its own LNG exports (United States Department of Energy 2020).  
Realising the lack of electricity certainty and the need to reduce the most energy intensive shipping fleets, 
the lack of domestic rivals proved equally alluring, as did growing new supply sources off Eastern Africa 
in Mozambique, Tanzania, Kenya and South Africa. South Africa and West Africa could become new 
customers. Ghana’s Floating Regasification project offers others. It proposed investigating their 
technological, human, markets, project supply chains and other potential, along with any identifiable 
constraints. 
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One risk assessment for LNG marine fuel sent to Flemish ports also emphasised the safety concerns 
with flammability and temperature specific storage characteristics (Vandebroek 2012). It identified risks 
would remain whether authorities and businesses supported ship to ship bunkering, truck to ship or tank 
to ship bunkerage services via a pipeline. An LNG feeder terminal could store up to 380,000 m3, versus 
a feeder vessel of 7,500 to 30,000 m3, a 50 m3 truck, a pipeline with unknown low volume and a bunker 
barge of 500 to 3,000 m3 -fewer voyages though and slower than the truck. A bunkering station can 
manage around 100 to 3,500 m3 in volume. It advised a firm human and general risk analysis employing 
various scenarios, identification of internal and external risks along with frequency and consequence 
analysis. Table 3.3 illustrates the varying characteristics of LNG when transported via bunkering 
processes. Aside from physical risks, given the sensitive nature of fuel, it can be susceptible to crime, 
civic disturbances and insurgency/”terrorism” threats, which applies to LNG/hydrogen as much as others. 
However, this threat may be far lower initially as it has not yet been employed in mass applications and 
cannot be so easily siphoned or utilised for vehicles or even many vessels. 
 
Table 3.3: LNG Bunker Volumes, Flow Rates and Timespan For Various Vessel Types 
 

Vessel Type Bunker Volume m3 Flow Rate m3 Duration (Minutes) Hose/Arm Diameters 

Port, tug, patrol, 
fishing, related 

50 60 45 2 x2, 1 x 3 

Small Ro-Ro 400 400 60 2 x 4, 1 x 6 

Large Ro-Ro 800 400 120 2 x4, 1 x6 

Cargo /small 
container vessels 

2000-4000 1000 120-240 2 x 8, 1x12 

Large 
tankers/containers 

10,000 2,500 240 2x10 

Very large oil 
tankers/containers 

20,000 3,000 420/7 hours 2x12 

 
Source Vandebroek 2012. 
 
Any of these gas based, energy powered vessel risks can experience collision, grounding, contact, fire 
and explosion but many of these risks can be minimised with adequate risk assessment, protection, 
training, awareness and appropriate safeguarding measures. One source advised the need for individual 
and social risk to be as low as reasonably practical, and therefore suitable for mass popular uptake 
(Vanem et al 2008). A 200 European Commission SAFEDOR project assessed the risk requirements and 
possible guidance for LNG shipping, advising precautions against incendiary explosions and accidental 
ignition.  The cost effectiveness of taking precautions against these projected risks has to be weighed 
against the resources available, the need for certain profitability/environmental protection etc but most 
significantly, the actual realistic probability of the event actually happening.  The source calculated 182 
LNG incidents of which 158 occurred at sea, and 24 in shipyards/sea trials. Of these incidents, 55 related 
to equipment and machinery failure, 27 from cargo containment system errors, 22 loading and unloading, 
19 collision, 9 heavy weather, 8 each from grounding and contact and only 10 from fire and explosion, 7 
of which, predated 1996. Since then numerous design improvements and preparations have been 
developed to reduce risks. 
 
The port of Koper Italy’s own experience with introducing LNG, encountered certain nautical or 
navigational risks the authority and users would need to be especially careful for the 2500+ regular port 
callers (Perkovic et al 2012). It indicated that unfamiliarity with this fuel and experience might increase 
the probability of collision, grounding or other incidents occurring, unless being decisively risk averse. 
This in addition to the 80+ LNG vessels that are anticipated to call in to provide additional port demand 
and minor congestion risks.  A risk assessment for using LNG powered vessels on  Europe’s river and 
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canal system similarly indicated collision risks with other vessels, jetties or infrastructure and associated 
impact costs. (Galierikova, Kalina and Sosedova 2017). Other safety risks to defend against included 
possible flash, fuel or autoignition fires, cryogenic/temperature, blast and other damage from the tanks 
being ruptured, vaporisation leakage, a problem with bunkering from overfill, overpressure or 
storage/distribution. Heightened pressure for an LNG fuel tank may also initiate a Boiling Liquid 
Expanding Vapour Explosion risk. Developing hydrogen infrastructure similarly requires its own 
precautions (Haughom 2018, Hansen 2019). This includes adapting procedures and equipment to 
safeguard against ignition/flammability, its buoyancy and plume risks erupting when in liquid form. 
Undertaking gas operations in confined environments also remains far riskier than open circumstances, 
depending on the environment and climate. 
 
Other barriers to deploying mass utilisation of LNG fuel include those of converting not just shipping but 
reconfiguring entire supply chains from construction to repair and maintenance to bunkering services to 
demolition/recycling to undertake this (UNECE 2018).  All stages of the supply chains beyond ports from 
production to transport, distribution and storage, to finance and insurance to retailers, customers and 
consumers have to be actively willing and able to do so. This applies to the other gas and renewable 
energy propulsion solutions promoted. Aside from existing regions, few others seem to be contemplating 
the introduction of Emissions Control Areas, which may disincentivise other regions to continue. The risks 
of new legislation mandating further changes, also needs to be discounted. UNECE identified legal 
certainty, easy access to LNG/other fuels, reliable and safe logistics, a favourable investment climate, 
the necessary and sufficient competences, knowledge and skills along with public acceptance as among 
the 6 key enabling factors that could ensure the success of any of these fuels, away from carbon. Market 
demand and supply and price competitiveness are especially valued. Norway provides both financial 
credit funding to convert and simultaneously a NOx tax on emissions as a deterrent. It also remains highly  
dependent on government, business and entrepreneurial aptitude to support funding in emerging 
technology, research and various solutions. The need for greater public awareness over emissions -
psychologically convincing people over shipping and that petroleum fuel based solutions are far worse. 
Avoiding methane ship/leakages and events can provide far more reassurance. No global or little regional 
and domestic harmonisation of legal policies exists. 
 
Even fossil fuel companies such as Total are not oblivious of the need to start weighing other choices as 
investments but are wary of certain constraints (Semilinos, Olsen and Giacosa 2014). Extending maritime 
decarbonisation solutions across entire supply chains, securing partner cooperation as a convincing 
commitment would mean renegotiating perhaps hundreds of contracts and arrangements, aside from the 
logistics, training and physical infrastructure necessities. For example, the LNG bunkerage industry 
looked to initially support 40 vessels and 9 trains for Total’s operations according to their 2014 study.  
Many shipping companies have some experience with LNG in transporting it and with unfamiliar 
technology such as installing scrubbers. They just need to leverage and capitalise upon this experience. 
However, even these technologies are not without risks as the usage of scrubbers for example not only 
increases carbon emissions but threatens vessel balance, buoyancy and performance, aside from 
requiring modified waste processes and other installation, repair and maintenance costs that all gases 
would not be exempted from if serving as substitutes. Crew training and safety equipment costs would 
increase. They assume to start making profits for 10-15 years after 5 years of costs and breaking even 
on their investment. 
 
Vessel characteristics, routes, cargo types, port facilities, experience, revenues, budgets and other 
characteristics affirm that there is no universal solutions and that even a combination of solutions may be 
necessary. Each solution or combination of solutions has its own risks to encounter. For LNG, routes and 
markets will get progressively more developed until they may increase from 10 MTPA around 2020 to 50 
MTPA or more by 2030. Until then, more infrastructure and transportation appear to have a receptive 
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market demand and availability of supply possible. Experience, training and awareness would need to 
be a core criterion however, to ensure the successful abilities of other supply chain participants, especially 
retailers and clients. Safety, security and environmental risk management can provide the precautions 
necessary to counter mistakes as much as practically possible. These fuels often lack technical standards 
relating to quality/purity, operations and other criteria. 
 
 DNVGL concede the challenges this may present, advocating that it may require the recruitment and 
additional investment expenses of technical/legal/other consultants and advisor specialists (DNVGL 
2019).   Its perspective included technical and environmental policy uncertainty remained an inhibiting 
constraint; aside from the actual access to capital, cost factors and reliability of fuel supplies/bunkerage 
services for LNG, hydrogen, biofuels, ethanol, dimethyl ether,  nuclear propulsion and other fuel choices.  
Certain charterers also need to be part of the discussion if they become responsible for fuel costs, not 
just shipping lines and fuel providers. Each fuel has its own risks and challenges. For example, unless 
marine alternatives such as seaweed, kelp and algae were explored, biofuels would be insufficiently 
capable of being upscaled to the demand levels required, without overarching sacrifices incurred in 
equivalent biomass loss. Nuclear propulsion can be politically  and socially unpopular in its controversy 
ever since a number of incidents from Chernobyl to Three Mile Island and Fukushima. Yet, gradually the 
risks of alternative fuels are becoming more transparent with every trial and pilot project, even if many of 
these fuelled vessels have yet to reach commercialisation potential. 
 
Hydrogen’s versatility lies within the fact it can be produced by multiple sources -coal, biomass, water, 
renewable electricity, natural gas and other techniques (International Renewable Energy Agency 2019 
b). Each of these offers its own risks, in contrast to more simplistic fossil fuels. It also has multiple 
applications for use in industry and can also decarbonise these sectors. Its major risk therefore lies in 
competitiveness of various usages. It and other gases need to learn from past incidents, where it failed 
to be universally uptaken and endorsed, with sufficient economies of scale. Currently, psychological and 
educational risks exist to try and influence enough people to support this process from a demand, supply, 
investment and public acceptability rate. This extends to research and development, inclusion in ports, 
actual routes, possible connections to national grids/fuel supply chains and policy perspective. 
 
Decarbonising large areas of Africa, the Middle East, Asia and South America remain especially 
challenging where it seldom appears as an immediate area of concern (Climate Analytics 2019). 
However, it can provide among the only practical solutions to the clear pollution, resource pressure 
challenges and climate change mitigation goals needed for Asia and other regions. Accelerated energy 
efficiency, reduced energy output and higher uptake of renewable energy, provide alternatives. 
Addressing the actual atmospheric concentrations and our overall contribution to climate change via 
mitigation and adaptation remain core challenges. IRENA estimated that over 2,200,000 jobs across  
Southeast Asia and US $40,000,000,000 in energy import reductions could be supported via fossil fuel 
(IRENA 2017). Reducing energy generated by ports and the maritime transport sector alone cannot work 
without cooperation from the electricity sector, supply chains and other areas of the economy. 
 
Finally, there remains the risk of public ignorance and misunderstanding. Or equally, locals may have 
valid concerns when excluded from processes. The ore one engages in communications, awareness and 
education, the greater the chances for acceptance -but also for time consuming delays and petty 
obstructions.  South Africa offered possible hydrogen supplies from Sasolburg’s Sasol 1 plant and 
methane from Sasol 2 and Sasol 3 along with committed pipeline, compressor and pressure protection 
stations. There was also the Mossel Bay Gas to Liquid facility. However, these supplies need to 
significantly augmented if it is to be a realistic option for South Africa. The Western Cape government in 
particular, motivated the need for an LNG import terminal as early as 2013 around Cape Town/Mossel 
Bay. It proposed the need for 40-80 m3 tank trucks, LNG bunker (1000-10,000 m3), feeder (10-100,000 
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m3) and/or LNG carriers (100,000 to 270,000 m3). This excludes port based storage terminal facilities 
and pipelines. The 2014 Master’s thesis, feasibility study concluded there was convincing economic 
rationale for LNG import terminals at both ports and feeder vessels could connect smaller ports and 
tanker trucks. Both would require specialised education policies. South Africa has also received 
significant vocal opposition from environmental activists and communities, as many processes of 
stakeholder consultation have proven to be insufficient at convincing these stakeholders of the ecological 
and other benefits of LNG. South Africa provides a transparent lesson in the need to enlighten people as 
to what all these gases and decarbonised solutions really mean for human health, environment and 
economies. 
 

3.6: Potential Solutions and Opportunities of LNG, Hydrogen, Ammonia, Methane and Other 
Decarbonisation Approaches for Shipping, Maritime Supply Chains and Economies. 
 

3.6.1: International Industry/Policymaker 
 
Although slow to truly embrace decarbonisation, the IMO are introducing NEXTGEN -in which they wish 
to form a suitable network which can aid all suitable stakeholders to locate these maritime 
decarbonisation projects.  This offers greater scope for facilitation awareness, recommended policies, 
technical guidance and technology transfer/other collaboration support, as does the International 
Advisory Panel on Maritime Decarbonisation. Singapore is setting up its Maritime Decarbonisation 
Research Centre in partnership with the port authority and shipping companies, believing the answer to 
be research. Similarly, industry and the private sector have formed the Getting to Zero Coalition with 
academia and financiers to encourage greater commercial deployment. The World Bank and 
International Renewable Energy Agency have commissioned research, as has the consulting company 
DNV GL as prominent and vocal advocates in this area. 
 

3.6.2: General 
 
Various general solutions exist towards maritime decarbonisation including the type of fuel, improved 
vessel design, energy efficiency management, cold ironing, slow steaming and renewable energy, aside 
from fuel cells, electrolysers and batteries. These options include improved access to finance and 
infrastructure, changes in regulations/laws, enforcement, fiscal/tax incentives for these measures against 
penalties for fossil fuels, plus education, information and research, marketing, improved coordination, 
communication and cooperation, political lobbying and directly entering business. Approaches need to 
encourage not just vessel owners but charterers and operators across the entire supply chain (Concawe 
2021). Although many biomass dependent biofuels are expected to be less satisfactory in catering for 
dramatic demand, they are still worth additional research and support such as dimethyl ethe, ethanol, 
hydrotreated vegetable oil and fatty acid methyl ester. Seaweed, kelp and algae offer far more prospects 
along with CO2 mitigation dependent offsets. 
 
The 2021 Concawe market analysis estimated that LNG might prove to be the least effective option at 
reducing maritime supply chain emissions by only 10% at most globally. Ammonia could perhaps manage 
up to 79%, Fatty Acid Methyl Ester 84%, methanol 92%, hydrogen 9%% and if you were prepared to 
sacrifice more land/biodiversity and food security, bio-LNG could reach as much as 169%. Hydrogen, 
LNG and offshore wind/solar propulsion do offer the most market ready, investor solutions. Additionally, 
the potential of applying technology yields its own benefits to improve the risks, affordability and general 
operations of these facilities, for fuel types such as LNG. A project on automating LNG terminals indicated 
how alterations would need to be formed to ensure this could avoid catastrophes (Henesey and Philipp 
2020). This could include additional monitoring and warning systems for vessel mooring, bunkerage, 
security, transfer and storage operations. Examples include smarter gantry crane and forklift automation, 
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tank, storage and inventory management, custody transfer metering, terminal operation and control, 
asset health and performance monitoring, along with operations management. However, this may require 
legislation to be retweaked. 
 

3.6.3: Entrepreneurial 
 
When striving to accelerate these solutions for a brighter future away from our enslavement to fossil fuels, 
there remains hope if only through our entrepreneurs. Through my movement/consulting firm Blue 
Economy Future and my work via the World Ocean Council as Co-Convener of the Global Blue 
Innovations Incubator Network, I became experienced and familiar in establishing a network of related 
private sector initiatives, the entrepreneurs, accelerators, incubators and financiers. Through this, various 
LNG, hydrogen and other marine fuel/propulsion solutions are discovered. Various examples here are 
provided not necessarily because one is directly endorsing any of them specifically but to provide 
illustrative answers for those seeking more conceptually original and innovative solutions immediately. 
As with preceding research, this provides a basis to inspire other entrepreneurs to subsequently follow 
and help answer even more solutions 
 

3.6.3.1: Algae Production Systems (Base for Biodiesel and Organic Fertiliser) 
 

Activities: Algae Production Systems manufactures equipment to grow and harvest algae and extract 
algae oil for use as a feedstock for the biodiesel industry and organic fertilizer for the farming industry. 
The world of renewable energy is experiencing explosive growth. Algae Production Systems, Inc. was 
formed with the goal of producing and marketing turnkey, commercial scale, economically viable algae 
production systems. This growth should continue unabated for the next decade or longer. Companies 
engaged in all aspects of this industry can expect high profits. The most promising and potentially 
profitable segment of the "renewables" industry is that segment dealing with algae and algae related 
products. Algae consume the Green House Gas (GHG) CO2 and produce algae oil (lipid) which can be 
turned into fuel. An algae farm for the production of algae oil and biomass in large quantities will fill what 
is currently a significant void in the alternative energy arena. The Algae Oil from the farm can be 
processed into environmentally friendly, zero sulphur biodiesel fuel, while the biomass can be processed 
into organic fertilizer. The revenue potential is tremendous for an algae facility producing biodiesel  fuel 
and organic fertilizer on a commercial scale. They motivate their activities as under: 
 
“Many nations produce no crude oil or refined fuels of their own, e.g.in the Caribbean, and therefore their 
diesel fuel cost are extremely high, making them a prime candidate for the implementation of algae based 
fuel systems. There are many other uses for the algae biomass, such as for organic fertilizer, in order to 
replace environmentally damaging chemical fertilizers. APS will provide a turn-key operation, in that APS 
will install all equipment and make the farm fully operational, to include training of the farm operators. 
Market demand and pricing for the biodiesel fuel and the organic fertilizer made from the biomass is 
easily determined as these are universal products that are in global demand. The positive economic 
impact from lower fuel cost will be significant. Additional products that can be made from algae include 
pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, nutraceuticals and animal feeds.  
 
The cultivation of algae is a perfect match to the mission of such governmental agencies, as the DoE, 
which was formed almost 30 years ago with the mandate to eliminate our dependency on foreign oil. 
Algae also have the potential to make the United States energy independent with regard to liquid fuels. 
With only 16,000 square miles turned to algae production there is the potential to eliminate the need for 
60% of the transportation fuel produced by US refineries. By contrast, it would take approximately 2 
million square miles to accomplish the same result using alternative sources of plant based oils, such as 
Soy Bean Oil. Algae Production Systems has designed state of the art systems that will produce algae 
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and extract the algae oil on a commercial scale. The success of algae farming does not rely on the 
creation of a new market, but has multiple existing markets that are extremely large and in which there 
are currently few competitors. Algae farming is a sound venture with high return and low risk. APS is 
ready to fulfil the demand for the equipment and systems that will be needed in this new market.” 
 

3.6.3.2: Culture Biosystems (Marine Fuel, Culture Feeds and Nutraceuticals) 
 
Activities: Culture BioSystems' technology platforms address many of the challenges associated with 
traditional oils, such as price volatility and negative environmental impacts. Their technology enables the 
organic growth of the algae in a system that minimizes contamination from other algae strains while still 
being low cost. Therefore, they believe that the algae grown from their cultivation platform can address 
the needs of the market areas including nutraceuticals, feeds, fuels, and nutrition. Algae are rapidly 
growing organisms which contain oil, protein and carbohydrates in their biomass.  After cultivation and 
harvesting, these algae components can be processed into final products for use by humans and animals.  
 
They motivate their activities as under; 
 
Culture Feeds: Fresh, live algae are a superior feed for aquaculture hatcheries compared to frozen or 
dry paste.  With Culture Biosystem’s cultivation platform, the cost of producing this superior product is 
comparable to existing products.  Live algae can be used in the following types of hatcheries: Marine fish; 
Shellfish and Shrimp.  
 
Nutraceutical: Demand for natural health products, such as omega-3, is increasing globally.  The 
principal current source of omega3 - fish -  consume algae oil which provides them with omega3.  Thus, 
algae can be grown directly and cut out the “middle fish”.  Additionally, algae can be grown to produce 
beta-carotene and astaxanthin. 
 
Fuels: Integrated algae companies and industrial companies in adjoining sectors (oil companies, CO2 
emitters, phosphate mining companies) use the large Float-Algae and Land-Algae platforms to produce 
scalable, low-cost algae for conversion into fuel. 
 

3.6.3.3: CWP Renewables (Hydrogen Fuel and Renewable Energy/Desalination) 
 
Activities: CWP Renewables is a renewable energy developer, part of the PostScriptum Group. They are 
driven by a need to build a sustainable future, and their projects across the world have already displaced 
over 3 million tons of CO2 emissions. From the big to the small, working with local communities to help 
them decarbonize by providing them with low-cost, clean electricity is what they do best. WP Renewables 
is one of the global pioneers of large scale “PtX” (Power-to-‘X’) where ultra-low cost renewable energy is 
used to make green hydrogen and its derivatives. Beginning five years ago with the 26GW  Asian 
Renewable Energy Hub , and continuing with newer projects, they are developing several vast green 
hydrogen projects, an essential component of any viable solution for the decarbonization of the global 
economy and solving the climate crisis. These bold projects of massive scale are the only way to make 
a dent in global emissions and to put the world on track to achieving the temperature limit goals in the 
Paris Agreement. 
 
They motivate their activities as under: 
 
The cost of renewable energy continues to fall, below the cost of all alternative generating technologies, 
to the point where green hydrogen produced using renewable energy is already cost-competitive with 
fossil-fuel-based alternatives and is heading  lower. Produced using wind and solar powered electrolysis, 
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green hydrogen can be used to substitute for fossil-fuel alternatives in multiple sectors, including power 
generation, shipping and steel production, always doing the same function as the fossil-fuel alternatives 
but with zero CO2 emissions Only by developing these new green PtX projects at massive scale can the 
economics of the new technology be made competitive. It has been estimated that green hydrogen could 
contribute a significant percentage of the world’s energy mix by 2050 and could represent a $2.5 trillion 
new industry by 2050, and a critical contributor to the pace of decarbonization required. CWP 
Renewables and its consortium partners commenced work on the flagship Asian Renewable Energy Hub  
(AREH) in 2015.  Situated on more than 6.500 square kilometres in the remote Pilbara region of Western 
Australia, and with an estimated capital cost of US$36 billion, the 26GW hybrid wind and solar power 
plant for hydrogen production will be the world’s biggest energy project, and the largest single 
infrastructure project ever developed in Australia. The AREH project received a double boost recently, 
with the Australian Government announcing Major Project Status, and the Western Australian State 
Government announcing a critical approval for the project’s first phase of 15GW hybrid wind and solar 
power.  These momentous announcements set the stage for detailed design work and the next stage of 
discussions with off-takers and investors for what will be the first ultra-large clean energy facility on the 
planet, exporting green hydrogen and green ammonia to global markets. 
 

3.6.3.4: DNV GL (LNG Fuel Provider and LNG Powered Containership Pilot Project) 
 
Activities: This is a leading service provider with long experience in the maritime and oil and gas 
industries. They have gained extensive knowledge across the entire LNG value chain - from the wellhead 
along the full value chain to end consumers. 
 
A large number of LNG fuelled ships and LNG tankers sailing the oceans today have been certified and 
classed by them, while they have also conducted numerous terminal feasibility and safety studies as well 
as certification and survey work. They  run studies on behalf of private organisations and governmental 
bodies to prepare clients for the introduction of a small scale LNG value chain. 
 
They motivate their activities as under: 
 
LNG as a fuel is both a proven and available commercial solution. LNG offers huge advantages, 
especially for ships in the light of ever-tightening emission regulations. Conventional oil-based fuels will 
remain the main fuel option for most vessels in the near future, and, at the same time, the commercial 
opportunities of LNG are interesting for many projects. While different technologies can be used to comply 
with air emission limits, LNG technology is a smart way to meet existing and upcoming requirements for 
the main types of emissions (SOx, NOx, PM, CO2). LNG can be competitive pricewise with distillate fuels 
and, unlike other solutions, in many cases does not require the installation of additional process 
technology. 
 
LNG safety: Gas carriers around the world have been using liquefied natural gas (LNG) as part of their 
fuel source for decades. The safety record of LNG carriers is extremely good. Even though most of the 
principles remain the same, using LNG as fuel for conventional ships introduces new systems on board 
together with their associated risks. In order to design, build and operate a gas-fuelled vessel in a safe 
and sustainable way, these risks will have to be thoroughly investigated and minimised. 
 
Important risk-related items to consider include: 
 

• High energy content of the LNG tank 

• Explosion hazard in case of gas leakage 

• Extremely low temperatures of the LNG fuel 
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• Location/arrangements of system 

• Hazardous vs. non-hazardous spaces 

• Inexperienced crew (new fuel source) 

 
The technical main systems used in LNG as fuel technology are the containment systems, used to store 
the LNG on board, the process systems for conditioning the LNG and the engines to generate propulsion 
power and electrical energy. 
 
Piston Engine Room Free Efficient Containership (PERFECT) 
In late 2015 GTT, CMA CGM (and its subsidiary CMA Ships) and DNV GL released a technical and 
feasibility study for a new mega box ship – the Piston Engine Room Free Efficient Containership 
PERFECT. The concept vessel is LNG-fuelled, powered by a combined gas and steam turbine, and is 
electrically driven. The feasibility study established that technically and economically, a COGES-powered 
electric ship was worth a more detailed study. In 2016, ABB as expert in electric propulsion, OMT as 
naval architect, and Caterpillar’s Solar Turbines as the COGES supplier joined the consortium. Exploring 
this novel configuration resulted in the partners identifying and analysing a propulsion concept that has 
the potential to offer a more efficient, more flexible and greener box ship design than current 20,000 TEU 
two-stroke diesel engine driven ultra large container vessels. 
 
PERFECT II Piston Engine Room Free Efficient Containership (PERFECT) Containment Systems 
The containment systems which store LNG on board ships follow the design principles known from gas 
carriers. Nevertheless, LNG as a ship fuel has initiated new design concepts for containment systems. 
To drive forward these innovations, DNV GL is working with a number of LNG containment system 
suppliers to gain approval of their new systems. 
 
Process systems: To use LNG as fuel it is necessary to extract it from the tank with pumps or pressure, 
to condition it by vaporisation, pressurisation and warming. Finally, the natural gas has to be routed to 
the engine’s gas valve unit and into the engine itself. All these process technology steps must be 
accomplished without any gas leakage into the ship. 
 
Engines for gas-fuelled ships: The switch to natural gas as a ship fuel is possible today. In light of the 
sulphur limits in Emission Control Areas and the upcoming global sulphur cap, LNG-fuelled ships are a 
viable option to achieve compliance. However, many ship owners and operators are asking themselves 
which engines are the best for changing over to a gas-fuelled ship. The two key engines on the market 
today are dual-fuel and gas-only types. ‘To support the decision-making process, we take a closer look 
at the differences and benefits of these two engine types, as well as their positive effects on emissions 
to air’. 
 

3.6.3.5: Farwind (Zero Emission Fuel Production via Offshore Wind Energy) 
 
Activities: The core technology in FARWIND energy solutions is the energy ship, which is an autonomous 
sailing ship propelled by wind. FARWIND's ambition is to consolidate the new concept of net zero-
emissions fuel production from the far-offshore wind energy resource. This requires demonstrating the 
viability of a radically new enabling technology: the FARWIND energy system, which is based on (i) 
mobile off-grid energy converters (FARWINDERs) producing sustainable fuels and (ii) specific tankers 
providing support to the converters (fuel transport, feedstock supply, control, maintenance, security). This 
breakthrough technology will enable clean fuel production from the yet-untapped tremendous far-offshore 
wind energy resource. It will contribute to decreasing greenhouse gas emissions, in line with the 
objectives set out in the Paris agreement, increase energy security in Europe, strengthen the EU 
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leadership on renewables, and is expected to disrupt the energy supply market, creating jobs and growth 
through the development of the new FARWIND industry. 
 
They motivate their activities as under:  
 
FARWIND is a clean renewable source of energy. It taps into far shore wind energy. It provides on-
demand renewable energy through batteries or liquid fuel. It offers a plug-and-play solution, fully 
compatible with existing infrastructures and uses. It is scalable thanks to the abundant availability of far 
shore wind zones. It only requires more ships (ports are not likely to be constraining). It is already 
affordable on niche non-interconnected areas where fuel delivery is expensive and uncertain. The future 
short-terms revenues will be achieved through the monetization of the small-scale prototype through 
battery recharge. This should act as a market proof of concept rather than as a continuous and 
sustainable revenue stream. 
 
Sustainable impact on blue economy: Reduces carbon emissions, Increases the use of renewable 
energy resources, Encourages sustainable use of maritime resources 
 

3.6.3.6: Genifuels (Aquatic Biomass and Other Emissions Reducing Fuel Solutions) 
 
Activities: Genifuel designs and produces hydrothermal processing (HTP) systems to produce biofuel 
from wet organic material. The systems can be designed for a wide variety of feedstocks and in various 
sizes depending on feedstock availability. Output products can be bio-oil, natural gas, or both. Genifuel 
is currently focusing on waste-to-energy applications using various waste materials as feedstock. The 
most important application is the use of HTP for processing wastewater sludges and biosolids. This 
completely eliminates the solids and creates significant savings for utilities while producing valuable 
renewable fuels and reducing greenhouse gases. 
 
They motivate their activities as under: 
 
Advantages of Hydrothermal Processing: 

• Genifuel's Hydrothermal Processing (HTP) works with almost any organic feedstock, converting 

more than 99% of the organic content to fuels or inert products 

• Most of the feedstocks processed with HTP are wet wastes.  A list of some feedstocks which 

have been tested with HTP is shown here. 

• When processing wet wastes, Genifuel's HTP "Solves Three Problems At Once"™:  (1) HTP 

cleanly disposes of the wet waste material; (2) It produces renewable fuel; and (3) It produces 

clean, clear, sterile water.  

• No other process, whether wet or dry, achieves the technical and economic efficiency of HTP.  

Dry processes such as pyrolysis waste considerable energy simply drying the feedstock, while 

wet processes such as anaerobic digestion typically convert only half or less of the feedstock to 

usable fuel. 

• The quality of oil and gas produced by HTP is better than any other process.  The biocrude oil is 

much less oxygenated and contains far less water than pyrolysis oil, and is correspondingly 

easier and less expensive to refine.  It is also low in sulphur, making it similar to a light, sweet 

crude oil.  The gas product is clean, and contains no sulphur, nitrogen, silanes, and very little 

water.  It can be burned directly or easily stripped of carbon dioxide for insertion into a natural 

gas pipeline. 
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• Renewable fuels from HTP can make a substantial contribution to world energy supplies--up to 

25% or more of the transportation fuel supplied by fossil sources.  This is far more than today's 

contribution by wind and solar. 

•  HTP  economics do not depend solely on the price of oil and gas.  This is because the process 

is also disposing of wet wastes and providing clean water, both of which are economically 

valuable results.  Other valuable products can include fertilizer, waste heat from Combined Heat 

and Power (CHP), carbon credits, and others.  

• HTP is inherently distributed, meaning it can be located close to the source of the wet feedstock.  

This eliminates the need for transportation of wet, heavy material and makes better use of 

existing infrastructure. 

• Renewable fuels and electricity made with HTP often qualify for renewable credits and subsidies. 

• Energy made from wet wastes does not compete with food production--in fact, food wastes from 

processing or food service facilities can be used as feedstock, creating a "virtuous cycle". 

 

3.6.3.7: Hy-Sil Labs (Hydrogen Carrier Storage, Transport and Utilisation Solutions) 
 
Activities: Although hydrogen is considered as one of the most powerful energy sources, its storage is 
the major technical obstacle to democratization. By offering a unique solution of on-demand hydrogen 
production, HySiLabs removes hydrogen gas from storage. The HySiLabs solution - combined with a H2 
Fuel Cell - is the only source of liquid energy without emitting CO2 on the off-grid energy market. After 
demonstrating technical viability of the solution, HySiLabs offers to integrate this unique (patented) 
energy source to customers eager to generate new value to their products. HySiLabs introduces its 
expertise in the hydrogen mobility sector with its liquid hydrogen carrier unique solution: HydroSil. This 
patented molecule is stable at ambient conditions and safe, with a similar handling (logistics and 
infrastructures) as existing fuels. It can carry seven time more hydrogen than traditional carriers. The 
technology maintains the advantages of an energy-dense hydrogen carrier without any storage or 
transportation issues encountered for gaseous hydrogen. 
 
They motivate their activities as under:  
 
HySiLabs revolutionises the hydrogen delivery market with its unique liquid carrier solution. HySiLabs 
offers to industrial players in the energy sector an emission-free and handy solution to transport and 
deliver substantial quantities of hydrogen. This liquid hydrogen-carrier enables the release of hydrogen 
on-demand, with no energy input. The liquid hydrogen-carrier is stable, and can be transported in the 
same logistics as conventional fuels.The solution comprises two innovations, referring to two different 
TRL. Concerning the process of charge (charging a liquid carrier with green hydrogen), the Proof of 
Concept has already been done and validated at small scale in an industrial environment. The next 18 
months will then mainly focus on the pre-industrialisation of the process, with the construction of a 
demonstrator as the next major milestone. This part of the development is now at a TRL3 and will reach 
TRL5 in the coming months. Concerning the process of hydrogen release from the carrier, the innovation 
is in a more mature stage: a demonstrator for a small stationary application (backup power for an IoT 
tower) has been installed in Technopôle de l’Arbois. This demonstrator validated the process of release 
of hydrogen and demonstrates the simplicity and safety of the solution (compared to pressurised 
hydrogen for example). Following this demonstrator, a prototype for increased rates of hydrogen release 
has been built. This part of the development is now at a TRL7. 
 
Sustainable impact on blue economy: “Our non-organic, silicon-based carrier, can carry green 
hydrogen”. 
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3.6.3.7: Iberola (Hydrogen and Renewable Energy) 
 
Activities: Puertollano Green Hydrogen Plant: Iberdrola will construct the largest green hydrogen plant 
for industrial use in Europe. The Puertollano (Ciudad Real) plant will consist of a 100 MW photovoltaic 
solar plant, a lithium-ion battery system with a storage capacity of 20 MWh and one of the largest 
electrolytic hydrogen production systems in the world (20 MW). All from 100 % renewable sources.  
 

➢ Total installed capacity  100 MW + 20 MW + 20 MWh storage 

➢ Jobs created: 700 jobs 

➢ Investment:150 million euros 

➢ Commissioning date: 2021 

 
With an investment of 150 million euros, the initiative will create up to 700 jobs and prevent emissions of 
39,000 tCO2/year. The green hydrogen produced there will be used at Fertiberia's local ammonia plant., 
which is already one of the most efficient plants in the European Union with a production capacity of more 
than 200,000 t/year. Fertiberia will update and modify the plant to be able to use the green hydrogen to 
manufacture green fertilisers. Thanks to this technology, it will be able to reduce natural gas requirements 
at the plant by over 10 % and will be the first European company in the sector to develop expertise in 
large-scale green ammonia generation. The new plant, which will become operational in 2021, will be 
developed in the municipality of Puertollano, a prime location with an important industrial hub. It is also 
the location of the National Hydrogen Centre, which has advised on the project since its inception. In 
addition, the project will help advance the technological maturity of green hydrogen and make it a solution 
for efficient decarbonisation in the medium term, both for the industry that uses it as a raw material, and 
for processes that are difficult to electrify, such as heavy haulage. Iberdrola has selected to the European 
company Nel Hydrogen Electrolyser — a division of Nel ASA — as its preferred supplier for the 
construction of the hydrogen production system using electrolysis, which will be based on its Proton 
PEM® solution. To this end, both companies have launched a comprehensive project that includes the 
development of 800 MW of green hydrogen with an investment of 1.8 billion euros until 2027. The 
innovation initiative, which will start with the commissioning of the Puertollano complex, could be 
completed with a plan to multiply the capacity of this first plant by 40 with the development of three other 
projects between 2023 and 2027, which would be carried out at the Fertiberia plant in this municipality of 
Ciudad Real and at the Palos de la Frontera plant in Huelva. The plan would achieve 800 MW of 
electrolysis, equivalent to 20 % of the national target of 4 GW installed by 2030, and would ensure around 
25 % of the hydrogen currently consumed in Spain would not generate CO2 emissions. 
 
They motivate their activities as under: 
 
The annual production of hydrogen, which is used as a raw material in the refining, chemical and fertiliser 
industries, is 0.5 Mt H2/year and this generates emissions of 5 Mt CO2/year. Worldwide this figure grows 
to 830 Mt of CO2/year (more than 2% of global emissions). The initiative would contribute to the 
development of the entire value chain, creating almost 4,000 skilled jobs (2,000 of them already in 2023) 
through 500 local suppliers. The public/private project would require support from the European Recovery 
Fund for the implementation of the last three stages. The European Union has launched a strategy to 
boost green hydrogen: it aims to have 40 GW of green hydrogen electrolysers in just 10 years. 
 
Iberdrola, together with six leading global industrial companies, has announced the creation of a global 
alliance to speed up the scale and production of green hydrogen 50-fold over the next six years to boost 
the transformation of the world's most carbon-intensive industries, including power generation, chemicals, 
steel manufacturing and heavy transport. The new initiative, Green Hydrogen Catapult is made up of 
leaders in the green hydrogen industry (ACWA Power, CWP Renewables, Envision, Iberdrola, Ørsted, 
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Snam and Yara), which are working to deploy 25 GW of hydrogen production based on renewable 
energies by 2026 and to halve the current cost of green hydrogen to less than $2 per kilogramme. 
Through this newly-created initiative, the founding partners will work together to speed up the 
technological transformation and make progress in component manufacturing and construction, market 
development and investment. Achieving the goals set for Catapult will entail an investment of 
approximately 11 billion dollars and will create more than 120,000 jobs, which will also boost the recovery 
from the COVID-19 catastrophe. Green Hydrogen Catapult is a key part of the private sector climate 
action promoted by the United Nations' High Level Climate Champions, Nigel Topping and Gonzalo 
Muñoz, through the Race to Zero campaign. 
 
‘We develop a chain of suppliers to manufacture electrolysers’: Iberdrola has also entered into an 
agreement with Norwegian company Nel to develop electrolysers on a major scale and promote the value 
chain of this technology in Spain. Nel is a leading electrolyser manufacturer and offers optimal solutions 
for producing, storing and distributing hydrogen from renewable energy. Iberdrola has joined forces with 
Basque company Ingeteam to create Iberlyzer for this project, a company that will become Spain's first 
mass manufacturer of electrolysers. Iberlyzer will start operating in 2021 and will supply more than 200 
MW of electrolysers in 2023. This output — which will account for more than 50 % of installed electrolyser 
capacity planned for Spain by that date — will be used in the second project to emerge from the alliance 
between Iberdrola and Fertiberia, which will produce green hydrogen for the plant in Palos de la Frontera. 
The Iberlyzer industrial project will entail an investment of almost 100 million euros and will create jobs 
for 150 qualified workers. 
 
Iberdrola will create a new business unit of green hydrogen with the aim of positioning the group as a 
world leader in this technology, taking leadership of the new technological challenge of producing and 
supplying hydrogen from clean energy sources. In order to do so, the company will use 100 % renewable 
electricity in the electrolysis process, thus responding to the electrification and decarbonization needs of 
sectors such as industry or heavy transport. Furthermore, it has joined the Choose Renewable Hydrogen 
initiative, through which companies in the energy sector are urging the European Commission to take 
appropriate measures to make the most of the potential of green hydrogen. Scottish Power, Iberdrola`s 
subsidiary in the UK, has joined Green Hydrogen for Scotland— a partnership of SP Renewables, BOC 
(a Linde company) and ITM Power bringing together industry-leading names in the renewables and clean 
fuel industries — to create new green hydrogen production facilities with clusters of refuelling stations 
across Scotland, supporting the country's efforts to achieve net zero by 2045. It is estimated that 
decarbonising global hydrogen production through the use of 100 % renewable energy would also 
increase electricity demand by over 10 %. Iberdrola already operates 2,229 MW of renewable energy in 
Castilla-La Mancha which is mainly wind power and because of this the Castilla-La Mancha community 
has the second most "green" megawatts installed by the company. Beside these, it will develop three 
new photovoltaic projects more in the region with an installed capacity of 150 MW. 
 

3.6.3.8: Jalvasub Engineering (Hydrogen/PEM Fuel Cells and Drone Solutions) 
 
Activities: HYCOGEN provides a high-tech solution both for the propulsion and auxiliaries of marine 
manned or unmanned vehicles, as well as providing connectivity shore to ship and / or as portable or 
distributed electric generation, especially in isolated places. It is a new and totally disruptive electric power 
generation system, based on an integration of new and proprietary technologies of hydrogen and PEM 
fuel cells, that includes a new conception of higher-efficient and low-cost fuel cell (called ULPHE-PEM 
Fuel Cells).  
 
They motivate their activities as under: 
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The main competitive advantages of the HYCOGEN systems are the drastic reduction of the weight and 
volume of the systems, thanks to the proprietary technologies of integration of their ULPHE-PEM fuel 
cells (they can reduce the weight of their systems by more than three times with respect to the systems 
of their competitors), its greater efficiency (exceeding 60% compared to 50% on average of their 
competitors) and its reduced cost (30% lower than the competitors). They are currently developing 4 
prototypes of their innovative compact energy systems called HYCOGEN that their potential markets 
have requested through key customers:  systems that will supply energy to compact systems such as 
rescue and rescue systems, aerial drones, and wheelchairs for invalids. 
 
Sustainable impact on blue economy: Reduces carbon emissions, Contributes to waste reduction, 
Increases the use of renewable energy resources, Encourages sustainable use of maritime resources 
 
JALVASUB Engineering SL has at its disposal the energy technologies indicated below: 
 

• More efficient procedures for the manufacture of fuel cell MEAs. 

• Innovative PEM fuel cell configurations. 

• Hydrogen generation from biofuels. 

• Clean, on-demand and on-site generation of hydrogen. 

• Integrated generation of oxygen and hydrogen, for AIP systems. 

• Clean hydrogen generation, for the energy recovery of organic waste. 

• New generation of thermionic materials. 

 
The integration of these energy technologies in their Products facilitate their high performance, ‘well 
above what is currently available on the market.’ 
 

3.6.3.9: Manta Biofuel (Algae Based Biofuel) 
 
Activities: Their vision is to transform the energy market by providing a renewable replacement for crude 
oil. They are taking a radically different approach to algae biofuel. Other companies have failed to grow 
algae cheaply enough for biofuel. These companies have grown algae in expensive, highly controlled 
environments. At Manta, they are taking inspiration from agriculture to make a system that’s scalable, 
reliable, and cost effective. They are farming algae, instead of manufacturing it. 
 
GROW: They grow algae in open ponds, which allows their system to be robust and scalable. 
HARVEST: They collect algae from the ponds using their patented magnetic harvesting technology. 
CONVERT: Finally, they convert the algae to crude oil using their high temperature and pressure reactor. 
PRODUCT: Their oil can be used in the existing liquid fuels infrastructure, with one key difference: the 
fuels produced from their product are renewable and carbon neutral. Since the company was founded in 
2014, we’ve raised $3 million in funding, including a Department of Energy SBIR Phase II award. They 
have  used these funds to validate each step of our process in the field, and are currently working on 
developing a 15 acre pilot scale facility. 
 

3.6.3.10: Nauticor (LNG Marine Fuel Provider) 
 
Activities: Beside supplying LNG, Nauticor covers the entire value chain ensuring that customers are 
supplied with LNG of the highest quality - on time, every time. Nauticor offers customers access to a 
unique wealth of experience as well as an extensive network of important partners. In addition to the 
storage, transport and delivery of LNG, the portfolio of Nauticor also includes solutions for LNG bunkering 
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(land-to-ship and ship-to-ship). Each solution is customised to meet the specific requirements of every 
customer. 
 

3.6.3.11: Phycobloom (Marine Biofuel) 
 
Activities: ’Imagine a fuel that is made from pollution in the sky, instead of the oil from the ground Imagine 
a world where living organisms are used to fuel our world.  Phycobloom: Algae reimagined. Our civilization 
burns dinosaur juice and pollutes the air we breathe. This carbon dioxide warms our planet and changes 
our climate. Luckily, algae love to gobble up that carbon. They are nature’s most efficient 
photosynthesisers, transforming that carbon dioxide into oils that we can use’. By using synthetic biology 
to adapt their algae, Phycobloom can make them produce oil in a way that makes harvesting it cheaper 
and easier. This algae oil can be used as a fuel where solar, wind and lithium are not suitable. It can be 
used to fly a plane, to power a ship, or be turned into a plastic. We have to quit fossil fuels as soon as 
possible. Algae oil can be the sustainable replacement.  
 

3.6.3.12: Plast2Oil (Converting Plastic Waste into Marine Fuel) 
 
Activities: Plast2Oil’s product is a pyrolysis reactor that is able to convert non-recyclable waste plastic 
into carbon fuel. The reactor is produced in different sizes. The biggest will be used in land-based plants. 
The smallest will be built into a standard 20ft ship container and make it mobile. The mobile solution will 
be used in countries like Sri Lanka and Indonesia where it will be included in the cleaning of polluted 
rivers. They have customer requests for this product. The mobile solution will also be classified for use 
at sea which enables vessels handling ocean plastic to take the plastic onboard and convert it 
immediately. It will save them from sailing back and forth between harbours and the ocean plastic islands. 
Additionally, today there is a challenge to get rid of the plastic when the ship reaches a harbour. 
 
They motivate their activities as under: 
 
Waste plastic is efficiently removed. The solution is mobile and can be used where needed onshore and 
offshore. Oil from our plants replaces crude oil which has a very high environmental impact. Our oil has 
a quality better than car diesel found at the local gas station. Our plant is operating on the gas produced 
in the pyrolysis process. External energy is only needed during start-up. 
 
Sustainable impact on blue economy: Their plants can reduce Ocean Plastic. 1) By participating in 
river clean-ups before plastic reaches the ocean and by taking their mobile container solution onboard 
ships and converting ocean plastic directly at sea. It will reduce sailing to/from harbours and plastic 
islands and the oil has a quality the utility engines onboard can use the oil as an energy source. 
 
For a cleaner future: Plastic is a necessity in our everyday lives. Plastic is part of almost everything we 
surround ourselves with. Unfortunately, plastic has also become a very big environmental challenge, as 
only a tiny part of the plastic waste can be recycled. We can do something about that. This technology, 
which is chemical recycling, can turn contaminated waste plastics into oil, which in turn is converted into 
new chemicals. ‘Together with mechanical recycling, we can effectively do something about plastic 
waste.’ 
 

3.6.3.13: Pro-Bunkers LNG 
 
Activities: LNG PRO Bunkers Ltd. (Probunkers) vision is to become the first independent global physical 
supplier of LNG bunkers (marine fuel); a Trader / Seller of LNG (back-to-back margin-based business, 
no exposure to commodity price risk) and a premier carrier of small scale LNG (ssLNG) cargoes between 
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the increasing small LNG facilities. They have designed and will build, own, manage and operate a fleet 
of small oceangoing LNG carriers which will be equipped to serve also as bunkering vessels.  In the near 
future, they will combine LNG with BioLNG and synthetic LNG to have future proof vessels and contribute 
to a substantial reduction of emissions of the maritime industry. 
 
First Global LNG physical supplier - they bring the bunkering and shipping specialisation in LNG 
bunkering while competitors focus on LNG commodity specialisation. They do thorough vessel design 
research to achieve optimisation, compatibility with all terminals and vessel types, cost reduction, 
flexibility. Timing also is very important. They plan to start end of 2022 when demand is projected to be 
sufficient for a profitable business. 
 
The management has completed the design of the vessel to be built. Negotiations completed with a top 
shipbuilder by global standards with expertise in the particular type of vessels. The technical specification 
and the shipbuilding contract have been agreed. A capital commitment of US$10,000,000 by an anchor 
investor has been secured on the condition that there will be at least one more investor to match this 
commitment and then place the order for the first 2 vessels out of the total 7 vessels of the business plan. 
Upon securing of at least the above funding they are ready in all respects to order their first 2 vessels. 
This will substantially advance the project as they will be controlling 2 assets, which is key and a 
prerequisite for the following 2 important milestones: - secure supply of LNG at each intended port of 
operations. The suppliers need to see that their counterpart actually controls the assets in order to 
commit; - Endeavor off take/sales agreements with end-users of LNG bunkers (shipowners, ship-
operators) to secure revenue; - Negotiate with charterers of ssLNG business to secure time charters and 
hence hire revenue. 
 
Sustainable impact on blue economy: For every MT of LNG marine fuel sold, they contribute to a 
reduction of CO2 emissions by 21-25%, NOx emissions by 85%, 99,5% of SOx emissions, and virtually 
100% of particulate matters. In the future, when Bio-methane and Synthetic methane production by using 
renewable energy will be available in big scale, their vessels will be able to seamlessly carry these 
products in a liquified form in a mix with LNG. They will then contribute to reducing GHG emissions from 
the maritime industry by more than 40%. 
 

3.6.3.14: Snam Hydrogen 
 
Activities: Snam, one of the world's leading energy infrastructure companies, is heavily involved in the 
energy transition, with investments of € 1.4 billion in 2023 (as part of an overall 6.5 billion plan) dedicated 
to the SnamTec (Tomorrow's Energy Company) program aimed at increasing efficiency and reducing 
emissions, innovation and new activities such as energy efficiency, sustainable mobility and renewable 
gases. The latter strand includes research and development initiatives launched in hydrogen market, 
which represents the keystone in the fight against climate change. In 2019, Snam set up a business unit 
specifically dedicated to hydrogen and in 2020 started collaborations on hydrogen with RINA and Alstom, 
respectively in the industrial and rail transport sectors. Snam and RINA team up to accelerate the 
development of hydrogen. Agreement between Alstom and Snam for the development of hydrogen trains 
in Italy 
 
In April 2019, Snam was the first energy company in Europe to introduce of a mix of 5% hydrogen by 
volume and natural gas into its transmission network. The trial, which successfully took place in Contursi 
Terme, in the province of Salerno, involved the supply, for about a month, of H2NG (hydrogen-gas 
mixture) to two industrial companies in the area, a pasta factory and a mineral water bottling plant.  The 
initiative received international recognition, with dedicated coverage from Bloomberg, Financial Times 
and New York Times. The Contursi experiment was replicated in December 2019, doubling the 
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percentage of hydrogen by volume to 10%. By applying the percentage of 10% of hydrogen to the total 
gas transported annually by Snam, 7 billion cubic meters of it could be introduced into the network every 
year, an amount equivalent to the annual consumption of 3 million families, allowing for a reduction in 
carbon dioxide emissions of 5 million tons. In 2020, Snam also tested the world's first "hybrid" hydrogen 
turbine designed for a natural gas transportation infrastructure. The turbine, produced by Baker Hughes 
in Italy and fuelled up to 10% with hydrogen, will be installed by 2021 in the Snam thrust plant in Istrana, 
in the province of Treviso. The company is now engaged in verifying the full compatibility of its 
infrastructures with increasing quantities of hydrogen mixed with natural gas, as well as in supporting the 
development of the Italian supply chain, to encourage the use of hydrogen in multiple sectors, from 
industry to transport. Currently about 70% of Snam's natural gas pipelines are compatible with hydrogen. 
 

• Snam: Europe’s first supply of hydrogen and natural gas blend into transmission network to 

industrial users 

• Snam: hydrogen blend doubled to 10% in Contursi trial 

• Snam and Baker Hughes test world’s first hydrogen blend turbine for gas networks 

 
In order to guide the energy transition towards a greater use of hydrogen, Snam is acting as a leader 
carrying out its vision based on three fundamental pillars: 
 
Asset readiness: Assess the compatibility of the existing infrastructure with regard to the transport of 
hydrogen, with a focus on: storage, transportation, measure, compressor stations 
Development of the value chain: Define the strategy to encourage the growth of all phases of the value 
chain, with a focus on: 

• Conduct pilot projects to increase the production and use of H2, through strategic partnerships 

in the hard-to-abate industries (e.g. steel mills, refineries, other energy-intensive industrials, 

mobility...) 

• Scouting for investment opportunities in innovative technologies (fuel cell, hydrogen production 

and storage) 

• System design 

 
Define the roadmap for integrating hydrogen into the existing energy system with a focus on: 

• Evolution of the regulatory framework 

• Analysis of medium-long term scenarios of the role of hydrogen in the energy mix 

  
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
 Snam is part of the Clean Hydrogen Alliance launched at European level to support the strategy of the 
EU Commission that leverages hydrogen to achieve the Green Deal by eliminating net CO2 emissions 
on the continent by 2050. At the European level, it is also a member of Hydrogen Europe, while in Italy it 
is represented in the H2IT category association - Italian Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association. Globally, 
the company is part of the Hydrogen Council, an initiative launched in 2017 at the World Economic Forum 
in Davos to create a coalition of leading companies in their respective sectors committed to accelerating 
investments in hydrogen. According to a study conducted by Navigant and commissioned by the 
European Gas for Climate consortium, which also includes Snam, our continent has a hydrogen and 
biomethane production potential of 270 billion cubic meters by 2050, which would lead to full 
decarbonisation with economic savings of 217 billion euros per year compared to an energy scenario that 
does not involve the use of gas. Another research, conducted by Snam in collaboration with McKinsey, 
showed that hydrogen could meet around a quarter of Italy's final energy consumption by 2050 (up to 22 
billion equivalent cubic meters) in a scenario of profound decarbonisation. As part of the research, Snam 
also collaborates with the Bruno Kessler Foundation, which develops studies on technologies destined 
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to revolutionize the production of clean hydrogen in the near future, making it an integral part of the long-
term solution for a carbon neutral energy system. Finally, the company has signed a research and 
development agreement with the Polytechnic of Bari to create a prototype of an autonomous energy 
network based on the use of hydrogen produced from renewable sources. 
 

3.6.3.15: Titan LNG (Fuel Provider Solutions) 
 
Activities: Titan LNG is the leading LNG supplier to industrial & shipping customers in Germany, the 
Benelux, Austria and Switzerland. Titan serves its marine customers with bunkering services with a focus 
on smaller vessels (50-600 cbm). Most LNG is delivered truck-to-ship, other solutions are in development. 
For the industrial sector Titan LNG provides a complete solution: LNG supply, LNG transport and on-site 
LNG storage equipment. Industrial users currently not connected to the natural gas grid have the option 
to switch from industrial heating oil or propane to economic and clean natural gas. Titan LNG’s mission 
is to contribute to a cleaner future by supplying (bio)LNG as a fuel. Together with their partners, Titan 
LNG is building a global supply network. Titan LNG believes LNG is the best transport fuel and essential 
in the energy transition during the coming decades. In creating the infrastructure for further 
decarbonization via (bio) LNG and synthetic LNG, carbon neutral solutions become completed. LNG 
distinguishes itself from oil-based fuels, as a cleaner, economical, and safe fuel. It is abundantly available 
and has been used for over 50 years. 
 

3.6.3.16: Tre-Soil Biofuels (Waste Plastic to Hydrogen Ocean Retriever) 
 
Activities: TRESOIL BIOFUELS SRL: will build or refit a specialised vessel with Waste to Hydrogen 
(W2H2 DMG) on-board energy production technology, to rid the Canary Islands of unrecyclable plastic 
and other waste wherever it accumulates around each island beaches and ports. The vessel will travel 
to wherever large amounts of plastic and end of life tires are ready to be collected. The W2H2 DMG zero-
emissions system unique Ultra-High Temperature (UHT) (+1200 Co) process of the waste-streaming to 
synthetic gas (syngas) which is rich in hydrogen (up to70%). The W2H2 DMG distributed small scale 
reactor is lined with of metal composite material developed by PHE. The material is extraordinarily hard-
wearing and resistant to all usual acids and chemicals that would rip apart virtually all other materials. 
This is why the system can process everything from tires and batteries to biomass and 
municipal/industrial waste and also to locally produced a low-cost H2 alternative to fossil fuels. This Waste 
Plastic to Hydrogen Ocean Retriever project meets 7 of the 8 eligibility criteria for the EU Green Deal 
 
Sustainable impact on blue economy: Ocean Retriever Waste to Energy Power Ship solution to 
succeed in the Energy Transition for European Islands Ocean Retriever a Giant Mobile Billboard for The 
EU Green Deal making each island energy self-sufficient and emission-free, and solving its waste 
management issues. This new business model waste management and energy production model would 
be replicated in island spaces all around the world. Eliminating toxic waste, air pollution, indiscriminate 
dumping into landfill, illegal dumps and the ocean. The hydrogen produced will be used by each island 
for its entire energy requirements including mobility, lighting and cooling/heat in tandem with wind and 
solar facility energy production. 
 

3.6.3.16: Wartsila LNGPac (Marine Integrated LNG Bunkering, Fuel and Technology Solutions) 
 
Activities: Wärtsilä LNGPac™ is a complete fuel gas handling system for LNG fuelled sh ips and includes 
the bunkering station, LNG tank and related process equipment as well as the control and monitoring 
system. The LNG fuel system can be offered as a standalone product, as well as a part of a complete 
propulsion system. Wärtsilä can deliver LNG systems for propulsion and power generation for any 
applicable types of ship or engine. 
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3.6.4: Other Opportunities and Developments To Deploy and Mature Maritime Decarbonisation 
 

Hydrogen and LNG fuel cells offer even more practical applications once developed when introduced to 
many of the 100,000+ vessels and over 3,000 ports. In 2019 trials were investigated in Germany’s  
Niedersachsen Ports and Jade Wesser Ports (Niedersachsen Ports and Jade Wesser Port 
Wilhelmshaven 2019).  Sources are working in the port to improve hydrogen infrastructure and the 
duration of a fuel cell’s lifespan to eventually reach 40,000 to 80,000 hours on average, significantly 
higher than 25,000 to 30,000 for a diesel generator. These can complement related renewable energy 
sources. Aside from bunkerage services, they can then be applied to trucks, port equipment and trains 
along with cold ironing or shore based electricity services for moored vessels. They can also serve as 
localised ferries. Rotterdam Port is experimenting with wind, solar, hydropower and hydrogen in 
recognition that those who do offer these services, will present a significantly competitive advantage over 
those that do not (Rotterdam Port Authority 2020). 
 
With greater rhetoric, finance, marketing and policy support for hydrogen, fuel cells, energy efficiency and 
other means of negative emission abatement technology solutions, more market related opportunities 
and expressions of interest are being registered (Satyapal 2019).  The United States Department of 
Energy identified at least US$2,3,000,000,000 in fuel cell revenue, trade exports of 68,500 units and 800 
MW of fuel cell power in 2018, of which only 25% was not applied directly to transport. This reflects a 
rapid increase from 300 MW of fuel cell power in 2015. Certain countries are increasing their scale of 
research and investment, although at a fraction of those committed for fossil fuels. The USA in particular 
received a slight incentive boost after the 2005 Energy Policy Act on Hydrogen. This allocated US $150-
250,000,000 each year to support 100-200 research projects excluding those related to the Departments 
of Energy and Defence such as a MARAD prototype fuel cell generator. The passing of the IMO 2020 
Sulphur Cap emissions has already prompted a cascade of voluntary collaborations and quests for 
resolutions to the scourge of emissions. Once established, these gases and other renewable energy can 
supplement or replace existing fossil based sources as a virtually infinite market at present. The 
technology also has radical market potential to expand beyond the over 300,000 stationary fuel cells, 300 
fuel cell stations and 12,000 cars present. These will in turn bolster enterprise opportunities across entire 
supply chains. In the United States alone at least 20 ports are investigating demand for hydrogen, with a 
minimum average of 464,000 kg of hydrogen at Los Angeles, 355,500 at Long Beach, 128,800 at New 
York and 70,700 at Houston alone (Satyapal 2019). Other ports include SEATAC, Oakland, New Orleans, 
Mobile, Miami, Everglades, Jacksonville, Savannah,  Charleston, Wilmington -both, Norfolk, Philadelphia 
and Boston. Over 20 stakeholders representing 60,000 members have formed the 2019 Global Safety 
Partnership with its Centre for H2 Safety. The US also proclaimed an need to get more popular and public 
support, educational outreach and awareness via a October the 8 th National Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Day, 
along with more information and research. 
 
Even those actually within the fossil fuel/petroleum sector are starting concede the need for both token 
gestures and more substantial commitments towards shipping decarbonisation (Shell 2020). Policies, 
growing consumer demand, improved technologies and reduced costs provide reputational based 
considerations as motivations, supporting the IMO target of 50% reduction by 2050. Shell conducted over 
80 interviews as market research in 2020 to identify various solutions. These focused on changing 
technology, research and development, improving infrastructure, education and training, enhanced 
partnerships and coordination; greater operational efficiency, reducing fossil fuel production, improve 
customer demand via marketing and support related policies. 85% of total emissions  of at least 930 Mt 
per year, originate from just bulk carriers, oil tankers and container vessels. 85% of the sample felt the 
main barrier to full implementation and commercialisation was lack of customer support, principally 
motivated by price, reliability and uncertainty over the technology. 70% considered barriers to be 
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regulatory drivers and other policy/financial incentives but also disincentives. Consensus also needs to 
be reached as to which fuels, technologies and approaches to prioritise. At least 50% needed greater 
certainty and decisiveness from decision makers, include perhaps guidance on specific commitments. 
However, there appears to be growing consumer expressions of interests combined with moral/fiscal 
pressure exerted by insurers, pension funds and traditional funders that fossil fuels are far less likely to 
receive financial commitments from these sources. Contracts, alliances, procurement, construction, 
maintenance, repair and bunkering approaches would all need to be reshaped with major cooperation. 
Certain additional ports are also equally interested to participate. 
 
Examples of pioneering case studies include the ammonia to hydrogen conversion project from 2020 
onwards by a coalition of partners lead by Germany’s Siemens (Siemens, Science and Technology 
Facility Council, Engie and Ecuity 2020). They are investigating a mobile, carbon neutral hydrogen carrier, 
with greater long range distance applications, via using ammonia as a basis to overcome the volume 
storage density issues of hydrogen. It is anticipating that hydrogen can therefore be transported to other 
locations in the world, where demand exists far easier. Costs have been reduced to as low as 4.72 pounds 
per kilogram of hydrogen or 141.71 pounds per MWh. Hydrogen transferred as ammonia could save 20 
to 50 pounds per MWh by 2030 as opposed to simply transporting it as hydrogen. Production costs for 
ammonia are as low as 1.22 pounds per kg in the Middle East as opposed to 1.90 pounds in Europe. 
However, no large scale commercial ammonia to hydrogen plants actually exist yet. Yet, the UK market 
demand potential to decarbonise transport alone has been calculated in excess of 80,000,000,000 
pounds. 
 
From 2020 Malin Marine Equipment scheduled the provision of a 35 metre hydrogen bunker and transport 
vessel with 2 tons of fuel delivery as cargo carrying capacity (Malin Marine Equipment 2020).  It requires 
4 crew and can generate 600 kW of hydrogen. It is equipped with a hydrogen compressor, deck crane, 
fendering and rescue craft. Moss Maritime are also looking another liquid hydrogen bunker vessel, as 
depicted in Figure 3.6 (Marie 2019).  This offers a 137 metre length bunker vessel with 500 tons of 
hydrogen as cargo, a loading speed of 600 m3 per hour and unloading speed of 300 m3 per hour. It offers 
a 25 day range and maximum speed of 15 knots. It advised a risk and market assessment along with a 
technologically feasible solution. The vessel avoids onboard bunkering and uses in tank pressure modes 
to reduce pressure. It offers cargo pumps and an emergency vaporiser for risks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Liquid Hydrogen Bunkerage Barge 
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Source: Malin Marine Equipment 2020. 
 
Many sectors offer significant potential for lower polluting sources along with mitigating against emissions. 
Although anticipated to have a very sluggish recovery given the COVID19 pandemic, cruise vessels 
represent another multi-billion dollar industry. A 2016 Aalto University Master’s thesis proved the 
comparative lack of global interest yet high market potential of this well-established industry, with ntably 
poor ecological credentials and a marketing reputational risk for corporate greenwashing (Klein 2016). 
Yet cruise vessels can also manage to be cost-effective using LNG during sessions of high fuel prices, 
supply disruptions and other energy uncertainty. The specific example concentrated on hybrid fuel 
engines and that a sensitivity analysis yielded a NPV of $7000,000 financially contrasted with 
$26,000,000 in investing in scrubbers for the sample cruise ship but with a potential 20% reduction in 
emissions to influence the decision. Safety, cost, environmental and emissions factors were also 
motivations to consider. Pre-CoVID19, the countries of the Mediterranean Sea, Turkish Straits, Mexico, 
Japan, Australia, Hong Kong, Singapore and Norway were all investigating Emissions Control Areas. The 
Southern Hemisphere also represents significant market potential to supply bunkerage, vessels and 
access new supplies.  East Africa offered new supplies off Tanzania, Mozambique and South Africa 
(Mozambique Domgas 2020). They offer market potential for small and large scale LNG regasification 
facilities, proving to be even more affordable for supplying remote area electricity not just fuel for shipping, 
aviation and road/rail. The use of scrubbers may also present a modest related submarket at $7,000,000 
to $15,0000,000 per scrubber. The USA similarly believe in the downstream supply chain potential for 
investments such as the private Harvey Gulf LNG plant to establish more than its initial 6 LNG fuelled 
vessels since 2011 (Trelleborg Marine 2018).  
 

3.7: Conclusions  
 
In conclusion, the Hydrogen Council anticipate several decarbonisation pathways employing multiple 
solutions but arguing the need to ensure that these solutions do not actively contribute towards further 
climate change and ecological damage (Hydrogen Council 2021). Under these scenarios, over 50 GT of 
CO2 needs exterminating by 2050. Using blue hydrogen sources might still generate 20-25 GT that needs 
to be stored, captured and safely utilised, in contrast to a total 8-10 GT that might be formed over the 
same period. Greater dependency on technology may lead to energy efficiency and information 
improvements but it could also increase the net overall contributors to climate change through digital 
supply chains and expand the need for 5 -7,000,000 tons of hydrogen needed each year  and 5-6,000,000 
fuel cells by 2050 (Hydrogen Council 2018). It could support supply chains up to 5,0000,000 trucks and 
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trains each year by 2030. The Global Hydrogen Council still anticipate the need for US $20-
25,000,000,000 or $280,000,000,000 each year by 2030. It envisions that by 2050 hydrogen could 
contribute up to 30,000,000 jobs, contributing over $2.5 trillion to the global economy each year. The 
process of maritime and supply chain decarbonisation may require as much as $2 trillion but is definitely 
not impossible, provided action speeds up. 
 
The 2020 World Hydrogen and Ammonia Shipping Forum provided one of those rare events to directly 
engage in markets (World Ammonia and Hydrogen Forum 2020. The European Commission and UK are 
among those joining in pilot projects and other networking/collaborative approaches for stakeholders to 
cut the gaps towards a Zero Emissions Age. This has to link to the finance and insurance sectors, 
academia’s research project, industry, policymakers, concept designers and local teams, along with 
supply chains. Additional projects include the liquid hydrogen fuelled car ferry Hydra from Norled, the 
e4Ships with fuel cells and H2Ships endeavours. FreeCO2sat is trying to involve hydrogen fuel cells and 
batteries for ocean trials for a vessel. Hyseas III targets an ocean going ferry. 
 
As with any nascent series of solutions, the constraints encountered by many developing nations/SIDS 
and the extreme urgency of the climate change emergency (World Bank 2021b), means that other 
stakeholders may have to facilitate technical and other forms of cooperative partnerships and support. 
Yet if possible, this should prioritise autonomous development of training, repairs, infrastructure and 
assets so that these nations do not become dependent on external consultants, aid and expertise.  
Similarly, if developed for export by countries, these should not face the same restrictions as for fossil 
fuels. With many scenarios, the impetus remains upon many stakeholders to elect to be involved -or not 
cripple developments with obstinate objections. Many environmental entities and civic activists have 
expressed highly vociferous opposition, but it needs to be understood that many of these options remain 
infinitely eco-friendlier than the current status quo and expansion of fossil fuel plants. Given existing 
commitments under the IMO, Paris Agreement and others, the transition is unlikely to be temporary. 
Stakeholders need to prepare as if it will not be so. Carbon offsetting and EEDI’s will remain insufficient 
on their own, without greater support and action. 
 
Hydrogen Global are specifically seeking to speed affairs up via forming a lobbying/advisory service. With 
a global Charter, it asks members to support it and for details that implemented, timeframe and objectives. 
The World Energy Council  is another representative entity to include in the transition process 
investigating how hydrogen will need certain markets, infrastructure and links (World Energy Council, 
2019a).  To produce a sustainable hydrogen future it advises the formation of secure supplies, cost-
effective production, infrastructure, education/training/careers awareness, entrepreneur and market 
systems. Consulted stakeholders have favoured mobility advantages of hydrogen over other fuel cell 
types in range, duration and refuelling speeds. In one example Toyota’s Project Portal initiative -
$82,000,000 for 12 mega trucks around Los Angeles Port. The port equipment can also be replaced and 
converted for more efficient, alternative energy systems. China is developing its first bunkering pontoon, 
LNG fuelled tug and bunker vessel (Figure 3.7) with Rules for LNG Bunkerage Vessels followed by the 
2014 Rules for LNG Pontoons. Hong Kong is also looking to implement an Emissions Control Area. Fuel 
Cell Energy in Korea have managed a 212.8 MW fuel cell project. The challenge remains to convert grey 
to blue forms of hydrogen and ensure that pilot solutions and innovations are actually supported not 
blotted about or forgotten (World Energy Council, 2019b). If policymakers and businesses elect to go for 
this, then these need to be aimed and configured well, with markets and emissions trading schemes 
supported.  
 
 
Figure 3.7: China’s First LNG Bunkering Barge 
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World Energy Council 2019(a). 
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Chapter 4: Conclusions, Recommendations, Limits and Directions for Future Research 
 

4.1: Findings and Contributions/Recommendations 
 
Global climate change has severely disrupted maritime supply chains and lives. The surging wildfires in 
California, heatwaves across Canada, flash flooding in Germany and China and breaking of 17 out of 31 
core indicators of collapsing planetary health, are stark reminders. Yet as humans we are still 
continuously actively contributing to existing emissions intensive processes, when so many other 
solutions exist.  Too often we fail to act and the move towards the COVID9 pandemic has intensified the 
move towards online deliveries, as many are compelled to by governments or physically abandon 
exercise and obtaining/supporting local businesses/reducing emissions.  Our consumption habits and 
just in time production processes have intensified these emissions. Maritime transport contributes up to 
3.5% of overall emissions to our planet’s climate change. The top 15 ports and shipping lines contribute 
a phenomenal contribution to that, Yet emissions from the sector are completely absent from the Global 
Paris Agreement on Climate Change. To respond, I sought to investigate any possible solutions as a 
basis for accelerating progress via radical climate change mitigation and decarbonisation, pending  
previous PhD focusing on entire maritime supply chain adaptation to climate change across the entire 
Pacific. In conclusion, this project’s core aim was to understand and overcome the main barriers to 
maritime and supply chain decarbonisation. It sought to provide an overall review of associated trends, 
developments and factors that might assist to create the ultimate enabling environment 
 
Chapter 2 therefore realised that it was imported to understand the crucial characteristics, advantages 
and disadvantages of each gas/non-petroleum substitute, to ensure that suitable resources could be 
accessed, safely, reliably, responsibly and sustainably incorporated into new and existing supply chains. 
part of that process it developed ideas for a recommended legal/policy framework as per the bullet points 
below; along with a series of financial measures to aid in supporting implementation. Examples of 
financing solutions include: conventional private investments; public-private partnerships; 
building/operating in exchange for concession agreements and government based funding. Others 
extend to climate resilient and general infrastructure green/blue bonds; research, development and 
training grants, carbon pricing and related taxes. This project also endorses investigating full stakeholder 
consultation and engagement to adapt suitable responses. 
 

• Act objectives: related to maritime decarbonisation aligned to specific emissions reducing goals 
and efforts to reduce existing emissions. This needs to apply as principal commitments not just 
to shipping but across all supply chain aspects and stakeholders, including LNG, hydrogen, 
offshore wind propulsion, solar, renewable energy, ammonia, biofuels, methanol, Carbon 
Capture and Storage, methane and synthetic gas based fuels as alternatives. Provision must be 
made for the production and development of fuel cells, electrolysers and batteries.  

• Distinctions must be made to favour maritime industry applications of these gases and 
encouragement of cleaner sources of energy production from each of these -i.e. green/blue 
rather than grey hydrogen. 

• These objectives for port, maritime/shipping and general supply chain decarbonisation, under 
ecosystem based and scientific technical management; proactive risk management and the 
Precautionary Principle/principles of Blue Carbon, marine spatial planning; Marine Ecological 
Capital and Rehabilitation. 

• Objectives to determine the development of a long term commercially, ecologically and 
technically viable industry sector under exploration and exploitation; the conditions under which 
it may be permitted or not. 

• The administrative processes and structures relating to the granting of licenses and concessions; 
the possible creation of a Maritime Decarbonisation Enforcement Authority or equivalent or 
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otherwise linked to existing maritime/port/supply chain and business regulators. The 
development of an independent Regulator to provide oversight and Ombudsman entity with full 
investigatory and regulatory powers, including enforcement powers to act against those 
committing offences and responding to public interest and demand 

• The need to establish a properly resourced and empowered management authority based on 
capable decision making, clear rights and responsibilities with the capacity to consider 
transboundary cooperation and coordination with other stakeholders to obtain information; 
resources and enforcement support as needed. 

• Designated powers and responsibilities, capacity to make, amend or repeal regulations. 

• Site selection criteria in forming certain Emissions Control Areas and gas reliquification, 
CCUS/other production, refining, storage, distribution and bunkering facilities to minimise 
adverse externality costs. 

• The need to prioritise marine protected areas and fisheries restoration via ecological 
rehabilitation and regeneration of species; addressing endogenous/exogenous factors 
enhancing vulnerability or risk. 

• Management, operation and maintenance. All stages of the above industry and sector need to 
be considered from exploration to operation to decommissioning, site closure and mandatory 
requirements for undertaking ecological rehabilitation plans for any activities that do materialise. 

• Risk management and links to other legislation or activities including safety, security, 
environment, water, climate change, cargo, fisheries, aquaculture, tourism, renewable energy, 
ports, desalination, shipping, biotechnology etc. 

• Freedom of financing, lease security and concession, ability to set license and fees; fines for 
infringement and incentives. The time period and extent of exclusive access to resources and 
area needs to be specified for fisheries management along with any catch management, reported 
information and monitoring requirements. 

• Any related financial, research, administrative or other processes and requirements including 
specific data and reporting requirements need to be specified. 

• Need to ban destructive production and waste dumping processes; trawling, explosive or 
dynamite fishing; tag fishing/ghost marine equipment to ensure liability outside reserves whilst 
banning it in the reserves. 

• More ecologically sustainable methods and techniques could be specified and recommended as 
mandatory or guidelines. 

• Ecological safeguards and risk management measures could be detailed. 

• Access to any scientific/ecological/other data that does not infringe upon commercial contract, 
intellectual property or other legally confidential information and activities should be publicly 
available. The onus should be on the license title holder to identify any explicit benefits, risks, 
costs and opportunities as practically possible. 

• The need to continuously update and utilised the latest technological, scientific research and risk 
mitigation measures should be emphasised along with the principles of measures to minimise 
adverse sound, light, waste, species and other ecological effects as much as possible should be 
emphasised. 

• Any legislation needs to consider elements of the IMO, MARPOL, UNCLOS, new High Seas 
Treaty, domestic law and other principles as identified in the above sections, whilst ensuring the 
framework is sufficiently flexible enough to change as conditions and circumstances do; whilst 
robust to ensure protection of the marine environment; blue economy and human/other species 
rights and our cultural legacy. 

• Any industrial application or moratorium process needs to involve active identification and 
consultation of related stakeholders and operate on the principle of free, willing and informed 
consent. Stakeholders need to be continuously informed and updated. 
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•  It needs to possibly involve full geophysical, socioeconomic, cultural heritage and environmental 
impact assessments regularly conducted at prescribed time period intervals before and during, 
exploration, exploitation. 

• This needs to consider waste management, minimisation and recycling plans related to the 
circular economy. The need to factor in climate change; marine pollution and other full possible 
risks along with emissions reduction and offsetting policies. 

• The requirements for marine scientific research process 

• Transparency, efficiency, flexibility and accountability in all governance, licensing, enforcement 
and other fishery processes. 

• Identifying and requiring all stakeholders to adhere to the Precautionary Principle, the Polluter 
Pays Principle in the extent of personal and professional liability, Marine Spatial Planning and 
the Common Heritage of Humankind should be enshrined in legislation and policies. Serious and 
Transboundary Risk Harm need to be specified and avoided as much as practically possible 

• The need to specify and require local training and skills development; workplans along with 
adhering to occupational health and safety. 

• Applications need to respect and consider equitable access to resources including traditional and 
indigenous usages, respecting marine protected area boundaries and preserving cultural 
heritage where practically possible. 

• Freedom over selling/procuring assets and properties/pay supply chain on time without the 
rigorous onus of centralised government procurement policies inhibiting development of MPA’s 
or their extension or their effectiveness. 

• Links to fisheries, aquaculture and other blue economy areas or opportunities 

• Ocean sovereignty and governance; creation of marine protected areas and private reserves. 

• Marine spatial planning and functional zoning/integrated coastal zone management 

• Links to blue carbon expansion and preserving 

• Preserving of marine biodiversity and ecosystems; Regulated introduction and exploitation of 
rare and exotic species sustainably. 

• Education, research and training including establishing youth and other volunteer/professional 
rangers and guides; professional status of fishery observers, technical staff and data collection 
processes. 

• The need to consider new entrepreneurs/technological and other solutions 

• Environmental, water/ocean impact assessments for certain activities with a maximum specified 
time period. The need to identify risks including transboundary risks and possible mitigation 
measures 

• Research, information; marketing, commercialisation and all value chain issues.  

• Trade regulation, exports and provision of financial, investment, research and other incentives. 

• Resolving market barriers to entry -competition; infrastructure and standards; 

• Issues over access to supply of these gas based/renewable energy solutions. 

• Need to consider traditional existing rights and customs where ecologically sustainable and 
responsible in use; based on historic/current tradition and precedent. 

• Need to factor in local experience. 

• The need to minimise adverse externality costs as much as possible. 

• Need to consider resilience and vulnerability of resources and any marine protected areas 

• A suitable enforcement, regulatory and independent oversight/appeals authority 

• The extent of public participation and consultation in the process 

• Avoiding of marine threats -issues of Polluter Pays Principle, carbon footprint offsetting, and 
company liability. Risk management. Need to ensure recycling where possible, reduction of 
bycatch and related waste and the principle of ensuring the circular economy wherever possible. 
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• Issues over resources as climate change develops; monitoring for changing socioeconomic, 
environment, climate and oceanographic/population and coastal development conditions. 

• The need to conduct socioeconomic, technical and resource need along with environmental and 
climate change projection risk assessments/stakeholder requirements. 

• Need to protect marine cultural and geological heritage; rare/endemic species via no take zones. 

• Need to provide training and institutional capacity, early warning systems to record 
ocean/species/ecosystem and surrounding environmental health, with suitably rapid response 
and intervention where possible. 

• Links to other policies and supporting legislation. 

• Links to international legislation, targets and goals including SDG’s, Aichi 11, 30% by 2030 

• Specific prescribed legal and other penalties for violations and the question of liability -extending 
to terrestrial, marine and coastal risks based on the violator paying back the full 
ecological/economic value for any damaged resource.  

• Need to establish effective law enforcement, monitoring and evaluation regularly and provision 
for updating regulations/management processes. 

• Companies need to provide evidence of due diligence, legal and compliance monitoring 
strategies along with annual Sustainability Reports. 

• The possible provision of wards and other incentives as motivation 

• Regular publishing of progress towards pre-determined targets or objectives channelling the 
reduction of specific fisheries related crimes and offences, and transparent accountability for 
decision making 

• The resolution of disputes and appeals process 
 
It can also be especially invaluable to learn from the experiences of others as detailed via various 
stakeholder successes in Section 2.4 such as Norway and Japan with their deployment of LNG. Australia 
is developing a thriving LNG and hydrogen export market, whilst South Africa offers immense potential 
for converting fossil fuels such as coal into hydrogen. The South Pacific have created their own 
Micronesian Centre for Sustainable Transport which have done excellent work in creating coordinated 
research, data collection systems, stakeholder cooperation and pilot projects in offshore wind propulsion, 
slow steaming, cold ironing, energy efficiency and other techniques to prove the concepts work. 
Rotterdam’s port wish to combine hydrogen bunkerage services and fuel based port equ ipment, 
trucks/trains to influence their entire supply chains, plus Carbon Capture and Storage to address existing 
atmospheric concentrations. Singapore ambitiously wish to project themselves as a maritime 
decarbonisation hub. 
 
In contrast, other nations and stakeholders experienced various challenges and issues related to LNG, 
hydrogen and other attempts at introducing decarbonisation solutions that it can be beneficial to try and 
absorb, so that the consequences need not be so detrimental, frustrating or squandering of so many 
resources as futile or seemingly futile affairs. Section 2.5 warns via Port Qasim in Pakistan and the 
Access LNG Floating Storage and Regasification Project, supported by the African Development Bank 
in Ghana, that as with any major development, maritime decarbonisation requires its own legal, 
environmental, economic, technical, safety and other situational risk assessment and related expenses, 
if it is to be sensibly managed. The Karpowership incident in South Africa as a source of f loating power 
supply and other efforts at trying to introduce LNG/hydrogen and bunkerage services provide equal 
reminders as warnings; of how mass ignorance and problems with communication and consultation; 
combined with a lack of a supportive legislative framework and financial environment can sabotage 
progress. However, given the fact that many of these fuels remain underutilised and conspicuously 
absent from research and our seas, there are many gaps in being able to learn from failures and 
successes; in contrast to fossil fuel/ internal combustion engine alternatives. Many renewable energy -
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wind propulsion based vessels only have history as an example, with fewer commercial examples for 
vessels of a size beyond those of traditional/recreational and small scale vessels. However, what can be 
concluded is that LNG and hydrogen have a far greater safety record for those examples that do exist, 
then petroleum based fuels, as a proportion of the total vessels available, as providing even greater 
empirical evidence to support not just trials but far more commercial voyages and supply chains being 
shifted.  
 
Chapter 3 established that contrary to popular impressions, maritime decarbonisation may not be that 
implausible as over a decade’s worth of experience exists for hydrogen, nuclear propulsion and LNG, 
fuel cells and batteries, if confined to merely a few countries. Centuries of experience exist with traditional 
wind propulsion technologies and vessel design characteristics/efficiency and performance; however 
these do not take into account modern technological trends for the most part. Ammonia, methane, 
methanol, natural and synthetic biofuels/other forms of fuelling options have yet to be taken seriously  to 
the same extent beyond the trial phase and may need additional support. The examples of Norway, 
Australia, Japan and the Middle East have proven existing market demands (in Japan’s case via 
legislation) are virtually guaranteed. This excludes myriad other industrial applications for LNG, hydrogen 
and supplementing national grids/energy options for nuclear propulsion. The markets for other fuels have 
yet to be commercialised, being mainly in pilot stage but given the geopolitics and risks of fluctuating fuel 
prices/energy insecurity and other factors, there may be enormous potential. 
 
This project realises the immense market potential for maritime decarbonisation, if fuel prices can be 
lowered, given how high a proportion of fuel costs, pollution, emissions and imports/foreign exchange etc 
exist for shipping companies ports, supply chains and oil import dependent nations. In a sign of growing 
market confidence at least 128 significant LNG processing facilities are in operation/planning under Table 
3.2.1. However, the Southern hemisphere remains conspicuously absent in the presence of bunkerage 
facilities and supporting ports/transport storage and distribution networks. To repeat previous findings, 
LNG demand is anticipated to expand from 113 trillion to 185 trillion cubic feet between 2010 and 2040. 
The main exporters as of 2019/2020 included Qatar with 107.1 billion m3, Australia (104.7), the United 
States (47.5), Russia (39.4), Malaysia with 35.1, Trinidad and Tobago with 17, Algeria 16.6, Indonesia 
16.5, United Arab Emirates with 7.7 and Norway with 6.6 billion m3  according to industry production 
reports. Colossal new export reserves have also been recently discovered in Tanzania and Mozambique.  
Although presenting considerable ecological risks, the Gulf of Mexico hosts another 6.8 billion m3 in 
estimated reserves. However, these are currently experiencing significant investment \/reputational 
marketing risks not just from the COVID19 pandemic but from the Islamic State ISIS, insurgency 
movement of terrorists. Japan dominated the LNG import market with 21.7% of 2019/2020 market 
demand or 105.5 billion cubic metres, indicating significant demand equivalent to Australia’s entire 
production as the world’s second largest. 
 
In 2014 it was envisioned that at least 1000 LNG fuelled vessels would be commercially sailing by 2020 
substantially more than the 140 that actually existed and from the 20-35 present in 2014. Current market 
estimates for hydrogen are about $135.5 billion, excluding the future prospects that applications for 
maritime supply chains, ports, trains, airships and vehicles may create for it (Arup 2021). Ammonia and 
methanol byproducts present further pressures. Future International Energy Agency market demand 
estimates anticipate soaring demand to reach a minimum of US $199 billion by 2023. Other factors such 
as the IMO Sulphur fuel cap and commitment to a 50% reduction in emissions by 2030 and 30 global 
countries on track to pledging carbon neutrality by 2050 provide even greater inducements to convert. 
 
Out of 70,000,000 tons of global hydrogen produced annually, 55% is used for ammonia, 10% methanol, 
25% refinery and only 10% from other. Only 4% might be classified as green or blue hydrogen from 
electrolysis. The International Energy Agency estimated an increase in global gas demand from 3950 to 
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4,450 billion m3. The global LNG gas supply was estimated at 5,149 billion tons from 2018 to 2020. 
Encouragingly, at least US$ 300 billion of private sector capital has been announced  in principal if not 
all committed for hydrogen alone across 228 projects by 2030, excluding the additional 70 billion needed 
(Hydrogen Council and McKinsey and Company 2021). 90 projects are related to major industrial 
processes, 53 to transport, 45 are mixed economy research and development; 23 to infrastructure and 
17 are greater than 1 GW energy production. However, this investment interest needs to be restructured 
towards supporting blue rather than grey hydrogen. Production costs may even reach an average $1.4 
to 2.3; to be viable with contemporary fuel and energy sources. 
 
The various advantages towards supporting maritime decarbonisation as detailed in Section 3.3 include 
not only complying with local and international policy/legal frameworks but improvements in human and 
ecosystem health from reduced pollution, advances in environmental quality, far fewer emissions and a 
steadily reducing rate at which climate change occurs due to investments in mitigation, which 
subsequently results in fewer disruption impact costs for supply chains and economies. A bonus includes 
far fewer adaptation, legal compliance and regulatory/other potential costs. There are also significant 
economic and energy/technical efficiency advantages towards reducing emissions, lessening 
dependency on fluctuating fuel prices and energy insecurity/inefficiency. It improves geopolitical relations 
and diminishes dependency on expensive fossil fuel producers/uncertain politics.  For example, engine 
reductions from LNG could reduce over 90% of SOx, 85% particulate matter and 90% of NOx. Hydrogen 
conversion technology can save fossil fuel employment for the most part. There are independent multiple 
spinoff and spillover benefits from increased employment, related sustainable production, consumption, 
tax revenue, saving or earning of scarce foreign exchange, reduced imports/improved exports, greater 
competitiveness, improved education, training, research, entrepreneurship and innovation. 
 
Maritime decarbonisation may yield certain disadvantages and issues, most notably for those fossil fuel 
based producers, exploration and logistics dependent processes in losing out on a competitive edge 
basis. Many products and services still exist on an experimental/pilot basis and have a very limited range 
in the Southern Hemisphere. Outside of hydrogen, LNG and nuclear propulsion; many fuel/energy 
sources have yet to prove themselves commercially as successful. The main issues include specific 
access to finance, safety, security and other concerns, including those related to training, awareness, the 
safe handling and management of associated flammability, explosion and other specific risks. There is a 
shortage of suitably trained, experienced and qualified people, access to vessels, reliable commercial 
supplies and bunkerage/distribution networks. There are other concerns -most notably that hydrogen and 
LNG/other sources and solutions such as scrubbers derive from clean energy sources and do not actively 
contribute to climate change, methane slips or yield another large carbon/resource intensive and 
sustainable solution. 
 
The various risks associated with the process can be carefully managed with suitable precautions as 
illuminated across section 3.3. Many of them relate to safety, security and responsible, trained handling 
of gas based substances vulnerable to explosion, ignition, leakage and similar possible crime, sabotage 
and terrorism threats faced by orthodox petroleum.  There remain the risks of fluctuating economic cycles; 
the uncertainty of policy guidance and related legislation and technological innovation, combined with the 
monumental decision over whether to invest now or later… Given the urgency of climate change it is 
better to act now under the Precautionary Principle so there should be no debate.  The chapter also 
highlighted the transition risks that many nations may face during the transition unless they improve 
allocated funding, infrastructure, training/research, institutional capacities, policies, incentives and 
resources committed to implementation capacity. Potential and existing participants may need to support 
each other throughout the process. Entire fleets of vessels, ports, supply chains and economies have to 
be radically aligned to entirely novel systems and rapidly. 
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To answer this challenge, this project’s conceptual contribution was to highlight various examples of 
solutions and strategies related to all aspects of maritime decarbonisation, recognising the specific 
challenges associated with this area. Section 3.6 indicated not only that research and development was 
critical but also associated professional networks, improvements in supply chain operations, technical 
standards and shipping itself, energy efficiency management, cold ironing, slow steaming and renewable 
energy, aside from fuel cells, electrolysers and batteries. More funding, infrastructure and 
bunkerage/storage/distribution processes and experimental trials can perhaps subsume the void along 
with cooperation and persuasion/other pressure such as marketing to prompt the fossil fuel entities 
themselves that there is no other socially, politically and economically palatable offer. More mass 
education and awareness campaigns would also aid to bolster localised support.  
 
If there remains hope it lies in the innovative solutions of entrepreneurs. Specific examples that might be 
worth investigating encompass a number of solutions from hydrogen and LNG, to algae, biomass, waste 
and marine biofuel to fuel cell and drones, offshore wind propulsion to more integrated solutions. 
Examples of algae/marine/biomass include Algae Production Systems (Base for Biodiesel and Organic 
Fertiliser), Culture Biosystems, Genifuels (Aquatic Biomass and Other Emissions Reducing Fuel 
Solutions), Manta Biofuel and Phycobloom. DNV GL, Nauticor, Pro-Bunkers LNG, Titan LNG (Fuel 
Provider Solutions)  and Wartsila LNGPac (Marine Integrated LNG Bunkering, Fuel and Technology 
Solutions) focus on LNG fuel based solutions. CWP Renewables, Hy-Sil Labs,  Snam Hydrogen and 
Iberola include hydrogen as well as desalination and renewable energy solutions. Jalvasub Engineering 
produces hydrogen/PEM fuel cells and drone solutions Circular economy solutions which harness waste 
and process it include  Plast2Oil (Tre-Soil Biofuels (Waste Plastic to Hydrogen Ocean Retriever). Fairwind 
yields zero emission fuel production via offshore wind energy propulsion.  
 

4.1.2: Priorities and Recommendations 
 
Therefore to prioritise the actual implementation of Zero Emissions/Carbon Shipping, the following should 
be prioritised in addition to generating a suitable legislative framework, access to finance, development 
of sufficient research and information; mass awareness, communication, coordination, education and 
training. 
 
4.1.3: Short Term/Immediate Priorities for Shipping, Government Ports, Other Aid Agencies and 
Individuals/Businesses and Communities. 
 
Specific recommendations derived from stakeholders include: 

• Focus on providing and educating them on safety. 

• Focus on lowering taxes, customs duties, legal/regulatory barriers, providing incentives/reducing 
disincentives 

• Empowerment through the provision of education, training and awareness 

• Creating loans and microcredit to stakeholders to enable them to procure  related decarbonisation 
transport processes and equipment. 

• Help businesses and entrepreneurs access Commercial Loans and provide additional advisory 
services on improving their facility/service. 

• Improve maritime/supply chains emissions and decarbonisation data capturing 

• Insist on carbon offsets, CCUS and utilisation 

• Build and support the development of gas liquefication, renewable energy and other processing 
plants, bunkerage, storage, distribution/transport and related logistics systems. 

• Provide livelihood projects and sources of employment. 
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• Working with communities, individuals and supply chains to gain greater awareness and 
appreciation of the needs for maritime decarbonisation and risks. 

• Improve access to decarbonisation markets and supply chains, work towards phasing out fossil 
fuels. 

• Cease providing indirect/direct support to fossil fuel based alternatives 

• Create maritime decarbonisation research, innovation and production/trade zone hubs. 

• Investigate other shipping/maritime decarbonisation best standards/principles and learn from their 
successes and seeking to minimise the opportunity costs of failure 

 
Other blue/ocean economy and ecosystem sector possible opportunities which could be considered 
include: 
 

• Developing possible beneficiation/employment/entrepreneur opportunities. Similar professional 
opportunities exist for renewable energy. Examples include: production and storage facilities, vessel 
ship repair and construction/demolition yards, engineers; subsea and pipeline engineers, geologists; 
geochemists; refineries, petrol stations and pipelines; riggers, pipe fitters and wielders; tugs and 
barges; equipment installations, operations and maintenance; seafarers and crew. Other opportunities 
include, marketing, sales, administration, supply, storage, bunkerage and other services. 

• Reduce regulatory requirements as much as possible for small and medium enterprises, and extend 
more small business opportunities. 

• Work with institutes, universities etc to focus on innovations being developed and utilised. 

• Access to credit, entrepreneurial advice and other support to those with ideas and visions.  

• The formation of related marketing events and product development. 
 
Additional overall short term priorities and recommendations to prioritise include: 
 

• A desktop review on all related research to be completed (as per this consultancy’s objectives) and 
information publicised. 

• Efforts to continue improving political policymaker, society, private sector and other individual will, 
effort and interest for  Zero Carbon/Maritime Decarbonisation Age Vision via improving coordination, 
communication, awareness and engagement. Related stakeholders can help organize a global 
stakeholders’ network for every actor to provide periodic updates of their respective activities for 
proper information sharing. 

• Constant publicising of existing and planned projects and priorities in all sectors to avoid aid 
agency/government/private sector duplication of efforts. 

• Others include tapping into various forms of funding such as conventional private investments; 
public-private partnerships; building/operating in exchange for concession agreements and 
government based funding. There are also emerging sources of climate resilient and general 
infrastructure green/blue bonds; research, development and training grants, carbon pricing and 
related taxes 

• Focus on improving local maritime registry/port/government/other administration’s institutional 
capacity/technology transfer and other processes to assist in decarbonisation. 

 
4.1.3: Medium Term Priorities for the Government, Shipping, Other Aid Agencies and 
Individuals/Businesses and Communities. 
 

• Assessment and utilisation of stakeholders with various skills needs, experience and 
capacity/information that can be registered on a database that may be useful to implement this 
Vision. 
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• The urgency of continuing to build on the momentum of events and associated output action plan 
through regular formal and informal contacts as this consultancy provided an excellent opportunity 
find out who was still really interested. 

• Prioritise various events and outreach to promote more awareness at a policy, systematic and 
individual level. 

• Partnerships and awareness should link to school, college and university students, share each 
other’s ideas and collate research. This approach would benefit through a devoted media, school, 
community and general awareness marketing campaign. 

• Realign priorities and ensure adequate mainstreamed consciousness translates into actionable 
outcomes and decision making, mobilising stakeholders. 

• Channelling support to further improving upon detailed socioeconomic and ecological economics 
valuation modelling. 

• Targeting additional revenue streams for government, developing the economy via opportunities, 
attracting foreign investment or aid. 

• Formation of market analysis, investment and export producing/import reducing proposals 

• Gazetting, implementing and ensuring sustainable resources including finance, information, 
communication. community surveillance and support for marine protected areas with community 
based monitoring and backed up by extended patrols across the entire ocean area. 

• This extends to establishing monitoring and information data and surveillance against emissions 
violations where possible. Establishment of a emissions and related climate risk information 
modelling system, specialist laboratories, human capacity, research facilities and other systems to 
identify and respond to hazards including equipment, training and sustainable finance/technical 
support. 

• The need for specialist construction, repair, conversion, equipment building, research and training 
facilities locally, reducing dependency on external consultants.  

• Other advice included creating updated stakeholder input and gas/renewable energy resource 
surveys for improved data, monitoring risks and formulating an integrated coastal zone 
management/marine spatial planning policy.  

• For gas risks, aside from developing specific incident report schemes, modifying legislation to 
develop a contingency plan, training and other preparation including specific response, task teams, 
more overall sector awareness of possible impacts and solutions is urgently advised  

• Any prospective license, operator or related supply chain/crew member must be informed and 
legally bound to mitigate against any gas explosion, leakage or other incident. They must 
promptly act to contain any latent risk.  

• Solutions range from general legal and enforcement, promoting governance, surveillance, 
cooperation and community enforcement, considering investments in technology, psychology, 
awareness, education, training reviewing financial penalties and disincentives. Others include 
employment opportunities/income diversification via marine protected areas, fisheries and 
tourism, entrepreneur solutions ranging across all fuel types and processes as in chapter  

• A specific database could be connected to port, customs, crime, emissions and 
environmental/maritime databases to connect every port infringement or crime detected so that 
others can be suspicious if encountering the same vessels, companies and individuals, being 
extra-vigilant.  

 
4.1.3: Long Term Priorities for the Government, Shipping, Other Aid Agencies and 
Individuals/Businesses and Communities. 
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• Assistance from certain industry, academia, governments and others, /other international aid agencies 
could use their experience with donors to provide direct training, marketing and other finance/technical 
support necessary for SIDS/emerging nations.  

• Continuous commitment to 100% renewable energy and maritime/supply chain decarbonisation as 
legally protected. 

• Developing of major restructurings and support for infrastructure, mandatory requirements for newbuild 
and constructed vessels and other processes.  

• Overall government efforts to ensure more sustainable shipping and supply chains. 

• Prioritise ringfencing adequate funding and enforcement capacity for the Zero Carbon Age/Reduced 
Emissions Shipping Vision, generate sustainable revenue streams, policy certainty, marketing and 
investment incentives. 

• Continue to strengthen monitoring, enforcement and compliance, updating penalties and incentives, 
technology, human capacity and processes/policies where circumstances change. 

• Continue to simplify efforts for stakeholders to become empowered and involved. 

• Promptly monitor and act to contain any latent risk or disruption impact cost including solutions. 

• With external partners, investigate and undertake projects in decarbonisation, marine renewable energy 
and blue biotechnology. 

• With external partners, create/expand research, maritime education and training facilities. 
 

4.2: Limitations and Directions for Future Research 
 
This project experienced a number of constraints, most notably it provided a desktop research study or 
synthesis of the latest developments affecting maritime decarbonisation up to July 2021 CE or 2774 AUC. 
Its prime objective concentrated only on certain basic identifications of the characteristics, trends and 
sources presently existing, as well as the partial development of this specialist’s insights. It did not 
conduct a series of empirical/field research related to stakeholder consultation and engagement, a 
detailed market research analysis and series of future decarbonisation scenarios across regions or 
individuals. Time, a lack of fiscal compensation barriers to consultation and insufficient 
information/cooperation and availability of human resources, precluded this blue/oceans economist to 
prioritise more details These therefore should be the directions for future research to overcome, 
resources pending. 
 
Aligned to this, future research can investigate further the individual technology and decarbonisation 
process types across various technology types, regions, nations, ports and supply chain components. It 
could assess their perceptions and awareness on maritime decarbonisation; related risks; associated 
impact costs, constraints and concerns and proposed solutions. This will enable stakeholders to more 
effectively ascertain, appropriate and localised, more specific solutions towards transforming both 
transport and their underlying logistics, production processes and supply chains. It could also conduct an 
exercise in determining how effective existing interventions have been against, certain pre-set indicators 
based on monitoring and evaluation. 
 
Moving forward, there remains chronic hope. In July 2021, BP, Lloyd's Register's Decarbonisation Hub, 
Danish shipping company AP Moller-Maersk, German engineering company MAN Energy Solutions, 
Japanese engineer Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Japanese shipping company NYK Line, Total Energies 
and others formed a specific partnership to investigate maritime decarbonisation. The EU Commission 
and Parliament wish to tax up to 70% of vessel emissions related to the European Economic Area, 
including parts of international voyages to and from EEA ports, under an emissions trading scheme and 
polluter pays principle. COP26 are planning a specific maritime decarbonisation event in November 2021. 
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The Mediterranean Shipping Company, Ficantieri shipyard and SNAM are even contemplating hydrogen 
powered cruise vessels post-COVID19.  
 
To conclude the voyage towards implanting zero carbon shipping and maritime decarbonisation has 
already embarked. Growing technological trends and a market virtually guaranteed by legislation should 
mean it is already occurring. Yet the progress remains glacial and humanity needs to do more than just 
encouraging a few entrepreneurs from the sidelines. We as fossil fuel consumers for the most part, need 
to extend our voices to prompt supply chains and the sector to completely reform their businesses, our 
financial sector and policymakers to completely divest themselves. As we face the climate emergency, 
we should be actively embracing and supporting any reasonable measure that can make such a pivotal 
influence at curbing our emissions and resources footprint on this planet, our homeworld with its 
collapsing climate, ecosystems and oceans.  We need to be inspired by the visionary ideas of our 
innovators, researchers and entrepreneurs, many of  who could completely attain a net zero emission set 
of measures, if our valiant efforts received support and, we could support others. The technologies have 
shown themselves feasible, with far fewer concerns then the fossil fuel sectors to which so many of us 
are enslaved in thrall. As with other efforts, the blue economy and any shred of prosperity during and 
postCOVID19, only matters if we retain a planet left to save…. 
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